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My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 1 I need a 

divorce 

"Mike, get that case of wine over here." 

"Mike, go clean the kitchen. Why are you standing there, you idiot?" 

A young man slammed his broom down on Mike and cursed arrogantly. 

After Mike was hit with a broom, he was a little angry. 

He said, "Aunt asked me to carry the wine over there, so wait me a few 

minutes." 

"How dare you talk to me like that? Letting you do something is just like 

killing you." Joe walked up to him and slapped him, 

"A stupid live-in son-in-law. You live in my family and spend my family's 

money. Who gives your courage to talk to me like that?" He cursed. 

After getting a slap and suffering such an insult, Mike threw away the 

case of wine he was holding and rushed towards Joe, grabbing him by 

the collar and shouting angrily. 

"Joe, you’d better don’t mess with me.” said Mike. 

The box of wine was all shattered in an instant. 

Mike, however, had no time to worry about the price of that case of wine 

at this point. Facing Joe's ridicule, he didn't want to remain silent 

anymore. 
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For the past two years, everyone in the Liu Family had not treated him as 

their family. Even Joe Liu, who was the same generation as him, had 

often insulted him. And now they were in a public place. This was a 

banquet hall and there were guests everywhere. But Joe hit him in the 

face. 

Joe was startled by Mike who was suddenly furious. In the past two years, 

Mike had always been compliant. How could he have the courage to lose 

his temper today? 

"What the hell do you want to do? Do you dare to hit me?" Joe 

pretended to be calm. 

At this moment, the other members of the Liu family all came up and 

blamed Mike, including the aunt Mike just mentioned. His father-in-law 

and mother-in-law also accused him. 

"Is Mike crazy? Today is the old man's birthday, he dares to hit Joe?" 

"Let go of Joe. What are you doing? You are shaming us." Mike's father-

in-law Ben Liu stomped his feet with anger. 

Mike’s father-in-law is the youngest son of the old man and the least 

valued one in the Liu family. His inability and his live-in son-in-law makes 

he become a big joke in Liu family. 

"Mike, Let go of Joe. He is your uncle’s child.” Xiaohui Yu shouted, “You 

have shamed us. Do you want my daughter to lose her face completely 

here?" 

Xiaohui Yu, Mike’s mother-in-law, did not spoke for Mike, but scolded 

him in front of so many people. 
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They think that because of Mike, a good-for-nothing live-in son-in-law, 

their family has no status in Liu family. 

Actually, even if Mike wasn’t their live-in son-in-law, they still had no 

status in Liu family. Mike’s father-in-law was incapable and his mother-in 

law did nothing every day. For several years, they have no right to use 

the various resources of the family, and only those resources that the 

other elders in the family do not want to use will be given to them. 

However, Ben and Xiaohui didn’t reflect on why they were belittled by 

the members of the Liu family. They just blamed Mike all the time and 

treated him badly. 

Even the pet dog that Xiaohui raised ate better than Mike, which showed 

Mike’s low status in their family. 

"Mike Yue, you dare to beat me?" 

Seeing that Mike was blamed by everyone, Joe suddenly showed a 

sinister smile and looked at him contemptuously. 

Mike widened his eyes and looked at the group of Liu family who made 

him feel sad. 

At this moment, someone slapped Mike in his face. It was his wife, Helen 

Liu. 

"Mike, you have a temper now. How dare you hit my brother, are you 

crazy?" 

Helen saw something going on and rushed over. Then she saw Mike 

want to beat Joe. 
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“Today is my grandpa’s birthday. How could you be causing trouble at a 

time like this?” Helen didn’t understand. She thought Mike was causing 

trouble for her family deliberately. 

Helen’s family already had no standing in the Liu family, so she didn't 

want their family to be embarrassed in public anymore. 

This slap in the face made Mike completely sad and also made him 

realize that it was time to give up on his marriage that he had so 

carefully maintained. 

He didn't understand why Helen, who didn't discriminate between right 

and wrong, humiliate him. As the eldest son of prestigious Yue family in 

Capital City, he had come to the Liu family for love, but he was treated 

like this by the woman he loved. 

He suddenly felt a bit pathetic. Why did he have to endure all this 

humiliation? 

Liu family was just a third-rate family in Chuzhou City. It is a small city 

that is no match for Capital City. The Liu family is not even comparable to 

any other small family in Capital City. However, Yue family is one of the 

top four big families in the country. As the eldest son of the Yue family, 

Mike Yue has the power and highest social status. 

When Mike Yue was in high school, he was sent to Chuzhou City by his 

family for training. His grandfather Zhenting Yue was known as the King 

of Hell, who was very strict with the family's offspring. He was so fond of 

Mike Yue that he decided to let Mike’s father inherit the family while he 

was still alive. 
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He told Mike's father to train Mike well and made him the next heir of 

the family when he grew up. So even if Mike was the eldest son of the 

Yue family, he didn’t live a rich life since he was in high school. 

But no matter how big the challenges were, Mike had overcome them all. 

When Mike came to the Chuzhou City, his father did not give him any 

money. He had to work part-time, but the money he earned was not 

enough to feed himself. Helen often helped him. 

At that time, Helen was the nicest woman in the world to Mike, except 

for Mike's mother. 

After they graduated from college, they got married. 

Maybe Mike and Helen were destined to meet each other. 

Helen's grandmother was Mike's grandfather's first love, so Helen's 

grandmother was the only person in the Liu family who knew Mike's 

identity. She asked Mike to take care of Helen before she died. After 

graduation, he marries Helen and joined the Liu family. 

The purpose of his marriage was to help the Liu family. After all, the Yue 

family is one of the four big families in the country. Actually, the Liu 

family is not good enough for the Yue family. Mike didn't want others to 

say that the Liu family let Helen marry him in order to flatter him. So he 

didn't tell the Liu family his identity. 

After the family's test was over, Mike used the money his father gave him 

to set up Fengxing Group in Chuzhou City. This company is small 

compared to the Yue family's company, but it is the largest enterprise in 

Chuzhou City. 
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Mike has been helping the Liu family through the Fengxing Group, but 

the Liu family didn't know it. 

Mike’s father had told him that his test was over, but that the real trials 

had only just begun when he left school. Now Mike had understood 

what his father meant. 

Now Mike was disappointed in the Liu family after his two years’ life in 

the family. 

"I'm not doing it. I’m gonna leave here." 

Mike, who was slapped by Helen, was completely angry. He vented all 

the grievances and humiliation he had accumulated in his heart for two 

years at this moment. 

He grabbed a chair next to him and slammed it to the ground. The wood 

chair was suddenly smashed to pieces, and the Liu family surrounding 

him, including Helen, backed away in terror. 

"Mike, you..." Helen’s face was pale and looked at him incredulously. 

"Are all of you hard-hearted?" Mike pointed at the Liu family and cursed, 

"Even if you raise a dog for two years, you should have love for it, let 

alone I'm still Helen's husband." 

"I joined your Liu family for two years. I have done all hard work. It was 

me who went to the hospital to take care of the sick old man. I'm also 

the one who repaired sewers and changed the taps for you in the middle 

of the night." 

"I treat you as family, but what do you think of me?" Mike said sadly, 

“Am I just a machine in your eyes?" 
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Now Mike didn't care how many guests there were. At this moment, all 

his anger broke out. 

The Liu family, who was usually arrogant to him, was shocked by his aura 

at this time, and no one said anything. Ben Liu and Xiaohui Yu also 

looked at him in amazement, speechless. 

Helen cried out of anger, and looked at Mike with tears. 

"Mike, did our family treat you badly? You live in my family and also 

spend my family’s money.” Helen said, “Today is my grandpa’s birthday. 

Why do you have to embarrass our family today?" 

"You get out of here, now!" 

Helen got angrier as she spoke, and he pointed to the door and said to 

Mike loudly. 

Mike felt completely disappointed in her when he saw this. He looked at 

Helen with a sneer: 

"Helen Liu, for two years, I took better care of you than I did for my 

mother, but you are mean to me." 

"Okay, I'll go now, but I need a divorce." Mike said angrily, "Tomorrow, 

we will go to the Civil Affairs Bureau to file a divorce, and then we’ll have 

nothing to do with each other." 

"Fine, remember what you said. We're getting divorced tomorrow." 

Helen roared. 

"Bye.” Mike, looking determined, was about to leave. 
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Just as he turned to leave, a thick voice full of authority sounded. 

"Wait." 

The crowd followed the sound and was startled. It was the old man who 

had spoken. 

Peter Liu, the old man of the Liu family, is still in charge of the Liu family 

despite his age. Everyone in the room held their breath, Mike's father-in-

law and mother-in-law didn't even dare to raise their heads. 

Mike, who was now holding his head high, turned around and looked at 

Peter Liu. 

"Mike, how dare you cause trouble at my birthday party?" Peter Liu said. 

"If you dare leave here now, then that means you are be kicked out of 

my Liu family.” 

He continued, “You've done nothing for the past two years. It is Liu 

family that has raised you. Do you think you'll still have the face to stay in 

Chuzhou City in the future?" 

The old man looked at Mike with cold eyes. 

Mike also looked at him coldly and spoke coldly. 

"When grandmother was still alive, she told me that you are incompetent 

and have bad temper. She wanted me to tolerate you." Mike said, "Now 

it seems that not only are you incapable, but also you're an old fool. The 

Liu family will be ruined by you. Tomorrow, your family will regret what 

you’ve done to me." 
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"It's your birthday today, and I wish you a long life for the last time, 

goodbye." 

After saying these words, Mike calmly left the place without looking 

back, under the gaze of hundreds of pairs of eyes. 

Peter gasped in exasperation and pounded his cane on the floor three 

times. 

"The bastard." He cursed. 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 2 Liu's 

People Are not Allowed to be Here! 

In the dinning hall, Mike Yue made the whole atmosphere embarrassing. 

Though Liu’s family doesn’t have much fame or prestige in Chuzhou City, 

they were in cooperation with Fengxing Group, the most powerful 

company in Chuzhou, which made this family a member of the upper 

class. Quite many Mr and Mrs Big attended Peter’s birthday celebration 

today. 

But Mike had turned a party into a farce and made Peter a joke to 

everyone. It just couldn’t get more embarrassing. 

As angry as Peter was, he manage to remain standing with the help of 

some people of his walking stick, then forced a smile to everyone. 

“My apology for what just happened. Mike is a live-in son-in-law of our 

family. For two years we have treated him well, letting him live in our 

family unconditionally without even having to have a job. We give him 

food and bed, and, as you saw today, this is how he shows his gratitude! 
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“It’s my fault anyway, for having showed him too much tolerance. I’m 

sincerely sorry for his stupidity, let’s just continue with our party, and 

don’t let our joyful be ruined by this stupid boy.” 

Given Liu’s family’s relationship with Fengxing Group, people all started 

comforting Peter. 

“It’s alright, Peter, that bastard’s just a parasite, you’ve done more than 

enough for him.” 

“None of our mood was ruined, Peter! It’s your birthday, that’s the 

point!” 

“I heard that your family just made another deal with Fengxing group 

and is about to sign a contract, congratulations!” 

All the flatters knocked the anger out of Peter quickly, he started 

laughing as if nothing happened. 

If it weren’t for the cooperation they established with Fengxing Group, 

there would never be a chance for Liu’s family to thrive and joined the 

club of the celebrities of Chuzhou and become influential within two 

years. 

Story had it that Fengxing Group, the most powerful company of 

Chuzhou, was just a subordinate company of Yue’s family, one of the 

four biggest families in Chuzhou. It was not confirmed yet but quite 

many people believed so. The road lies ahead of Liu’s family was super 

promising. 

“Thank you, thank you all! I have to say that it’s also an honour for us to 

grab the chance of working with them, also, thanks to my family’s luck! 
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“We’ll sign the contract of the new project we’re working on tomorrow, 

and we’ll never forget what you guys have done to help my family. If 

there’s any help you need, you can always come to me, my family!” 

He seized the chance to advertised Liu’s family, even thought it was his 

birthday party. 

After they settled down the farce, Peter called everyone of Liu’s family to 

the backstage, staring at Helen’s family grimly. 

At that moment, Helen’s family was the aim of everyone’s blame. 

“Mike was way out of line, grandpa, there are so many CEOs and 

presidents and bosses out there!” Said Joe, trying to add fuel to the fire 

and continued,”Have you tried teaching that lunatic how to behave 

himself, Helen? You saw how he scolded all of us, right? It was horrible!” 

The disgrace drove Helen’s family into the greatest embarrassment, 

Helen was still in shock of what Mike did, which left her in tears. 

“Sorry...I will divorce him tomorrow. He was...totally out of line.” Said 

Helen as she bowed and apologize. 

Sympathizing with Helen, Xiaohui bowed and apologized as well:”I’m 

really sorry, we should never have agreed Helen’s marriage with this 

scum. I still don’t know why mom was so obstinate about this 

marriage...Dad, Helen would never want such thing to happen as well, 

don’t be hard on her.” 

Ben didn’t even dare say a word under the pressure of Peter. 

Peter let out a long sigh, after which she said to Helen:”Well, it was not 

your fault anyway, it was all because of Mike himself. It would only be a 
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waste of money keeping him in our family. There’s no need to be sorry 

about this, Helen, just go divorce him tomorrow. And you’ve never slept 

with him if I’m not mistaken, there are still so many good men out there 

for you to choose.” 

It was a great relief to them that Peter’s didn’t throw a tantrum at them. 

But it was actually because that Helen was the only one in Liu’s family 

that was capable of coping with Fengxing Group, and even Peter himself 

wouldn’t even be allowed to enter Fengxing’s headquarter. 

Thus Peter dare not blame Helen too hard, since only she could keep 

their relationship with Fengixng Group safe and sound. 

Mike headed straight to Fengxing Group after he left the dinning hall. 

As the landmark of Chuzhou City, the Fengxing Group’s headquarter was 

located in the most luxurious shopping district. The three imposing 

skyscrapers stood in the heart of the city, dwarfing all the other 

companies including those located in other nearby cities. 

“You don’t seem well, what happened, Mike?” 

Mark Duan, the president, well, actually not the real one, of Fengxing 

group was worried seeing Mike trying to get himself drunk with a bottle 

of white wine. 

“I’m divorcing Helen tomorrow...no, I’ll be divorced. That’s the end, I’m 

no longer her husband, and there goes any connection between me and 

Liu’s family.” Said Mike as he smiled bitterly. 

It was love that made him make the decision of marrying Helen. Mike 

thought he was the happiest man in the world the day his senior-high 
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dream come true marrying Helen. His grudge against Tianxiong, his 

father, leaving him alone in Chuzhou turned to gratitude because 

otherwise he wouldn’t have met Helen. 

But everything changed after the marriage, he wasn’t sure if it was all 

because of the whole Liu’s family or just Helen’s parents. Helen was so 

mean to him that they didn’t even sleep together for even just once 

during the two years, which made Mike feel like Helen never treated him 

as a husband. 

All the fantasy of happiness were shattered. 

Mike so regretted having waste two years of his life living in shame and 

disgrace. 

“Liu’s family again!” Said Mark, frowned. He was one of Mike’s best friend 

and was clear about what happened to Mike in the two years of his life in 

Liu’s family. 

He continued:”I told you, bro, that would never treat you like a human. 

I’m just glad you’re finally out of there now. Your parents would wipe 

those bastards all out if they know what happened to you! Damn it, I’m 

gonna do it right now!” 

Mark anger kept escalating, looking serious about revenging for Mike. 

“Don’t need to,” Said Mike, expressionlessly as he waved his hand to 

Mark,”The cooperation between Fengxing Group and Liu’s family ends, 

start from today.” 

Then he stopped a while and added:”Xingru company, that Helen’s one, 

the cooperation remain until the current project we’re working together 

is done. This is the last thing I’ll do for her.” 
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Mark seemed confused:”After she treated you like that? Why?” 

Mike shook his head, bordering upon sobbing:”I’m not one of that kind 

of people. I promised to take good care of her grandma, which would 

end tomorrow after the divorce, then we’ll be on each others’ way and 

never meet again.” 

Mark answered Mike’s persistence with silence, then he took a bottle of 

wine that worth over ten thousand bucks and filled Mike’s cup up. 

“Take this one, that white shit would kill you. This may be the best 

ending. Think about it: You’re the eldest son of Yue’s family, this is a hell-

of-a honour to those Liu’s bastard! You’ve helped them for tow years 

and it’s time to put a stop to it. You’re a goddamn dragon, Mike! And 

tomorrow they’re gonna see who you really is and bow before your 

power.” 

Then Mark made a call and asked Verse in. 

She’s a daughter of another family of upper class in Capital City, also the 

secretary of Fengxing’s Group. Every family, even small ones, is quite 

well-known there. To Verse, there had never been a shortage of boys 

who try to pursue her, but she came to Chuzhou after hearing Mike was 

here, and had been here for two years. 

“Verse, you...” 

Mark whispered at Verse’s ear, asking her to try to console Mike. 

And nothing could exhilarate her more than knowing that Mike was 

about to get a divorce. 
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High heels all set, Verse walked into the office after Mark left, leaning on 

Mike shoulder as she put her snow-white legs right in front of him. 

Well, we all know what she meant. 

And she had been waiting for it for two years. 

“Don’t be sad, Mike, Helen would never deserve your kindness and love. 

Forget about her, Mike, whatever you find appealing on her, you’ll find 

them more appealing on me. I beat her to everything, see? My body, my 

beauty, and I treasure you!” 

The Aphrodite of the silver-spoons of Capital City was huddling on Mike 

like a kitty. 

But Mike was in no mood of flirting. 

“Get off me.” 

That came the imposing figure of Mike, which he had been hiding for 

two years, and it terrified Verse immediately. 

“Mike...what is it in Helen that attracts you so much? Why do you never 

lay your eyes on me?” 

Tears almost ran out of her eyes, Verse stared into Mike’s eyes. 

“I’m...I’m just too tired, gotta take a break.” Sighed Mike, later he said to 

Verse:”Tell the others that no Liu’s people should be allowed to enter 

Fengxing Group’s headquarter, not even Peter. Let the make a fuss if 

they find it unacceptable. Especially Joe...” 

Mike get pissed right after Joe’s face came into his mind. 
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“He’s gonna get his ass kicked if he dares show up!” 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 3 The 

Divorce 

At the entrance of civil affairs bureau, Mike Yue and Helen Liu had 

finished their divorce. 

From that moment on, they’re are no longer a couple, and more of 

enemies than even just strangers. 

Eyes turned red, Helen’s voice sounded grim as she stared at Mike, who 

she had never even slept with, spitefully:”Didn’t know you have such 

audacity to really get a divorce. Well, I would like to see how things 

would go for you after you leave our family. You were just a parasite for 

these two years, living in our home doing nothing. You would’ve starve 

to death on the street if it weren’t for us!” 

She continued:”You’re a man! What’s the point of you doing the laundry 

and cleaning in our home like a dog? Such a disgrace to me! This is the 

end, we’ll be on our way, and it’s just better for me to live without you!” 

Mike drowned into the ocean of disappointment as he looked at Helen, 

the one he used to love wholeheartedly even though he had never even 

laid his hand on her. It was the last straw on his back that Helen didn’t 

even show slightest guilt of what happened last night. 

“I’ve figured it out. You Liu’s people are all the same, Helen, regarding 

what other people do for you as nothing while trying your best hurting 

them. You people wouldn’t end up like this if grandma, may her rest in 

peace, didn’t pass away so soon. Such a shame on Peter that he cultured 

you like this. You people should thank grandma that your family is still in 
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upper class of Haidong City, for she was the only reason that I keep you 

people alive!” 

Mike held his anger back and continued:”No one in this world owe you 

Liu’s people anything, and I, Mike Yue, don’t owe you anything as well!” 

Liu’s families nearly ended up begging on the street in if weren’t for Mike 

helping them behind the curtains during the six months after Liu’s 

grandma passed away. 

He never mentioned it to Helen, for he had promised grandma to do so. 

He never asked for credit, and there was no need to. 

He had done everything he could to help them. 

But Helen sneered hearing what he said:”Keep us alive? What, are you 

still drowsy for getting up to early?” 

Then she took some cash out of her pocket and threw them onto Mike’s 

face, like the old days. 

First time in his life, Mike, a man who had never money as a serious 

matter, was treated like that. 

Helen shattered all the fantasy and dreams he had in all those years. 

Mike was shocked at first, then he burst into hysterical laughter, in which 

were his disappointment and grief. 

But still, Helen found it hilarious and shaming. 

Mike picked the money, put them in his pocket, turned to Helen and 

said, nearly sobbing:”I’ll keep them, as a warning. I traded all my love and 

passion, this money and all the disgrace, are what I get in return. 
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Remember this, Helen: No one would ever love you like I do, no one 

would ever take care of you the way I did to you!” 

He stopped for a while and bid his farewell:”I wish you all well.” 

Then he turned around and walked away. 

Looking at the back of Mike where loneliness abounded, Helen felt her 

heart twitched slightly, as if something in it was gone with Mike as well. 

Meanwhile, in the headquarter of Hongsheng Group, the Liu’s company. 

Peter called everyone to the meeting room, given it was a special day. 

Hongsheng Group and Fengxing Group were working on a major project, 

which Fengxing cover the whole budget and Hongsheng was basically 

running it for free. 

If the project works out, Hongsheng would become the second most 

influential company in Chuzhou, right after Fengxing. 

Peter’s voice was nearly trembling:”This is the day! We’re going to sing 

the contract of the project with Fengxing’s president Mark Duan, and 

we’ll see to it if we can be the most influential family in Chuzhou today!” 

Everyone if Liu’s family was elated as well, they nearly stayed up all night 

because of excitement. 

“I thought about it and decided to let Helene go sign the contract with 

Mark.” 

Then he to turned Peter and said sternly:”But given the significance of it, 

Joe would go with Helene to make sure nothing goes wrong.” 
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Joe’s father, Chenfeng Liu, was Peter’s eldest son, his influence came the 

second place in Liu’s family. Chenfeng and his families were well 

respected by others in the Liu’s. 

Peter’s mind was clear to Chenfeng: He wanted Joe to get in touch with 

Mark. Joe was quite competent and he’s also adept in socializing, Peter 

wanted him to take over the task Helen was on so that they can further 

consolidate their cooperation with Fengxing’s group. 

Helen was just a woman after all. 

“Joe, Joe! Gratitude! Your grandpa is asking you to get in touch with 

Mark!” 

Chenfeng hinted Joe furtively. 

It enlightened Joe, after which he fell into great joy and nodded his 

head:”Yes, thank you, grandpa! Consider it done! I will definitely come 

back with that contract!” 

Smilingly, Peter nodded. He had always trusted Chenfeng’s family, and 

they hardly failed to meet his requirement as well. 

“Ben, where’s Helen? So she’s too competent to be here in such a minor 

meeting?” 

Lisa said to Ben, Helen’s father, sarcastically. 

Sitting at the last row of the meeting room, Ben replied with his head 

down embarrassedly,:”She went to divorce with that sucmbag Mike, she’ll 

be back soon. Don’t worry, she won’t be late on such an important day.” 
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His heart was filled with grievance. He was the youngest son of Liu’s 

family, and having only just a daughter further worsened his position in 

Liu’s family. Even Lisa was more respected than him. 

“Anyway, Joe, go wait for Helen at the entrance, head to the Fengxing 

group and meet Mark as soon as she comes back.”Said Peter, ignoring 

Ben. 

On the way to Fengxing group, Helen, sitting next to Joe who was 

driving, suddenly got a bit nervous about the project they were about to 

sign. 

Given the significance of the project and how much money they may 

make out of it, there’s now way that Helen could manage to stay calm. 

Fengxing’s putting their family in full charge and covering the whole 

budget had induced rumors in Chuzhou that they have special 

connection to Fengxing Group, even to Yue’s family. 

Otherwise, why would there be so many people in Peter’s birthday party? 

“Come on, this is not your first time signing a contract with them. I pretty 

envy you, to be honest, that their president, that Mark, helped you that 

much.” Said Joe, a bit sneeringly. 

“He’s just...kind, I think.”Said Helen as she puckered her lips,”Our family’s 

business would definitely be promoted to a higher level with their help.” 

It didn’t take them long to get to Fengxing’s headquarter. 

Tidying up their dresses for a short while, they took a deep breath and 

got off the car, walking up the stairs like two ministers who were about 

to present themself before a monarch. 
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As Helen was visioning them finishing the contract without any problems 

and becoming the most influential family of Chuzhou, they were stopped 

by the security guards at the gate. 

“Greetings, I’m Helen Liu, we’re both the Liu’s, and we’re here to sign a 

contract with president Duan.”As surprised as Helen was, she gathered 

herself up and explained to the guard. 

But she didn’t notice the change in the guards uniform, the badge said 

that he was a captain instead of just any guards. 

“The Liu’s?” The captain sneered,”Sorry, we have orders from Miss Han 

and president Duan that no Liu’s people are allowed to entered this 

headquarter, including you, Helen.” 

Helen was shocked, and Joe explained hurriedly:”Sir, I think there’s 

misunderstanding. Helen is a good friend of president Duan, they even 

had diner together a couple of times, would you tell him that we’ve 

arrived?” 

Taking a look at Joe, the captain asked:”You’re one of Liu’s, huh? What’s 

your name?” 

Joe showed him a courteous smile and gave him his business card:”I’m 

Joe Liu, grandson of Peter Liu and son of Chengfeng Liu, the eldest 

brother of the younger generation of the Liu’s.” 

The captain took a glance at the business card then shifted his sight back 

on Joe. After a short chuckle, he took out the walkie-talkie and said to 

every security guards:”Attention, everyone get your ass here at the 

entrance, Joe is here!” 
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That confused Joe pretty much, for he found there’s no need to put on a 

scene like that since it was not Peter that was there ready to sign the 

contract. 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 4 Joe was 

Beaten 

At the entrance of Fengxing Group, it look like there was Jackie Chan’s 

movie being made. 

Joe Liu had no choices but fought back under the attacks of a bunch of 

well-trained security guards, eventually there was nothing he could but 

screaming in pain. 

“What the heck are you doing! We’re here for the contract! Is this how 

you Fengxing Group treat your business partner?” 

But it changed nothing, the beating continued. 

Begging didn’t work, the Joe began cursing out the filthiest words he 

knew in his whole life. 

Helen was sacred by then scene. She tried to stop them but it didn’t took 

her long to come to the thought that it was impossible for her, a woman 

alone, to stop the fight, let alone she was already scared off by the 

captain, even though the guards would not do the same thing to her. 

“Where the hell does that stupid audacity come from? Partners? Who do 

you think your Liu’s people are if it weren’t for the help of our president 

for these two years? You just happened to be on the list of ‘beggars’ that 

we Fengxing group would help, but not anymore now.” 
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The captain continued:”You got me now, coward? You’re beggars!” 

The order from Mark was clear: Shame the Liu’s the best they can. 

Being the younger brother of Mike, Mark would definitely avenge for 

him after Mike’s being treated like a slave for two years. 

“Stop it! He may be killed! I’m Helen, Helen Liu! You know that your 

president and I are in a good relationship!” Cried out Helen, yelling at the 

guards. 

“Shut it!” Shouted the captain, pointing at Helen which made her took a 

few steps back in fear,”Don’t you pull that shit now, you’re Helen, yeah, 

so what? You’re are not allowed to enter, that’s it!” 

The captain sounded quite pissed:”Here’s a news for you and your stupid 

grandpa: From this day on, all the cooperation between your company 

and Fengxing group is aborted! You can just wait until the day you all 

starve to death, because that’s where you’ll be eventually!” 

Great shock hit Helen. 

“Abort...abort cooperation...” 

It meant that Liu’s family had lost all the help they could possibly get. 

They are nothing without Fengxing Group’s help, for the resources 

provided by Fengxing would be gone and Liu’s people would have to be 

entirely on their own. 

And they couldn’t blame it on anyone: They had never tried to use the 

resources from Fengxing to enhance their own company’s capability or 

to make developments just in case one day they would have to go on 
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their own way, the only thing they had been doing was to siphoning off 

money from the resources. 

They are just like the boiling-frog that dies when the temperature rises. 

As pissed as those security guards are, they wouldn’t kill Joe anyway. But 

to Joe, it maybe better for him to just die. 

The captain dropped some cash that worth thousands on the ground 

and smiled:”There you go, that should cover the medicine you need. 

Now get lost, and never return if you don’t want the same thing to 

happen again.” 

Covered in bloodstain and bruises all over his face, Joe was trembling in 

tears. 

Given how Liu’s family was held in high regards in Chuzhou City with the 

help of Fengxing Group and how he himself was held in high regards 

because of that, he had literally become the most influential person that 

was sure to succeed Peter’s legacy in Liu’s family. 

And he never saw it coming that he would get his ass kicked so hard like 

that. 

“Are you alright, Joe? I’ll get you an ambulance!” 

Though Helen was in fear as well, she ran near Joe and helped him up. 

He looked quite scary since there was blood all over him. 

“Helen, what...what is all this about? I thought you are Mark’s friend!” 

Cried out Joe as he grabbed Helen by her hands,”Damn this bastard, how 
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could anyone do such things? I didn’t do anything wrong! I should’ve 

just stayed at home...” 

Helen was also crying, for it was just unacceptable. 

“I...I don’t know, no idea either...And Mark wants to abort the 

cooperation, what should we do, Joe?!” 

Regardless of the pain, Joe took a deep breath and cursed:”How the hell 

am I supposed to know! Get me to hospital and call grandpa and 

everyone! Damn, this is really the end of our family...” 

After the operation, Joe was resting in the hospital. The ward was full of 

Liu’s people, even Peter himself, after hearing what happened. 

Pa! 

Rose Zhong, Joe’s mother, slapped Helen on her face quite hard and 

scorned:”Damn you little girl, this was all because of you, isn’t it! You’re 

afraid that Joe might take your position in our family them he would be 

the one to be Mark’s friend instead of you! I knew it! ” 

Rage had driven Rose nearly reckless:”And now I know why Mark was so 

partial to you that he didn’t even lay eyes on anyone else, you’re having 

a affair with him! That’s why you’ve never slept with that useless Mike! 

I’m telling you: If anything happen to Joe, you will be doomed as well!” 

To Rose, it was Helen that should take full responsibility for what 

happened to Joe. And Joe’s condition made her mad as hell. 

No one can endure such a shame, not to mention that Helen was a girl. 

But she and her families had always been treated like that, things would 
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only get worse if they dare talk back to bossy Rose, mother of Joe and 

wif of Chengfeng. 

She could only keep crying and trying to explain that it was none of her 

business. 

“Rose! We haven’t even figured out what really happened! This is way 

out of line!” Shouted Xiaohui, no mother could tolerate their daughters 

being shamed that way. 

She turned to Ben and exclaimed:”Say something! This is your daughter, 

you douche!” 

But her anger just escalated seeing Ben keeping his head down in 

silence. 

Ben would never dare having a fight with Rose, he grabbed Xiaohui by 

her hands and whispered:”You see what happened to Joe, of course Rose 

would be like that. Just, don’t make this mess even worse.” 

She suddenly grabbed Ben by his clothes and started beating him on the 

chest:”You good-for-nothing! You’re nothing better than that Mike! How 

dare you to call yourself a father, it’s your daughter there being shamed!” 

Peter hit the ground with his walking stick and exclaimed:”Enough! We’re 

in hospital, save it until you get home!” 

Then came the silence, for Peter was the law in Liu’s family. 

Peter turned to Joe and asked:”Tell me, Joe, what really happened there 

today?” 
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There were wounds all over Joe’s body, but luckily he was still conscious, 

and he chose to tell the truth instead of throwing Helen under the 

bus:”No idea, but it’s really not Helen’s fault. They...they just began 

beating me and condemning our family out of no reason, and they didn’t 

even listen to Helen.” 

And his voice started trembling:”And they said...they will abort the 

cooperation we have with them!” 

It was a bomb that knocked everyone in the room shocked. Everyone 

stood still, and Peter’s walking stick fell on the ground. 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 5 Liu's 

Family was in Danger 

“No...no way! They would never do it!” 

Said Peter, thunderstruck as he picked up his walking stick from the 

ground. 

Not just him, everyone of the Liu’s didn’t want to believe it. 

If it was true, it would be starting from the very beginning again to 

everyone in Liu’s family, but could they really achieve anything without 

the help of Fengxing Group? 

“It’s...true, grandpa.” Said Helen, after calming herself down after the 

shame,”They didn’t even allowed me to enter the building, I tried calling 

Mark, but he had put me on blacklist. Their security guards told us that 

there would be no cooperation between us and them anymore.” 

Peter almost lost his footing hearing what Helen said. 
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Chengfeng immediately got near him and helped him from falling:”Easy, 

dad, don’t be too worried. There’s got to be misunderstandings, 

otherwise they wouldn’t just do it this way. They just confirmed couple of 

days ago that we would sign the contract, something may happened in 

these days that led to this. We can get the contract back if we explain 

that we’ve done nothing wrong to Mark.” 

Clever was Chengfeng indeed that he came to the conclusion so 

precisely. 

“Yes, that must be it! Just don’t worry, dad, we’ve been working with 

them for two years anyway, they won’t cancel it that easy.” 

“Yeah, we’re one of the top families in Chuzhou now, well they did help 

us before but we’ve also grown. They won’t just abort cooperation like 

that, they have to think over the pros and cons.” 

The others continued, trying to console Peter. 

Helen nearly laughed out hearing those ridiculous thoughts. It was more 

of stupidity then audacity that other people showed, Fengxing made 

them, therefore Fengxing could also destroy them. Would a elephant 

care about how many ants it kills in each step it takes? 

It wouldn’t change anything even if the Liu’s was already the most 

influential family in Chuzhou, for Fenxing was ranked the first place 

among all the cities around, and it had special connection to Yue’s 

family, on of the top four families of their country. There were even 

sayings that Fengxing actually belonged to Yue’s family. 

In comparison with the Yue’s, the Liu’s people were menial. 
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“That’s...yes, that could be it! Great idea, Chengfeng!” Patting on 

Chengfeng’s shoulder, Peter sounded elated again. 

But Rose was not elated at all. As much as she loved her son, the others 

just didn’t seem like it. People were just talking about how to get the 

cooperation back, none cared about Joe. 

“Wait, you guys! What about Joe? Is that it? Nothing should do about it?” 

Exclaimed Rose, which broke the joyful atmosphere and brought silence 

down onto everyone again. 

Peter raised his eyes and stared at Rose after her complaint, which sent 

shivers down her spine. Chengfeng walked near Rose and gave her a 

quick and hard slap:”Cut the crap! What do you want then, a revenge for 

your son? Don’t you have any ideas where it would lead to?” 

Being slapped by her own husband was surely shameful, but she would 

not dare challenge Peter, so she just left the ward. 

But that did elated Helen, even though it wasn’t her that slapped rose. If 

there’s anyone who could talk some sense into Rose other than Peter, it 

would be Chengfeng, her husband. 

“I’m sorry for this, Joe, but you have to live with it, it’s for the good of the 

whole family.”Said Peter, as he got to Joe’s side.” 

“Sure I will, grandpa, I always put the bigger picture on the priorities. As 

long as we could resume the cooperation, these bruises and wounds 

would worth it.” 

That was Joe, he always knew what role he should play given the 

situation. His look of a lamb that volunteers to sacrifice himself for 

everyone gained him people’s trust again. 
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“How considerate you are? And someone among us only cares about the 

interest of her own company, and we’re just ignored!” Said Lisa, with 

spite as usual. 

There’s no need to beat around the bush, everyone had already laid eyes 

on Helen again. Helen was the only one who ran the bushiness with 

Fengxing Group, devising projects and signing contracts. Of all the 

companies of Liu’s family, Helen’s always got the most resources from all 

the contracts she signed. 

Everyone was doubting that Helen took advantage of the personal 

relationship she had with Mark to take extra resources, because Mark 

even send people to her company to give her what she asked for. 

Helen could only kept her head down, puckered her lips and stayed 

silence, since none would listen to her. What she had in mind was the 

interest of the whole family every time she had meeting with Mark, and 

Mark, strange as it may seem, was generous that he granted anything 

Helen asked for without any doubts, which Helen never figured out why. 

“Anyway, let’s all take a look back on these days and see if there’s 

anything that may lead to misunderstandings so that we can settle it 

with Mark. And I’ll go with all of you, we’ll have to apologize even if 

we’ve done nothing wrong, for the sake of everyone’s good.”Said Peter, 

after a long contemplation. 

And everyone started reminiscing to see what went wrong, including 

Helen. 

But none came to any conclusion. 
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“You people should thank grandma that your family is still in upper class 

of Haidong City, for she was the only reason that I keep you people 

alive!” 

Suddenly, Helen thought back on the day she divorced Mike, and Mike’s 

word which she didn’t take seriously because she thought it was just a 

anger-talking. 

Helen found it weird that Fengxing decided to abort the cooperation 

right after she divorced Mike in the morning. 

“But, how is it possible? He’s just a parasite in our home...he...” 

Helen started sweating, totally unwilling to think of the possibility. 

It was just impossible to her that Mike would have the power to 

manipulate Fengxing like that given what she knew about him. 

Meanwhile, what happened yesterday on the birthday party hit Peter’s 

mind. 

It there were any big events, that would be the only thing. 

Mike! 

“No! It can’t be him!” Peter shouted in shock, frowned. 

People all gathered up and asked what Peter meant. 

Peter barley opened his mouth in formidable astonishment:”Could it 

be...Mike?” 
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My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 6 Verse 

Han's showed her love 

The highest building of Fengxing Group has thirty-six floors, and Mark 

Duan’s office was on the 35th floor. 

Bosses are always on the tops, after all. But nobody knows what is in the 

36th floor, since there were orders from Mark that no one is allowed to 

enter but Mark himself and Verse. 

It was Mike’s office there on the 36th floor, the place where Mike rests 

himself in his leisure time, and none dare interrupt him. 

Well, nobody knew that the one who’s actually running Fengxing Group 

was Mike, Mike only had 40% of the total share of the group, of which 

30% was given by Mike. Therefore, Mark had been doing his best to help 

Mike run the group, since they made the most contribution in the 

development of Fengxing. Mark’s story of being the youngest meanwhile 

the most competent entrepreneur had been spreading in the cities 

around for a long time. 

“You’re a damn prophet, Mike! You said Joe would come with Helen and 

he did show up yesterday! Just as you wish, I asked the guards to beat 

him hard as hell, what a pity you wasn’t there watching!” Said Mark, 

excited. 

Verse dressed herself in a white shirt and a short black skirt, which 

exposed her charming long legs, sexy as hell. With a plate of fruit in her 

hand, she slowly feed the fruit to Mike piece by piece. 

Mike put down the Romance of the Three Kingdoms which he had 

finished reading a few times and said:”I’ve been around them for two 
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years, and I know them well. Peter would never let go of such a chance 

that Joe could get in touch with me given how important this project is. 

They could’ve winded up in a worse situation if it weren’t for Helen 

keeping up the cooperation.” 

Jealousy crawled up Verse’s face as she sensed the softness in Mike’s 

voice when he mentioned Helen:”You’re still worrying aobut Helen and 

her families? I would just leave them dying in the ditch if I were treated 

like that.” 

Mike stood up and walked to the window, sighed as he look to the view 

of Chuzhou City:”Not everyone...not my parents-in-law, they would’ve 

ended up like Joe, but they’re Helen’s parents anyway. Well, I’m worrying 

about Helen, she’s innocent, never even talked back when she was 

bullied in the Liu’s, nor dose she know anything about how cruel this 

world could be, let alone her stupid parents.” 

Verse frowned harder. She lifted her eyes, looked to the back of Mike 

and said:”But the way she treated you! I’m no less worried than your 

parents were when you were still there in their home. She never showed 

you love, why are you still insisting on this?” 

The smile on Mike was gone. 

“Yeah...Why am I?”Sighed Mike,”This is the last time, then we’ll never 

meet again. We’re no longer a couple, but we were, and I’ll help her one 

last time for the sake of this. The cooperation with the Liu’s were all 

aborted but the one with her own company, it would make her the only 

hope of Liu’s family, and I wish those bastards would at least show her 

some respect.” 

“What lies ahead....would be none of my business.” 
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Verse didn’t bother saying anything else, she knew how much Mike 

treasured a relationship. 

“So...may I sooth the wound in your heart?” Verse walked near him and 

hugged him from the back, feeling the warmth of him on her arms. 

“You know how long I have loved you...I could give you anything you 

didn’t get from that cold-hearted Helen, emotional and....physical.” No 

wonder Verse had so many silver-spoons bowed before her grace, she 

seemed to be a born succubus that no man could resist her temptation. 

“Don’t.” Said Mike, frowned and stood still. 

“Are your heart made of stone?” Verse was nearly sobbing,”Why are you 

still turning me down? Sometimes I’m not even sure if you’re a man!” 

Mike sneered hearing what she said:”So I should just move on? Turn 

around and hop in another relationship? Is that the kind of man you 

want? Aren’t you even worried that I may do the same thing to you after 

this?” 

Walking to the front of Mike, Verse looked into his eyes and said:”I’m 

confident. You will fall in love with me, as long as you take the step!” 

Mike shook his head and replied, expressionless:”Don’t bother, I’m just 

not in the mood, need to get this mess with the Liu’s done as soon as 

possible, then head back to Capital City to see my parents, been too long 

last time visited them.” 

It upset Verse, but it didn’t knock her faith away, since it was also 

reassuring knowing that Mike was so faithful to a relationship. He was 

just hurt too deep by Helen which made him reluctant to embrace love 

again. 
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“Helen...damn this woman...” Verse’s spite of Helen escalated. 

Mike checked the time then said to Verse:”Well, you’d better go now, 

Peter should be here with his families pretty soon. I want you to help 

Mark handle with them, his time shouldn’t be wasted on these good-for-

nothing. And remember:Nobody of the Liu’s is allowed to enter this 

building!” 

Just as Mike said, Peter went to the Fengixng Group with all his families 

to apologize to Mark. 

But what’s there to apologize for? No one knew, they only knew that it 

was necessary to do so. As long as they can settle down whatever went 

wrong between them and gain the cooperation back, they might even be 

willing to kneel down. 

Peter’s thought was that it was because of the divorce of Helen and Mike 

that led to where they were. 

But no one accepted the idea, not even Helen and Peter himself. How 

could a live-in son-in-law, more of a parasite in the Liu’s eyes, have the 

power and prestige to control the decision-making of Fengxing Group? 

Bullshit! 

Peter brought Joe, who was supposed to be resting in the hospital, with 

them to show their sincerity and to plant guilt in Mark’s heart, since Joe 

got his ass kicked quite hard out of no reason, maybe Mark would agree 

to restore their relationship for this. 

With confidence, they got to the entrance of the headquarter of 

Fengxing Group. 
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Well, then...they were all stopped there by the security guards that 

dashed out of the building seeing the Liu’s people coming. 

“What? Don’t you have any idea where you guys are? You want to start a 

riot or what?” 

It was the same captain of the security guards scorning at Peter with a 

rubber baton in his hand. 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 7 Shame on 

Liu's Family 

As the head of Liu’s family and one of the Mr. Big in Chuzhou City, being 

scorned like that with a weapon pointed at his face was surely 

embarrassing for Peter Liu. 

“Manners, will you? I’m here to see president Duan, inform him that 

we’re here, please.” Said Peter, with his hands behind his back, a bit 

pissed. 

The captain sneered at Peter’s words, he look to the Liu’s people, where 

there were around twenty, and said:”There’s gotta be something wrong 

in your Liu’s people’s mind. I thought that I had made my point quite 

clear yesterday when one, no, two of your people showed up here, or is 

it you guys that are too shameless to know what I meant?” 

Zero respect, that’s Mark and Verse’s order. 

And it did pissed the Liu’s people off. 
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“How dare you a menial security guard to talk to us like this! We, the 

Liu’s, are one of those top families in Chuzhou!” Exclaimed Peter, 

unstintingly angry. 

As the captain was about to talk back, Verse walked out of the elevator. 

“Miss Han!” The captain walked near her and said, with all due 

respect,”The Liu’s are here again, two yesterday and now their whole 

family.” 

“I’ll take care of this.”Said Verse. She walked Peter and all the people who 

used to treat Mike like a slave and said grimly:”As he said, I think he 

made his point quite clear yesterday, all the cooperation will be aborted.” 

Then she looked to Helen and sneered:”But not the one with your 

company, Helen. You’re lucky, our company will finish the project we’re 

working with you. But as for other companies of you Liu’s people’s, 

they’ll be aborted. There’s no wiggle room for it and compensation won’t 

help either.” 

That immediately put the confidence of Liu’s people out. 

“But why? What exactly did us do that offended Fengxing? Would you 

please let us meet president Mark so that we could settle down whatever 

misunderstandings there might be?”Said Peter, frowned,”Neither of us 

would be benefited from this.” 

Verse giggled, then she let out a string of sneering laughter. Then she 

put her arms around her chest and said to those beggar-looking 

people:”Let’s put it this way: you Liu’s people were nothing. And what led 

you here arguing with me was the help of our Fengxing Group. We 

brought you to where you are now, we can also destroy you to where 

you were. Aborting cooperation would be of no negative effect to our 
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company. And misunderstandings? There’s none at all! You guys were 

just a bunch of ungrateful souls and good-for-nothing!” 

Verse kept getting angrier, she was determined to tossed the same 

shame and disgrace Mike suffered back to the Liu’s entirely. She 

continued:”The only thing you lazy lazy bastards are capable of is to eat 

your own heads off! You’re calling it cooperation now, right? It’s not! It 

has never been! It’s always our company helping you without asking 

anything in return, it’s more of charity than cooperation! 

“And you’re upset because we’re putting a stop to it, then why don’t you 

take a look back at what you guys have been doing for these two years? 

Nothing but you YOLO shit! If it weren’t for Mi...”She immediately 

realized that she almost revealed the secret, then she coughed and 

continued:”Mark and his generosity, you could’ve embrace bankrupt two 

years ago!” 

“That’s...impressive.” The captain thought to himself, totally surprised. 

The Liu’s people’s face all turned red, out of both embarrassment and 

anger, nothing they could do but cursing Verse in their heart. 

Especially Peter, the look on his face just couldn’t get more 

embarrassing. It was unacceptable to him to be shamed this way even 

though Fengxing did help them before. 

“Enough! Miss, it’s true that Fengxing had helped us a lot, but I don’t 

think you can just take advantage of that and humiliate us like this! I 

need to see president Duan, now!” Said Peter, panting in great rage. 

But Verse remained calm and still, sneered:”I’m don’t think our president 

should waste his precious time on the penniless like you. I don’t want to 

repeat it, get lost! Don’t make this worse than it is now. I’m sparing 
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mercy for you people, but it’s okay if you want to get your ass kicked 

again and become a joke of everyone in Chuzhou City.” 

“You...”Peter barely held his footing, barley uttered out a few words as he 

pointed to Verse. 

“Dad, easy, dad!” 

“You’re a friend with their president, aren’t you, Helen? Do something!” 

“Why are you just always so selfish!” 

Now the situation was finally crystal clear to the Liu’s. They were 

definitely unable to risk losing Fengxing Group’s help, otherwise it would 

be the demise of everyone of them. 

Bearing the great embarrassment, Helen stepped up, cheeks all red, and 

said to Verse:”Miss Han, please let me in and meet president Duan! 

We’re friends, he’ll surely agree if you could tell him that I’m here, 

please...” 

Nothing exhilarated Verse more than seeing Helen descending her ego 

to make a plead, since she Helen snatched Mike away from her and 

treated him so cruelly. 

“Don’t bother, he had told me that he won’t. Who do you think you are? 

Get the hell lost with them!” 

Verse got Helen’s hands off her, as if Helen was a cockroach. 

Helen fell down on the ground, barely sitting, the Liu’s people was 

pushing her to the edge of breaking down. 
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“Damn you useless girl, beg harder! Just kneel down, will you!?” 

Lisa walked up and scorned, poking Helen’s head angrily. 

Helen walked near Verse and started begging again, bowed as tears ran 

down her cheeks: “Please help us out, Miss Han...just tell us if we’ve 

wronged you, we’ll make up for it!” 

Verse withheld her rage, half was because of the look on Helen face, the 

other half was how ridiculous those Liu’s people were. 

She turned to the captain and said:”Captain Liu, remember the order 

Mark and I gave you?” 

It reminded the captain of something, then he locked his sight on Joe, 

who’s hiding in the crowd. 

“Roger!” 

Frowned, he called on all the other security guards and dashed to Joe, 

then there came the beating again. 

“Damn you bastard, so yesterday wasn’t enough for you, huh?” 

It immediately brought chaos down onto the crowd. Chengfeng and 

Rose immediately ran to them. 

“Let go of my son, you bastards! Get lost!” 

There came Rose’s tantrum again. 

But why would these security guards care about her feelings? One of 

them walked to her and kicked her away. 
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“You’ve got your chance! Now get lost!” Scorned the captain, who’s 

patience had also wore thin. 

As for Joe, things seemed like it just couldn’t get worse. He crawled to 

Peter and cried in great grievance:”Why...why do they do this again! I’ve 

done nothing!” 

Tears ran down his cheeks, Peter knew it was the end of their family. 

“What on earth did we do to deserve this!” 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 8 Isolating 

Liu Family 

Every member of Liu Family was kicked out from the building of 

Fengxing Group. And at that time, a few business leaders from other 

companies came to negotiate with Fengxing Group, and they were taken 

aback by what they saw. 

“Isn’t this the old man from Liu Family?” 

“It seems like they are kicked out. What is going on here?” 

Their eyes widened in disbelief. 

Everyone in Chuzhou City knew that Liu Family and Fengxing Group 

maintained a very close relationship. And Liu Family would never be a 

grand and famous family in this city without Fengxing Group’s support. 

Then, why would this family be kicked out from Fengxing Group? 

“Is this even real? What is happening? Were they beaten?” 
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They saw this family was all hurt. Joe was beaten before his previous 

wounds were healed, so now he was all black and blue. And his parents 

were also greatly wounded when they tried to protect him. The old man, 

Peter Liu, was supported by some young men because he lost his crutch 

in the fight. 

“Damn! Is Liu Family abandoned by Fengxing Group? Fengxing Group 

broke off the relationship!” 

“This is huge! I’ll take some pictures!” 

“This Liu Family monopolize the market with the backing from Fengxing 

Group. Now they are doomed, and we can finally operate our business 

smoothly!” 

These business leaders laughed heartily and posted the pictures on their 

social media. This news will spread like wildfire among the upper class in 

Chuzhou City. 

“I need to see Mark Duan! Let me meet Mark Duan!” Peter screamed 

hysterically. For him, this blow was devastating, because his family was 

surly to fall without Mark’s support. But Verse Han had already went 

upstairs and the security guards didn’t mind him at all. 

“Director Duan！” 

At that time, Mark came downstairs. The guards bowed to him 

respectfully. Mark nodded to them, and then walked to his car, followed 

by his body guards. He didn’t even cast a glance at Liu Family. 

“Mr Duan! Mr Duan! I’m Peter Liu. What did we do to deserve this kind of 

treatment! Can you give us a chance to explain!” Peter was so excited 

when he saw Mark that he ran up to him without even being supported. 
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But before he got near to Mark, he was stopped by some guards. 

“Stay away from Director Duan!” 

A guard slapped Peter violently and he was sent flying, and then he fell 

on the ground heavily. He was too old to sustain such a slap, and he lost 

consciousness right there. 

“Dad!” 

“Grandpa!” 

All the juniors in the family rushed to the old man. 

When he saw this, Mark shook his head and his brow furrowed. 

It was Mike Yue who wanted to help Liu Family, not Mark. But when Liu 

Family got their backing, instead of working hard, it grew heavily 

dependent on them. Now both Mark and Mike wanted to stop providing 

the family with their help, and the family found itself in a dire situation in 

an instant. Even the old man put his dignity out of his mind and began 

begging for help. 

“Helen, Helen. Now it’s all up to you. The fate of our family is in your 

hands.” Peter gained a little bit consciousness, and he grabbed Helen’s 

hand and said with great efforts. 

Helen was all lost. She didn’t know what to do. She wanted to talk with 

Mark, but she knew Mark wouldn’t give her the chance. 

These business leaders coming to negotiate greeted Mark 

enthusiastically when they saw him. 
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“Good afternoon Mr Duan!” 

“Is Mr Duan going out? We are here to seek cooperation.” 

Mark nodded smilingly. “Good. Fengxing Group welcomes cooperation 

with every businessman. But we will never work with the kind of 

company that spends all its time daydreaming or waiting for help!” He 

then pointed directly at Liu Family. 

They understood immediately that Liu Family was indeed kicked out. 

They could understand it. You shall never give help to these people who 

have no motivation at all. 

“Of course. We will also inform the others not to cooperate with 

companies and families like this one!” They are smart people. They knew 

Mark was telling them not to cooperate with Liu Family at all. Mark 

wanted Liu Family to be totally isolated. 

Helen got even more anxious when she heard what Mark said. She ran 

towards Mark but she didn’t dare get too near to him. She said to him 

from a distance: “Director Duan! I’m Helen Liu! What did we do? Why are 

you doing this to us?” 

Mark looked her coldly and said: “What do you mean? Is it my 

responsibility to provide for your family? Aren’t you still satisfied with all 

the money you took from me for the past two years?” 

Helen explained: “I promise we will change! We will get rid of all our bad 

habits! Please don’t stop our cooperation. You are basically killing us by 

doing so!” 
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Mark laughed. “Killing you? You wouldn’t find yourself in this situation if 

you worked a little bit hard during the last two years. My decision is 

final!” 

Helen was so anxious. Tears brimmed in her eyes. She begged: “Director 

Duan, can we have a dinner tonight? I want to talk this with you. If we did 

anything wrong, you can just tell me and we will surly change.” 

Mark found this family unbelievable. They were always so mean to Mike, 

and they had no idea it was Mike who had been helping them, not Mark. 

Today their attitude was a stark contrast to the attitude they displayed 

towards Mike. 

But Mark decided to meet Helen that night. Because he wanted to figure 

out whether money is the only thing Liu Family cares about, and whether 

they are all devoid of human emotions. 

“Fine. I’ll meet you tonight at nine o’clock. But you should think about 

what do you want to say to me. I don’t have much time for you.” Mark 

said to Helen meaningfully. 

Then he got in the car. These business leaders waved towards him. 

“Good bye Mr Duan.” 

“Goodbye!” 

Mark reached his hand out of the window and waved politely towards 

them, and then then car drove away. 

Helen sighed with relief. At least she got a chance to meet him alone. 
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My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 9 You 

Could...Stay There for a Night 

In the hospital, Joe Liu and Peter Liu were both lying on the bed. 

Peter had already been walking with a limp, being pushed down on the 

ground would definitely keep on bed for at least half a year. 

They would ask for hell lot of compensation if it was some random 

people that did it to them, but it was Mark。 

“Helen...” Uttered Peter, weakly. 

He seemed to have gotten ten years older, he was frail, mentally and 

physically. 

“I’m here, grandpa!” Helen immediately ran to him. 

“Mark had agreed that he would meet you tonight, it...it’s a good start. 

You have to seize the chance, you’re our only hope whether we could 

remain our position in this city.” Said Peter, with great seriousness. 

No one dare lay any sarcasm down on Helen anymore, not even Lisa or 

Rose. They had nothing left in their hands but Helen and her relationship 

with Mark, the meeting she’s about to have with Mark would decide the 

fate of everyone in Liu’s family. 

“Don’t worry, grandpa, it’s about everyone, I would do anything just to 

restore the cooperation!” Replied Helen, knowing the weight of the 

responsibility on her shoulder. 

“That’s my granddaughter.” Said Peter, a rare compliment to Helen. 
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He called Ben and Xiaohui, Helen’s parents, to his side and said to 

them:”Chengjiang’s company would be yours if Helen could get the 

cooperation back.” 

It immediately elated Ben and Xiaohui. 

What a bliss! As the youngest son in Liu's family, Ben didn’t have much 

competence, consequently nor was he respected by the others, since his 

family led a rather wretched life. Being given such an opportunity was 

beyond Ben’s imagination. 

“Thank you, dad! Helen won’t let you down!” Said Xiaohui, more excited 

than Ben. 

But Chengjiang didn’t like it. Sure he would, it was the company he had 

fought for so long. 

“Dad, it’s...” Before Chengjiang finished his words, Chengfeng stopped 

him, stared into his eyes and said:”Don’t be so selfish,Chengjiang, we do 

what dad want us to do. Think about the bigger picture, your company is 

nothing comparing with it.” 

Bigger picture again. Chengjiang didn’t say anything after that. 

“But, Helen...”Said Peter,”Mark is not easy to handle with, if you have no 

other choices...” 

Peter stopped for a while, thinking about whether he should continued. 

And he did:”You could...stay there for a night. I think...he won’t turn that 

down, you know...you’re gorgeous.” 

And it shocked Helen and her parents. 
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Tears swelled up Helen’s eyes in no time. The worst thing was not that it 

was a pure seduction it was that the idea was from Peter, her grandpa. 

It was true that Helen just went through a divorce, but Mike never laid 

his hands on her. Her chastity was still there, but even if it wasn’t ,Peter 

should never say anything like that. 

“Grandpa! That’s the bottom line we should not cross!” Cried Helen, with 

trembling sound. 

As timid as Ben was , it was too much to lay such a disgrace on his 

daughter. He walked to Peter and murmured:”Dad, that’s just too much 

to ask for, we shouldn’t ask Helen to do such thing.” 

Bang! 

Peter smashed the bed with his fist and exclaimed:”You think I want this? 

Why would I ask my granddaughter to do it if we’re not on the brink of 

life and death! And it would be death to all of us if we fail tonight, do 

you even understand!” 

That was a huge reminder. Everyone started trying to persuade Helen 

except her parents. 

“It’s necessary, Helen, it’s for all of us!” 

“You’ve married once anyway, it’s not a big deal!” 

“That’s i, Helen! Once you make it, it’ll be the greatest contribution to our 

family!” 

All those words broke Helen down. She didn’t until then that she realized 

how she had been treated in the Liu’s family, minor and menial. 
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To the others, they would dearly love to ask her to do anything in the 

name of the bigger picture, however filthy or obscene. 

Crowded by all those people, Helen started crying and ran away from the 

ward. 

“Helen!” 

Ben and Xiaohui followed and stopped her at the entrance of the 

hospital. 

“Helen, your grandpa has no other options, no one would ever ask you 

to do it if we were not in such a crucial trouble!” Said Xiaohui. 

Tears were still running down Helen’s face, she sneered and said:”The 

trouble? We brought the trouble on us ourselves! We thought that we 

could just cling to Fengxing forever! So this is what I’m for? Selling 

myself to solve your trouble? I’m not a whore!” 

Helen needed time to calm herself, so Xiaohui took Ben aside and said to 

him:”I don’t want to put Helen in such a thing either, but Chengjiang’s 

company that dad promised you makes quite much money, we can’t let 

go of such a chance!” 

Ben looked to her, with disbelief all over his face. 

“Are you out of your mind? She’s our daughter!” 

Xiaohui tossed her bag onto Ben and scorned:”Then tell me another way 

to settle this trouble! I see no choices but to deal with this Mark first, 

what else can we do other than send Helen to him? You’re nothing 

better than that useless Mike! You’ve never bought me anything except 

our wedding ring, and your brothers wives all have shiny golden things 
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all over them! And me? Nothing! You either talk your daughter into it, or 

we’ll divorce!” 

Ben didn’t dare look at her as all those condemn rained on him, a 

divorce would make him the most menial person in Liu’s family. 

It was all because of his incompetence anyway. 

He gathered himself up and walked to Helen, stuttered:”Helen, neither of 

us want you to do it. But you see what happened, this is the only way for 

us to gain respect in this family! For the sake of that company...” 

Helen suddenly looked at to Ben, kept shaking her head as despair filled 

up her eyes. 

“We’ve gone through so much trouble to bring you up, it’s your turn to 

return the favor! You must get this thing done, do you understand!?” 

Exclaimed Xiaohui as she saw the look on Helen’s face. 

“So...this is the Liu’s people...”It was the last straw on Helen’s back that 

her parents were pushing her like that,”You...you’re not my parents!” 

She creamed out in greatest anger and despair, then she ran away, 

crying. 

It was at that moment that she totally realized what desperation felt like, 

and she eventually found out that Mike would never make her go 

through such disgrace and shame. 

As useless as Mike was, he has clear principles and he always did what 

she asked. 

“Mike, where are you...”Uttered Helen, crying still. 
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My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 10 Visiting 

Mark Duan 

Mark Duan handed over the key to Mike Yue in the large villa. 

"This villa has just been renovated, and now you have the keys." Mark 

said. 

"You spend ten million dollars on such a big villa? Its renovation cost is 

two million dollars. Why did you buy it?" 

This villa was bought by Mike at the end of last year at a high price. It is 

known as the number one villa in Chuzhou City, and many rich people 

cannot have a chance to buy it. Mike knew the owner of the villa, so he 

was able to buy it. 

Nevertheless, he still spent 10 million dollars to buy it. 

"Originally, I waited for it to be renovated and gave a surprise to Helen. I 

just didn't expect that we would be divorced before we can tell her the 

surprise." 

Mike took the keys and said with a wry smile. 

"Now I'll have to live on my own. In the big house, I can sleep wherever I 

want, and I don't have to sleep in the study anymore." 

After hearing his words, Mark hesitated and then said to Mike. 

"Actually, Helen begged me to meet her tonight for the Liu family." 

"I didn't want to go, but she kept begging me, so I agreed." 
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Mike was stunned, he couldn't help but feel sorry for her when he 

thought how Helen had bowed down and begged others. 

"It must have been the Liu family who forced her to do it. She is the one 

who contacted you all along, so the Liu family must have pinned all their 

hopes on her." Mike said with a frown. 

Mark also sighed. 

"But I'm sure I won't accept her requests. Liu family doesn’t deserve your 

help anymore." Mark said, "Don't be soft, you're divorced. And you 

haven't even slept with her." 

Mike sighed heavily. He actually wanted to help Helen, but he didn't 

want to continue helping Liu family. He did not terminate his 

cooperation with Helen’s company for the time being, which was his last 

kindness for her. 

Thinking of all that the Liu family and Helen had done to him, he really 

could no longer find a reason to help anyone in the Liu family, including 

Helen. 

"Don't be mean to her." he said, "She must be helpless right now. I guess 

the Liu family's members must be pushing her. Her father is very 

cowardly and her mother is a snob." 

"You're just too soft." Mark nodded slightly and said, "Don't worry, I 

won't embarrass her." 

After saying that, Mark left the villa. 
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Mike sat alone on the sofa, looking at the big villa and pondering. The 

villa was decorated in a very cozy style. Once he was filled with longing 

for this place. He thought this was his and Helen's home. 

But now, he was the only one here. The house was decorated, but his 

home was gone. 

........ 

At this point, Helen Liu had been crying on the bridge all afternoon. She 

was a girl being forced by her family to do such a thing. They not only 

bullied her, but also they were trampling on her dignity. 

Suddenly, she missed Mike, although he was incompetent in her eyes. 

But he would protect her and care for her. He would never make her do 

something that she disliked. 

Now Helen remembered how kind Mike was to her before. She still 

remembered that when she wanted to eat barbecue in the winter, Mike 

walked a long way to buy it for her. The temperature at that time was 

below zero degrees. Mike was so obedient to her and cared her, while 

the Liu family was so mean to him. 

"Why do I still miss him? He’s the one who wanted to divorce me." 

"He's just a loser, why do I want with him?" 

Helen dried her tears and cheered herself up. 

"I'll definitely be able to persuade Mark. I'm a woman, how can I trade 

with my body." 

“I will definitely be able to do it." She said to herself. 
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He stood on the bridge, took out a mirror from his bag to touch up his 

make-up, and then got into a taxi to go to the Zuixian Hotel. 

After the past two days, Helen Liu was already very tired. 

But she still had to smile in the face of Mark Duan and tried to get a 

chance for her family to live in Chuzhou City. 

"Miss Liu, I think I've already made it clear to your Liu family. Fengxing 

Group has no obligation to support you." 

At the dinner table, Mark Duan sat squarely and said with a cold face. 

"I've never seen a family so unmotivated. Almost all the people of your 

family don't strive for survival." 

"But I recognize Miss Liu's abilities. I also know that in the Liu family, you 

work the hardest."Mark said, "But it’s not enough. Fengxing Group has 

supported your family for two years, so why should I continue to do so?" 

Helen listened quietly, waiting for Mark to finish before she dared to 

speak. 

"Mr. Duan, I'm really sorry. I apologize to you on behalf of everyone in 

the Liu family. "Helen beggared, "I hope you can give us a chance again. 

If Fengxing Group insists on ending the partnership with us, the Liu 

Family's company will really go bankrupt." 

Mark took a sip of his tea and said with a calm expression. 

"Your family is not worth any more help from me." 
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"I've finished what I have to say. Your company's cooperation with 

Fengxing Group hasn't ended for the time being, so at least you still have 

status in the Liu family now with your company." 

Helen, at this moment, no longer knew what to say. She could only hang 

her head and sobbed. 

Seeing her like this, Mark frowned slightly. This woman should have had 

the best life. She had a chance to become the daughter-in-law of Yue 

family, one of the four great families. This was something that many 

women dreamed for, but she had ruined it all. 

Mark didn't know whether to feel sorry for her or think she deserved it. 

"Miss Liu, I remember you had an ex-husband. His name is Mike Yue, 

right?" Mark asked suddenly. 

Helen looked up with a start, wiping her tears. 

"You know Mike Yue?" 

Mark shook his head. He had promised Mike that he couldn't reveal 

Mike’s identity. 

"I don't know him. I just heard that your family has a live-in son-in-law 

who is nice to all of you, especially to you." Mark said. 

"But it seems that all of your family’s members are mean to him, and I 

want to know why you're doing this." Mark looked at Helen and asked 

the question seriously. 
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"Our family is good to him." Helen replied with some guilty. "Miss Duan, 

don't listen to those rumors outside. Mike Yue is a live-in son-in-law and 

he doesn't have a job. It’s my family that supported him." 

She knew very well how they treated Mike. Even she didn't treat her 

husband well, let alone the others. 

"You are lying." 

Mark clenched his fist and looked at Helen coldly. 

Helen shivered and looked at Mark in puzzlement, "Why is Mark so 

interested in a nobody like Mike?" 

"Mr. Duan, I'm telling the truth. Besides, what does Mike have to do with 

what we're talking about?" Helen asked cautiously. 

Mark snorted. 

"No. I just feel sorry for him. It's his bad luck that he met you guys." 

"Liu family treated him badly, but as his wife, why were you mean to 

him? You have no idea what kind of a good man you missed. No wonder 

your Liu family needs to beggar others today. You family should really 

reflect on this." 

When he finished, Mark stood up and prepared to leave. 

"I'm leaving, so you just think about what you've done" 

Just at that moment, Helen suddenly called out. "Mr. Duan, please wait a 

moment." 
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Helen trembled incessantly, her face full of shame and anger. Her eyes 

were filled with tears. 

If she didn't persuade Mark to continue his cooperation with Liu family 

today, she would definitely drown in the spittle of the Liu family when 

she returned. They would definitely treat her as a sinner of the family. 

"What should I do? Do I really have to sell my body?" Helen whimpered. 

Mark frowned when he felt something wrong with Helen and asked her. 

"What's wrong with you?" 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 11 You are 

so shameless 

“What’s the matter?” Mark’s brow furrowed. He noticed Helen was 

behaving weirdly. 

Helen felt her face was burning. She didn’t want to do that. She is a 

proud woman and she couldn’t betray her body and her soul. But how 

could she face her family if she went back home with a bad news? The 

whole family would blame her for her indecision and inability. They 

would heap insults on her. Even her parents would display a dismissive 

attitude towards her. 

She is only a woman and it was too much pressure for her to burden. She 

was seized by terror when she thought how her family would treat her if 

she failed. 

“I....I....” 
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Helen opened her mouth but she couldn’t say anything slutty to seduce 

Mark. 

Mark was not a silly man. He had been around. Helen’s blush and 

awkwardness made her intention very clear to Mark. 

“You jerk!” Mark smashed a tea cup heavily on the ground. He pointed at 

Helen and said: “How dare you! Do you and your family even have a 

bottom line? How would my brother feel if he got to know this? Do you 

even think about him? How can you even do this to yourself? I’m so 

disappointed in you! This is it! There is no cooperation between me and 

your family. And there is also no cooperation between me and your own 

company!” 

Mark was truly mad and he could not hold back his anger at all. Helen’s 

thought subjected both him and Mike to utter humiliation. 

Helen and Mike had only been divorced for a few days, and had Helen 

already forgotten him totally? 

After heaping insults on Helen, Mark left the room, banging the door 

behind him. 

Helen was left alone in the room, froze. Tears were streaming down her 

face, but she didn’t make a sound. 

“Helen Liu! Do you even have an ounce of self-esteem? Is it truly worth it 

to make this sacrifice for Liu Family!” She thought to herself. She hated 

herself at that moment. She found herself weak and disgusting. She 

slapped herself fiercely. 

...... 
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“What a crazy woman.” Mark’s anger didn’t subside when he got out of 

the restaurant. He wanted to call Mike but he checked himself at the last 

moment. Because Mike loved Helen passionately and it be a huge blow 

to him if he knew what just happened. Besides, Mike was already in a 

bad mood so there was no need to make it worse. So Mark didn’t call 

Mike, and he drove home alone. 

The next day, when Mark got to the company, Verse Han brought him 

some documents to sign. And when Mark was signing all the papers, 

Verse asked: “I heard you meet Helen alone last night. What did she say 

to you?” 

Mark and Verse are very good friends, so Mark didn’t hide it from her. 

He said angrily: “What else could she say? She was begging me for Liu 

Family. What took me by surprise was that the woman...... ” 

Mark found it hard to say. He sighed heavily and said: “Forget about it.” 

But Verse’s curiosity was aroused. She asked Mark to say it. “Come on, 

just tell me. What did she do? Did she kneel in front of you?” 

Mark shook his head. “How is that possible. She is Mike’s ex-wife. How 

can I make her kneel. You wouldn’t even believe it. That woman tried to 

seduce me! I scolded her severely.” 

Verse’s eyes widened in astonishment. And her face changed 

dramatically. “Are you serious?” 

Mark sighed. “Do I look like joking? But I could see she was very hesitant. 

Maybe she was forced by Liu Family, so we couldn’t really blame her. But 

I do find this Liu Family unbelievable. They don’t have a bottom line.” 
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Verse couldn’t believe it. She doesn’t like Helen but she couldn’t believe 

Helen would do such a thing. 

“How could she do this when Mike loves her so much! She doesn’t 

deserve his love at all.” Verse said angrily. “You can’t tell Mike this, or...” 

Before Verse finished, the door was kicked open violently, which greatly 

frightened Mark and Verse. They looked towards the door, and saw Mike 

was standing there. His face was stony. 

Mark was so frightened that he jumped up from chair and explained: 

“Big brother, I swear I didn’t do anything. I scolded her right then! If you 

don’t believe me, you can check the surveillance footage! ” 

Mark could feel cold sweat trickling down his back. 

“I believe what you said. I know what kind of person you are.” Mike said. 

He felt his heart was broken into pieces. “Obviously her family was 

forcing her to do that or she would never hesitate. This silly woman! She 

is nobody in her family, and she is always overwhelmed by the pressure 

from her family!” Now Mike’s eyes were bloodshot and he felt blood was 

racing through his veins. 

Verse said in a hurry: “Mike, please don’t feel angry. She is not your wife 

anymore, so just don’t mind her business.” 

Mike couldn’t let it go. He got divorced with Helen because he was truly 

pissed off, not because he stopped loving her. He was so nice to Helen 

and his attentions to her were unbounded. And he couldn’t allow anyone 

to hurt the woman he loves so much. 

“Peter Liu! You bastard! I kill you!!” Mike was so angry that he was 

getting murderous. 
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Verse was frightened by what he said. Her face went pale and her legs 

were shivering. Mark dragged Mike into the office and said: “Big brother! 

Are you out of your mind! There are so many people in Liu Family, and 

how do you want to kill Peter! Just listen to me. Forget everything about 

Liu Family! Forget everything about Helen! She has nothing to do with 

you anymore!!!” 

Mike froze. His eyes widened, and he got speechless. 

...... 

It was in the hospital, Peter and the other family members were waiting 

for Helen’s good news. Peter’s complexion went from pale to ruddy 

when he saw Helen didn’t come back the whole night. He said cheerily: 

“This will work. Mark slept with our Helen, and he will surly help us this 

time.” 

They all sighed with huge relief. Helen must slept with Mark since she 

didn’t come back the whole night. And Mark, as the director of Fengxing 

Group, would absolutely do something for her. 

“Helen is so slutty.” Joe thought, lying on the bed. He despised what 

Helen did. 

Xiaohui Yu also smiled happily. She disapproves what Helen did, but it 

was worth it because Liu Family could get a company! 

Ben’s spirit sunk, and his eyes were red. He doesn’t want Helen to do 

that but he doesn’t have a say in this family, and he could help Helen 

with nothing. “Helen, I’m not a good father!” He thought to himself. 

About half an hour later, Helen appeared. Her hair was dishevelled, she 

looked very tired, and her eyes were bloodshot from crying. She spent 
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the whole night in a park, and she couldn’t forgive herself for trying to 

seduce Mark. 

“Helen, you are finally back! Did Mark agree to continue our 

cooperation?” Everyone in the room stood up in unison, and looked at 

Helen expectantly. 

Helen said in a shivering voice: “No, I failed. I didn’t protect Liu Family, 

and I lost my own company.” 

Everyone froze when they heard that. Peter sat up from his bed and 

shouted hysterically: “What did you say?” 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 12 You Get 

What You Deserve 

“Helen, what the hell? What can you even do for your family!!” 

Helen became a target of insults after telling them the bad news. 

Peter didn’t refrain his anger even though he was on a hospital bed. He 

shouted at Helen wildly: “You didn’t change Mark’s idea? After sleeping 

with him?” 

“Helen, you are destroying this family.” 

“Do you even care about this family? This family treats you so well and is 

this how you repay us?” 

Liu Family heaped insults on Helen, not caring her feelings at all. 
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Helen was feeling dizzy, and tears spilled from her eyes. She looked at 

them blankly and said: “No I didn’t sleep with him! Why are you all 

blaming me? What the hell did I do? Did I ask him to stop the 

cooperation? It was you! You have no motivation at all, and that’s why 

there is no cooperation anymore. You should blame yourselves!!” 

Helen was on the verge of breaking down. She shouted at her elders, 

without caring whether it was appropriate or not. 

And then, Helen received a slap. She didn’t see who delivered this slap 

because it was so fast and violent that she was sent moving backwards. 

She grabbed a table for support or she would surly fall. 

“How dare you to talk to us like that! Why didn’t you sleep with Mark?” 

“If you did, he would surly help us！” 

Xiaohui Yu also joined in. She said with great disappointment: “You jerk!” 

Why didn’t you do that? Don’t you know what’s the situation our family 

is currently in?” 

Ben Liu was hiding behind. He didn’t dare to utter a word in this kind of 

situation. 

Helen managed to steady herself. She gave a short laugh, then her vision 

blurred and her body began falling on the ground, but then, before she 

lost her consciousness completely, she felt someone grabbed her from 

behind. And soon another slap was heard, then she totally blacked out. 

It was Mike who broke in and slapped Lisa, the third daughter of Liu 

Family. Lisa was shocked. She covered her swollen face and yelled wildly: 

“You bastard!! How dare you!! Who the hell do you think you are!!!” 
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Her voice was deafening, and only Rose Zhong’s voice could be as 

penetrating and hers. 

When she finished, Mike slapped her one more time. Mike held Helen in 

his arms and shouted at Liu Family: “She is my wife!! And she is your 

family!! How can you force her to do such a despicable thing!! You 

depraved, soulless bastards!!” 

Mike’s sudden appearance frightened everyone. 

“Mike? Why are you here? You are in no position to mind our family’s 

business. Get the hell out of here!” 

“Go away!! You pathetic loser!!!” 

Every man rolled up his sleeves, and every woman rested her hands on 

her hips. They knew Mike would be easily scared. 

“Shut up!!!” Mike shouted at them. And everyone in the family was 

frightened. They realized that Mike changed. Mike was no longer the 

coward that they can bully whenever they want to. Instead, Mike’s 

presence was now commanding, as if he was a king! 

They couldn’t believe it, but his change was too obvious to ignore. What 

they didn’t know was that Mike could finally be himself after breaking 

away from Liu Family. He was not pretending to be commanding. He is a 

commanding figure! 

“I’ll kill you if you take one more step forward!” Mike said gravely. 

Everyone in Liu Family moved backwards. They were either too old or too 

weak to fight Mike. Chengfeng pointed at Mike and said in a shivering 
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voice: “How dare you! You were once a member of the family! Is this how 

you repay your old family!!” 

Mike laughed coldly when he heard what he said. “Repay you for what? 

For humiliating me? For bullying me? Don’t you feel guilty when you say 

something like that?” 

Chengfeng was unable to utter one word. He wanted to fight him but he 

knew fighting a young man like Mike is as good as committing suicide. 

“You jerk! What on earth are you doing here? Just to mess with us!?” 

Peter was furious. 

Mike looked at him and said coldly: “I am just here to find out what has 

become of your family! Your cruel family has finally got what you truly 

deserve! You crazy old ass! You want your granddaughter to sell her 

body!!! Just wait, I am so gonna destroy you someday!” 

Mike sneaked out of the company when Verse and Mark were busy with 

something else. He was absolutely seething, but he knew he couldn’t kill 

people in public even though he is Tianxiong Yue’s son. Mike only 

wanted to verbally warn Liu Family, but the moment he got to the door 

of the ward, he heard all the insults Liu Family heaped on Helen. That’s 

why he lost control over himself and slapped Lisa. 

“You arrogant jerk! Who do you think you are.” Peter was so angry that 

his face went pale. 

Mike didn’t want to keep quarreling with them. He held up Helen and 

was about to leave. But he was stopped by Xiaohui. 

“What are you doing? Put my daughter down! You are no longer her 

husband!!” 
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Mike looked at his former mother-in-law coldly, kicked her away, and 

took off. 

“Hey! You jerk! I am calling the police! He abducted my daughter!” 

The ward was rendered into chaos. Xiaohui wanted to chase him, but a 

nurse appeared at the door and blocked her way. 

“You must keep quite! This is a hospital! All the other patients need rest!” 

The nurse could no longer put up with them as they were always 

quarreling. She had got many complaints about them. 

“What did you say? Do you have any idea who we are? We are Liu 

Family! Have you heard of us?” Lisa and Rose’s anger flared up in an 

instant. 

The nurse crossed her arms in front of her chest and said coldly: “Sure I 

know your family. Fengxing Group stopped their cooperation with your 

family, am I right? The whole Chuzhou City knows your family is doomed. 

So stop trying to bluff! I am here to warn you not to make any noise, or 

I’ll have to call the police.” 

What she said was a slap on their face. Their family was no longer the 

grand family it used to be. It is a fact and they must acknowledge it. 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 13 Two 

Years' Time 

Mike took Helen to a hotel. He placed Helen gently on bed and covered 

her with a quilt. 
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His heart was aching when he saw Helen’s face was stained by tears. 

Nothing changed his love for Helen, even though they were already 

divorced, even though Helen was always mean to him and even 

humiliated him on the day they got divorced. He could not allow her to 

be pushed around, and he hoped Helen to be happy and to take good 

care of herself after their divorce, but a few days after their divorce, 

Helen already lost her weight. 

“You silly woman. Why don’t you take good care of yourself. Why do you 

have to put up with all this nonsense? Is Liu Family truly worth it? I can 

give you everything in the world!” 

These are his inner thoughts. He was no longer her husband so he was 

not entitled to say his true feelings to her anymore. He looked at Helen 

lovingly, and touched her forehead, and found she was having a fever. 

“Why is she having such a sever fever?” Mike’s brow furrowed, and he 

rushed downstairs and bought some pills from a pharmacy nearby. He 

then placed the pills on her bed and waited for her to wake up. 

He wanted to leave, because it would be rather awkward when she woke 

up and found them alone together, but Helen was still having a fever, so 

he decided to stay and wait. 

It was getting late, and Mike fell asleep on sofa. He was sleep deprived 

these days. Getting divorced from Helen was a sever blow to him. His 

parents didn’t approve of their marriage in the first place, so they didn’t 

show up at their wedding. And his father only gave him two years to 

elevate Liu Family to the highest ranking family in Chuzhou City, or he 

would have to get divorced with Helen and take over the family business. 

Mike promised his father to complete this mission in two years and let 

Helen marry into Yue Family proudly. Two years flew by, and the result 
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could not be more disappointing. He took the imitative and get divorced 

before his parents asked him to do so. He felt humiliated. He didn’t know 

how to face his family. He would surly be regarded as a laugh stock in 

the family. 

The clock ticked away the time. It was eight o’clock at night, and Helen 

finally woke up. She rubbed her weary eyes and dizzy head. She had no 

idea where she was. Then her vision cleared, and she saw Mike sleeping 

on the sofa, and she realized she was in a hotel. 

“Mike......Am I dreaming?” 

Helen gasped, and she looked at Mike in disbelief. 

She remembered she fainted in the hospital and someone got hold of 

her. 

“Was it Mike? What was he doing in the hospital? Did he send me here?” 

Helen was in confusion. She fainted so she had no answer to any of 

these questions. 

But the pills near her made everything rather obvious, because Helen 

used to catch cold easily and Mike always buy her pills of that kind, so 

she knew it very well. She then believed it was Mike who took her away 

from the hospital and bought her the pills. 

She got mixed feelings when she took up the pills. She looked at Mike, 

and remembered how she hated him, and how she pushed him around 

together with her mother. And she never helped Mike when he was 

summoned like a servant by her family. She even felt ecstatic when she 

got divorced with him, believing she finally broke free from a loser. 
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But when she was finally free, she found it hard to adjust herself to the 

freedom. She loathed facing the problems along, and she hated the idea 

of taking care of herself when she got sick. She wanted to be taken care 

of. 

“Was I wrong? Should I have treated you differently?” 

Helen looked at Mike and felt a pang of regret. 

And then, Mike yawned and woke up. 

Helen refrained her emotions and put on a stony face in an instant. 

Mike stood up, looked at Helen and said: “You are awake.” 

Helen nodded. She looked at Mike and said: “Did you send me here? Did 

I give the permission to take me to the hotel? We are divorced, and you 

have no right to do so.” 

Mike scratched his head and said: “I can’t imagine how your family would 

treat you if I didn’t take you away. I overheard your conversations.” Then 

Mike lift his brow and walked to Helen. “We are divorced, but I want you 

to respect yourself. You can not do whatever Liu Family asks you to do 

because they never took you as a family. You are not silly and you should 

know that!” 

Helen blushed. She bit her tongue. That incident had become a shame of 

hers and she doesn’t want anyone to bring it up. She widened her eyes 

and said coldly: “How is that any of your business? Just take care of 

yourself! Have you got a job? Or do you still plan to count on Liu 

Family?” 
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Mike’s anger flared up. He saved Helen, but instead of saying thank you, 

she remained mean to him like always. 

“Yeah! It’s none of my business. If I didn’t take you out of there, your 

current whereabouts would be a mystery! Liu Family almost killed you, 

you know that!” Mike roared at Helen madly. 

Helen shuddered with fear. She hardly saw Mike getting so mad. Mike 

also knew he was getting out of control. He gave a short laugh and said 

to himself: “Yeah, we are no longer married. What has become of you is 

indeed no longer my business. I’m sorry for everything I did. You can 

take the medicine now, and I will never mind your business.” 

Then Mike turned around and was about to leave, but before he left, he 

said to Helen: “I was once your husband, so I need to tell you that Liu 

Family has never cared about you. So you don’t need to do these thing 

for them. Stay away from that family, cause they are doomed to failure.” 

Helen was in no mood to listen to him. She said: “They are better than 

you even though they fail. Who are you to judge them? Aren’t you once 

dependent on Liu Family?” 

Mike laughed coldly. “You are right. I’m nothing. Take good care of 

yourself. I gotta go.” Then he left, shutting the door behind him. 

Helen was furious when she saw Mike should be so arrogant in front of 

her. She threw a pillow towards the door and shouted: “Mike!! You Jerk!!” 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 14 Mike's 

Parents Are Coming to Chuzhou City 
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Out of the hotel, Mike Yue went straight to the bar alone, rented up a 

luxury room, ordered two bottles of XO worth 19,000, ready to get 

drunk. 

The bartender saw suddenly came such a strange and generous 

customer, so immediately ran to the bar manager to report. 

The manager of the bar was a middle-aged woman in her forties, yet she 

was well maintained. She looked beautiful and young, and her skin was 

no less than a woman in her twenties. 

"Handsome boy, you looked unfamiliar to us, may I ask where you are 

from?" 

It was not easy to get such a generous and young customer. The 

manager of the bar of course wanted to make friends with him. 

"Yue Family!" 

Mike said lightly, looking at the quite charming manager. 

"Yue...Yue Family? " The manager was shocked, yet she recovered quickly 

and slapped Mike on the back playfully: "Handsome boy, don’t be 

kidding. There is only one Yue Family in this country. If you are really 

from Yue Family, how could you be in our little Chuzhou City? " 

Hearing this, Mike bitterly smiled and didn’t speak. 

He was joking with the manager, but her words made him a little sad. 

Mike Yue, the eldest son and grandson of Yue Family, was supposed to 

be in Capital City and became a young promising man that everyone 

envied. 
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But for a woman who stopped loving him, he wasted two years in 

Chuzhou City. In these two years, he made no achievement what so ever. 

They had been divorced, but he just couldn't let go of that woman. 

"What a fool I am..." 

Mike muttered. 

"Handsome boy, what are you talking about? You are in a bad mood?" 

The manager was an experienced woman. She saw it at a glance that 

Mike was lovelorn. She covered her mouth and smiled, asking the waiter 

to bring up a bottle of red wine. 

"Don't be polite to your sister. This bottle of red wine is on the house." 

Seeing this, Mike glanced at the bottle of wine, then shook his head and 

laughed. He said to the manager: 

"Thank you, but I don't drink fake wine. You'd better take it away." 

"By the way, change these two XOs for me too, for real ones." 

Mike gently pushed the two bottles of XO he ordered to the manager 

and looked at her with a faint smile on her face. 

The manager immediately leaped forward and laughed unnaturally. 

"Handsome boy, you are a real joker. We are a high-end bar, and we 

don't sell fake wine." 

"We sell the wine at the market price, earning profits from you only by 

hundreds of yuan at most." 
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On hearing the speech, Mike Yue put away his smile and said lightly: 

"I'm in a bad mood today. I'll say it for the last time. Give me the real 

one." 

"If you don't think you make enough money, bring me the most 

expensive XO. I can afford it." 

"If the most expensive one is still, I'll smash this bar." 

His tone was very calm, as if he was chatting with the manager. 

However, the manager was obviously subdued by the tone and aura of 

Mike Yue. She swallowed back the words she wanted to defend herself 

and nodded obediently. 

"No problem, this handsome boy is really a man of insight. I will have it 

changed for you right off. 

Naturally, the manager has some experience from managing a mess like 

a bar. She could see that the young man in front of her was not a 

nobody. His family background must be remarkably prominent. 

At a glance, he could see that the wine worth of 10,000 yuan was fake. It 

was impossible to tell unless he drank the authentic one regularly. 

"He can't really be the young master of Yue Family..." 

The manager suddenly came up with such an idea, but it was soon 

dismissed. Yue Family was one super power of the four big families in 

this country. There was no way for the young master of the elegant Yue 

Family to come to Chuzhou City. 
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Minutes later, the manager brought the most expensive XO they owned 

to Mike, who then settled the rest of the wine money, which cost more 

than 30,000 yuan. 

"I'm sorry, young master. I didn't mean to cheat you. They are just our 

industry rules." The manager apologized to Mike, "If you don't mind, 

have a drink with me. I’ve been there. Maybe I can give you some 

suggestion on emotional issues. " 

Mike nodded: 

"OK, I'm bored by myself anyway." 

He offered the manager a glass of wine. 

The manager was a little excited. Although she often had the chance to 

meet rich second-generations, they were not as generous as the one in 

front of her. She also drank the XO worth of 30,000 yuan for the first 

time. 

Then, the manager accompanied Mike to drink up the bottle of XO, and 

then ordered a another bottle of vodka. 

After drinking two bottles of wine, Mike still look the same, while the 

manager was so drunk that couldn’t stand up directly. 

"Young master, listen to me, don't think about that woman any more, 

she is not worthy of your love." 

"If I met a good man like you when I was young, I would not have to 

work outside alone at this age. I have to carry everything on my 

shoulders by myself." 
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The manager was like a gentle little woman, leaning against Mike and 

whispering intimate talks. 

She reached Mike Yue's ear, puffing smoke, and said in a soft voice: 

"How about not wasting any more of this precious time, let's go to a 

hotel." 

On hearing this, Mike gave a faint smile and his nose swam across her 

face, sniffing the cheap perfume. 

"Thank you for drinking with me, but I have to go. I'll send the waiter in 

to take care of you, good night." 

With that, Mike gently put her down, and left there without looking back. 

The manager looked at the back of Mike, suddenly, her heart was 

emptied, two tears overflew from the corner of her eyes. 

"Such a good man, if only I had been born 20 years earlier..." 

... 

Mike came out of the bar, feeling a little dizzy. He was about to take a 

taxi home when his cell phone rang. 

He took out his cell and saw that it was his father who called. 

"Damn it!" 

Mike was scared and walked a few steps away from the bar before 

answering the phone. 
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"Hello, Dad!" Mike greeted Tianxiong Yue nervously. 

"Kid, why you took so long to answer my call? What are you doing?" The 

other end of the line came a middle-aged man's voice, which was full of 

vigor yet elegance. 

"I...I was shopping. It was too noisy to hear my cell ring. " Mike Yue told a 

lie. If he said he had just come out of a bar, Tianxiong would be sure to 

say that he was fooling around outside. 

"How have you been? Are you happy to be a live-in son-in-law?" 

Tianxiong snorted coldly. He was making fun of Mike. 

He had no idea that Mike had been swept out of Liu Family. In the first 

place, Mike saying he wanted to be the live-in son-in-law of Liu Family 

pissed him off. 

"I...I’m happy" Mike perfunctorily said. He didn’t dare say that he had 

been swept out of the family, nor did he tell Tianxiong the unfair 

treatment he received in Liu Family over the past two years. 

"Horseshit!" Tianxiong angrily scolded: "The two-year deadline is 

approaching. I’ve got someone to check the development of Liu Family 

in Chuzhou City in the past two years. I see they are doing pretty well, 

barely worthy of our family. Your mother and I are going to come to 

Chuzhou City in two days to see you and our daughter-in-law from Liu 

family by the way." 

"Go and inform the Liu’s." 

Upon hearing this, Mike was stunned and sobered up greatly from the 

drunkenness. He just divorced, and Tianxiong was coming to see him. It 

was not a good time! 
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"Dad, you..you'd better come to me later. I've been busy lately. Visit me 

when I'm done. " Mike responded quickly. 

"Are you as busy as me?" Tianxiong snorted: “I've put away my work just 

to see you, and you dare say you are busy!” 

"Well, it’s settled. We'll come next Monday. My private plane is in 

maintenance these two days, or we’ll be there tomorrow. " 

Tianxiong chatted few seconds more and then hung up. 

Mike was dumbfounded on the spot, feeling at a loss. 

"What should I do? I can't remarry to cope with my parents..." 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 15 Helen's 

Blind Date 

Helen Liu was supposed to leave the hotel that night. However, she 

didn't want to go home at the thought of her parents. 

So she stayed in the hotel for the night, with a high fever. She didn't 

even have the strength to go downstairs. Fortunately, Mike Yue bought 

her medicine. After taking the medicine, she went to sleep again. 

She woke up the next morning, checked out the room, and went home. 

By the time she got to the door of her home, Helen was ready to be 

scolded. This time, her failure to persuade Mark Duan to change his mind 

led to Peter Liu promise to give them his family’s company was not 

fulfilled. With Xiaohui Yu's love for money, Xiaohui must be mad with 
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anger this time. She won’t let her go unless she scolded her for a several 

days. 

Carrying her sick body, Helen took a deep breath and opened the door. 

She didn’t come back last night, and Xiaohui must more angry. When she 

got home, Helen found that Xiaohui didn't come out to scold her. 

Instead, she welcomed her with a smile, because there were guests at 

home. 

"Helen, come here quickly. This is your Aunt Wang and that is her son 

Haoyang Li." 

"Haoyang is a very smart boy. He started two companies and his annual 

income reach hundreds of millions." 

Xiaohui's face was bursting with laughter. She hurriedly pulled Helen 

over and introduced her to Aunt Wang and Haoyang. 

"Sister Wang, Haoyang, this is my daughter Helen." 

"Though she's divorced, my daughter and Mike Yue the loser never spent 

time in the same room." 

At the sight of the situation, Helen immediately knew what Xiaohui was 

up to. Although she had just divorced, Xiaohui wasted no time to 

introduce her boyfriend. 

"It’s OK, I don't mind!" 

Haoyang looked at Helen with astonishment. She was beautiful and 

sweet, and her figure was even more perfect, her pair of long legs are 
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amazingly bright and attractive, and her waist was too thin to hold. She 

was the most perfect woman in Haoyang's eyes. 

Although divorced, but had no sex, it was like never been married. 

He stood up and greeted Helen very politely. 

"Hello, Helen. My name is Haoyang Li. I am the president of Huiteng 

Technology Company and I am preparing to open a third branch." 

Not waiting for Helen to speak, Xiaohui’s eyes were already shining and 

said excitedly. 

"Haoyang is a young and promising boy. There are not many man like 

you now!" 

Seeing how Xiaohui behaved, Helen was a little embarrassed, but she still 

politely smiled at Haoyang. 

"I've heard of Huiteng technology company. They all said that the 

president of this company is a handsome young man with great 

achievements. I didn't expect the legend to be true." 

Hearing this, Haoyang said with a smile. 

"Helen, you flattered me. I'm just a lonely commander in chief who is still 

struggling. There is no way I can compare with those big entrepreneurs 

with deep background and resources." 

Xiaohui immediately said in return: 

"Don’t be so humble. You will have a third company so young. In the 

next few years, you are gonna become one of those big entrepreneurs." 
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Xiaohui was 100% satisfied with Haoyang. Haoyang and his mother 

coming here today showed a rather obvious purpose. Haoyang was not 

young, and he had been busy working and hadn't found a girlfriend yet. 

He was here to make a blind date with Helen. 

"Helen, mom will be honest with you. Today Haoyang is here to specially 

see you." 

Xiaohui took Helen by hands and said: 

"Dear, Haoyang is a fantastic man you are a good woman. He has no 

girlfriend and you just got divorced. You two made a perfect match. 

Spend some time with Haoyang and get to know each other. Haoyang 

said that as soon as you get married, he will give you one of his 

companies to manage by yourself. " 

When saying these, Xiaohui was so excited that she seemed to be the 

one who is going to date Haoyang but not Helen. 

Hearing this, Helen became somewhat impatient. 

When did she say she wanted a blind date? What was more, she just 

divorced Mike. It was inappropriate for her to go on a date with other 

men now. What would other people think of her? 

It was obvious that Xiaohui coveted Haoyang's companies and family 

background, for which she would sold off her daughter again. 

"Excuse me, I'm not feeling well lately. Let's discuss this another time." 

Helen couldn’t help being resistant against the date and gave Haoyang 

an awkward smile. 
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Haoyang Li was naturally a bit embarrassed. He didn't expect to be 

turned down by a divorced woman since he was so outstandingly 

excellent. 

But he still managed to return a polite smile. 

"It’s OK. You look sick. Be sure to go to the hospital in time. Take good 

care of yourself." 

When Xiaohui saw that Helen was again acting against her wishes, she 

immediately turned disgruntled and said unhappily: 

"What another time, I see that you are in good health. Haoyang is so 

outstanding and caring about you. Shouldn’t you behave yourself and 

make no trouble at this time?" 

As she said this, she looked at Haoyang and smiled awkwardly: 

"Haoyang, don't mind her. This girl had a quarrel with me yesterday. She 

was not in a good mood." 

"Please have a seat. Let me talk some senses into her." 

Then, she pulled Helen into the bedroom and shut the door behind 

them. 

She said bitterly:"Stupid girl, what are you doing? Are you trying to make 

trouble with me, aren't you? Look at you now, divorced, company falling 

apart. While, Haoyang are too good for you to be true. He doesn’t mind 

your divorce. What else do you want? Do you want another Capital City 

playboy? If you do find one, he probably don’t even look up to you. As a 

woman, you have to learn how to be contented with your life. Now you 
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go out to say to Haoyang you want to go out with him. Make him fall in 

love with you!" 

Helen, red in her eyes, replied: 

"I just got divorced, and now making a blind date with another man? 

What will people think of me? Don't you just prefer Haoyang's company 

and money over your daughter’s happiness? Can't I find any other good 

men just because I divorced?" 

Hearing this, Xiaohui pretended to get emotional, squeezing out two 

drops of tears and saying: 

"I'm your mother. The only thing I want for you is to have a better life. Is 

it easy for me to raise you up?" 

"Now our Liu Family is in distress. Your uncles already set their minds on 

selling the company and plan their own futures." 

"Your company is small and can’t make much money. What about your 

future life?" 

"What about the life of your father and me? Don't you think about it for 

your parents? " 

Helen Liu sneered coldly: 

"You want me to have a better life? Mike was so kind to me, why couldn't 

you be nice to him and why you encouraged me to be mean to him." 

"Now, he's gone. Are you happy?" 

"Introducing me to another man, are you treating me as a daughter?" 
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“Pa”, Xiaohui's face turned icy, and she slapped Helen in the face heavily. 

Instantly, a clear five-fingered palm print appeared on Helen’s face. 

"Ungrateful brat, I'm your mother. How dare you talk to me like that!" 

"What's good about that Mike? How can he compete with Haoyang?" 

Xiaohui was so furious that she pointed to Helen's nose and scolded her. 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 16 You 

Made Him Desperate 

Haoyang Li and his mother Shufen Wang in the living room heard 

Xiaohui Yu excitedly scolding Helen Liu, immediately stunned. 

"Haoyang, it seems that Xiaohui likes you very much." Shufen couldn't 

help but cover her mouth and smile. Her son was excellent in all aspects, 

but he was busy working and had no girlfriend. 

"But do you really decide to be with Helen, who was divorced. You have 

to think about it." 

Shufen reminded. After all, Haoyang was a promising young 

entrepreneur after all. If he married a divorced woman, it didn’t look 

good. 

"Mom, what's the matter of divorce?" With a faint smile, Haoyang said, 

"Besides, her ex-husband is a loser. I have inquired about it. Helen has 

never had do the husband-and-wife thing with him." 
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"I don't mind it, and I'm old enough to make my own choice. I think 

Helen is suitable for me. I just don't know if she is satisfied with me.” 

When a man saw a woman, he usually looked at her appearance first. 

Although the appearance of Helen didn’t not score 100 points, she 

scored 90 points no problem. Haoyang was quite satisfied with Helen. 

"Son, you are being too modest. I’m afraid that she doesn’t like you at 

the first sight." 

"Liu family is going down, and Helen has just divorced. As a matter of 

fact, she is not worthy of you." 

Shufen quickly corrected. 

The mother and son were talking in a low voice when the bedroom door 

opened. The two quickly stopped. They saw the palm print on Helen's 

face and she ran out of the room crying. Then they saw her run out of 

the house wearing slippers. 

"Helen..." 

Seeing this, Haoyang immediately stood up from the sofa. 

Then, Xiaohui also came out of the room. She could see that she had just 

leashed out her anger. But with Haoyang in the room, she forced out a 

smile and said awkwardly: 

"I'm sorry for the fuss." 

"The girl is really spoiled by us. Besides, Liu Family had some big events 

going on these days. She is a little depressed." 
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"Haoyang, please don’t mind. Helen has divorced, and she had never 

liked this Mike. So, as long as you try hard, you will surely win her heart. 

Helen is just short of caring." 

Haoyang nodded his head. 

"Don't worry, auntie, from tomorrow. I will send roses to Helen every day 

to show my sincerity. 

"I can see that Helen is a sensible girl and I appreciate her very much. 

Since she's in a bad mood today, I'll come back tomorrow. Don't push 

her too hard. Give her some time." 

Seeing Haoyang so sensible, Xiaohui had already regarded him as her 

son-in-law to be. She wanted to make Helen and Haoyang together. 

The boy is rich, sensible and understanding. He is much better than Mike 

Yue the rubbish! 

Today's blind date was not very happy. Even the leading role Helen ran 

away. Haoyang and Shufen didn't stay much and left without sitting 

longer. 

…… 

After running out, Helen almost fainted because of her emotional 

excitement. 

She had a high fever, and now there was no one to rely on, but could 

only give her best friend Yuting Chen a phone call to ask Yuting to pick 

her up. 
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Yuting was a college classmate of Helen. They had been knew each other 

since graduation. After graduation, Yuting set up a cosmetics company 

with the help of her family. Although it was not large, she didn’t let her 

family tie her down like Helen. 

Now Helen had nothing. Liu Family was over. The people of Liu Family 

were busy splitting up and selling their assets. Her company, of course, 

could not escape the fate of being divided up, and with her position in 

Liu Family, how could it be possible to compete with Chengfeng Liu and 

Lisa Liu. 

"You had a high fever and ran out alone. If I were a little late, you would 

have passed out on the road." Yuting cared for her. 

Having arrived at Yuting's home, Helen laid in bed in a mess. 

When Yuting picked her up, she was still wearing a pair of slippers, 

shivering in the cold wind. 

"Helen, I’m not criticizing your mother, but I have to say what kind of a 

mother you got. Just a few days after your divorce, she started to put 

you up on a blind date. I guess Haoyang's family must be very rich. " 

Yuting had just given Helen antipyretic medicine and laid in bed chatting 

with her. 

About Xiaohui, Yuting also knew a little. That woman was the most freak 

mother in the world, who loved money so much that she used to came 

to Yuting to borrow money. 

Helen said with a wry smile. 
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"A man like Mike otherwise, she definitely would not like him? Unlike 

Haoyang, who has opened two companies and has a deep family 

background." 

When Yuting heard the speech, she sighed. 

"You don't know how lucky you are. Although Mike is a little poor, he is 

so kind to you." 

"And in your house, what did he not do? But you all don't take him 

seriously. You're a wife who wants to divorce him. His parents must hurt 

a lot when they know how their son is treated." 

"Helen, if you were not my best friend, I'd like to fight with you. Do you 

know how badly you Liu Family treated Mike?” 

Yuting had a good relationship with Helen, so she knew almost 

everything about Liu Family. 

Frankly speaking, as an outsider, she could not bear to see the Liu 

family's attitude towards Mike. Liu Family took Mike as a servant. 

Seeing Yuting so excited, Helen looked at her in surprise. 

"Yuting, you..you really think we've gone too far? " 

Yuting sneered. 

"What do you think? Liu Family is too harsh on him, and you are too 

harsh on him." 
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"After two years of hard work, you still kicked him out. How miserable 

you are bullied without Mike. Even when you are sick, your family doesn't 

care about you." 

Hearing Yuting's words, Helen's heart trembled violently. She bit her lips, 

but her mouth was still stiff. 

"It is him who wanted to divorce, not me. Was I supposed to beg him not 

to divorce me?" 

Yuting sighed and shook her head. 

“He had tolerated you for over two years, but he couldn't bear it any 

more at last." 

"If you treated him better, he would not be so desperate." 

Hearing the true and honest words, Helen was stunned. 

"Desperate..." 

These days, she constantly feel desperate. 

"Did I really make him feel desperate..." 

Helen suddenly choked up. In fact, she had already regretted her divorce 

from Mike. 

"He had loved you for so many years. If it wasn't that he felt desperate 

finally, would he take the initiative to ask you for a divorce?" 

"If you think about it, Mike wouldn’t be leaving you if it wasn't because 

of your mother." 
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Yuting said the harsh truth to Helen. 

She considered Helen as her best friend and really appreciate a good 

man like Mike. She also knew the character of her best friend. Only Mike 

could give Helen the sense of security. 

"But we are divorced already..." 

Helen turned her head and said in a trembling voice. 

Tears flowed over from the corner of her lovely sad eyes and landed on 

the pillow. 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 17 My wife 

is good to me 

In the next few days, Haoyang Li really did as he had promised to send 

Helen Liu a bouquet of roses every day. 

Maybe women would be touched by Haoyang Li's sincerity and romance. 

He had wealth and power and was also very handsome. Such a man may 

be the prince charming in most women's eyes. 

Helen wasn't in the mood for Haoyang's romance with her. She had been 

thinking about Mike for the past two days. She didn't know why she kept 

thinking about their past days. 

Once she thought their past, she realized that it seemed that she was 

really being mean to Mike the way Yuting Chen had said she was. 

But she and Mike had divorced. Even if she wanted to make it up to Mike 

now, there was no chance for her. 
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These two days her parents forced her to go on a date with Haoyang Li. 

Helen was a coward woman. Under the pressure of her parents, she 

finally gave in. 

"Helen, I'm really happy that you agreed to go out for dinner with me." 

Haoyang said, "I'll pick you up at your house after work today. Then we'll 

go to that most luxurious Yunding Restaurant in Chuzhou City. I'll make 

sure you're impressed with this candlelight dinner." 

Haoyang said excitedly and handed the rose in his hand to Helen. 

This time it was no longer her mother receiving it on Helen’s behalf, but 

Helen received it. 

She smiled coyly. Her heart was also a little touched. 

"Thank you, Haoyang." said she gently. 

Hearing Helen call his name, Haoyang's heart was thumping with 

excitement. He couldn't wait to take Helen to the hotel tonight to have 

sex with her. 

But he knew that he had to be patient with a woman like Helen, so he 

just held back his desire and smiled. 

"I'll see you tonight then." 

........ 

At 6pm, Tianxiong Yue's private plane landed at the airport in Chuzhou 

City. 
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Mark Duan drove Mike to the airport to pick up Tianxiong and Mike's 

mother, Fangru Lin. 

In the country, there were no more than twenty people who owned 

private planes. Tianxiong was one of them. The fuel cost per hour for this 

flight was 20,000 dollars for one trip and almost 20,000 dollars for one 

night at the airport. 

His private plane cost over a hundred thousand dollars one trip. And in 

Tianxiong's eyes, the private plane was just his personal toy. 

As soon as Tianxiong got off the plane, he walked towards Mike under 

the protection of more than a dozen bodyguards. 

Mike was his only son. He had all his love and expectations for Mike. 

However, his son was just not like the others. He gave up on being the 

young master of the Yue family and had to go to the Liu family as a live-

in son-in-law. 

"Son, look at you, how skinny you are." her mother said. 

Fangru hurriedly ran over. She carefully looked at Mike, and then tears 

poured down her cheeks. 

"I told you to stay at home but you had to come here. You can't even 

take good care of yourself." Fangru cried out in distress. 

Mike smiled and hugged his mother. 

"I'm not getting skinny. I'm working out every day in order to stay in 

shape. As the young master of the Yue family, I always have to watch my 

image." 
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Mark on the side sighed in his heart. If Mike’s parents knew about Mike's 

experience in the past two years in the Liu family, they would definitely 

feel sad for him. 

But before coming here, Mike had already warned him not to tell his 

parents what had happened to him in the past two years, including his 

divorce with Helen. 

"Really?" Tianxiong looked at Mike carefully for a moment. Mike's tired 

and red eyes made Tianxiong suspect that he was lying. 

"I'm an adult now. You still think I'm a kid? I can take care of myself, and 

I'm a man with a wife. And my wife is good to me.” Mike smiled and said. 

After hearing Mike’s words, Tianxiong looked at Mark and asked. "Is it 

true what he said?" 

Mark nodded, "Of course he's telling the truth." Mark said, "With me in 

Chuzhou City, how could I let Mike suffer?" 

Tianxiong smiled, looked at him and said. "You lie to me so often with 

Mike, I don't know if you're telling the truth." 

"Let's get something to eat first. I had an important meeting just now, so 

I'm late. Your mom and I haven't had dinner yet." 

"Then let's go to the Yunding Restaurant. There's your favorite northern 

food there." Mike said. 

"Mark, you call the owner of the Yunding Restaurant and tell him to 

vacate the third floor." 

Mark nodded and hurriedly walked to the side to make the call. 
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"You guys just stay in the nearby hotel, don't need to follow me." 

Tianxiong instructed his few bodyguards 

Those few bodyguards, however, had no intention of leaving. They were 

personal bodyguards, so they naturally had to stay close to protect 

Tianxiong's safety. Tianxiong was the head of the Yue family. Many 

people were trying to kill him. 

"Sir, Mr. Qi warned us before that we couldn't leave and we have to keep 

you safe." One of the bodyguards said, "Now that Mr. Qi is not here, we 

dare not leave." 

Mr. Qi was the bodyguard of Mike's grandfather, Zhenting Yue. After Yue 

Zhenting passed away, Mr. Qi became Tianxiong Yue's bodyguard. 

Mr. Qi had served the Yue family for decades. He was Zhenting's 

bodyguard when he was young and was a top master of Kung Fu. 

Otherwise, he wouldn't have been able to protect the two generations of 

the Yue Family's head. 

Then Tianxiong smiled and said, "Mike is Mr. Qi’s only disciple. He can 

protect me." 

These bodyguards were stunned and looked at Mike incredulously. 

"Young Master is a disciple of Mr. Qi?" One of these bodyguards said. 

Mike said with a faint smile, "Yes. So don’t worry about my dad safety. 

You guys just go find a hotel and get some rest. I’ll protect my dad." 

………… 
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Yunding Restaurant is just opened this year. There are many Yunding 

chain restaurants across the country. The owner is a native of Chuzhou 

City, so he opened one in Chuzhou City. 

The restaurant is an upscale restaurant and is famous all over the 

country. The one in Chuzhou City is in the largest shopping mall in the 

downtown area, which is also owned by the Fengxing Group. 

"Haoyang, this restaurant is very expensive. Let’s change another one." 

Walking to the door of Yunding Restaurant, Helen was a little timid. Just 

standing in front of the door, she already felt the upscale nature of this 

place, and she felt a little out of place here. 

While she ran a company at Liu family, her monthly salary was less than 

the salary of their manager. Actually, she was very poor, or she wouldn't 

feel inferior. 

"We don’t need to change another restaurant." Haoyang smiled faintly 

and said to Helen affectionately, "You deserve all the good things." 

"It's hard to get a reservation at this restaurant. I know the manager here 

and that's why I am able to get a reservation. I spent half a million dollars 

and booked them an entire floor to set up ahead of time. I've been 

preparing for a long time for this candlelight dinner." 

"Helen, come on, let's go in." 

Faced with such invitation of Haoyang, Helen had no choice but to follow 

him into the restaurant. 

This restaurant has three floors in total. The top floor is used by rich 

people to hold parties. It’s said that booking one floor of the restaurant 
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is at least 300,000 dollars. It seemed that Haoyang did spend a lot of 

money on this. 

Under the reception of the waiter, Haoyang and Helen were led to the 

third floor. 

When the lights were turned on, the sight in front of them completely 

stunned Helen. She couldn't help but exclaim. "So beautiful." 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 18 You'll 

have to give up the third floor 

The entire third floor of Yunding restaurant had been well decorated by 

Haoyang Li, as if there was a wedding to be held there. 

Dazzling baskets of flowers, a bright red carpet and melodious music. 

And most importantly, there were the heroine and the hero. It seemed 

like a wedding was just around the corner, awaiting the arrival of the 

guests. 

Seeing such a scene made Helen Liu stunned at first, who then gave an 

exclamation of admiration. But as she came to realize what was 

happening, she spun with an intention to run away. The scene had really 

put her off. 

"Helen!" 

Haoyang hastened to stop her, and gave her a faint smile, "Take it easy. 

This is our first date, and I can't possibly propose to you, right?" 

"Doing such a thing would only make me a flirt. It's just a candlelight 

supper. I had promised to make it impressive for you." 
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Helen turned around and looked at Haoyang somewhat sheepishly, 

"Haoyang, you are really ...very well meaning." 

"I just don't know what to say. Thank you!" 

For the first time in the recent days, Helen felt touched. During the days 

that she spent at home, Helen had been getting scoldings from either 

members of Liu family or Xiaohui Yu, who caused much stress to her. 

While Haoyang's sincerity and gallantry gave her a great feeling of being 

concerned and cosseted, and the only person who had made her feel the 

same was Mike Yue. 

"My pleasure! To tell the truth, I have little experience in going after a 

girl. And I have been worried that the design would turn you off." 

Haoyang grinned. 

"I am not going to buy your story!" Seemingly getting much closer with 

Haoyang, Helen felt less inhibited when speaking to Haoyang, "Who 

would believe that a man who has never chased a girl can decorate his 

dating spot like this!" 

Haoyang gave a chortle, "You can't owe it to me. The decoration here is 

designed by one of my friends, who is the manager of the restaurant. As 

for me, I just paid for the costs and contributed some advice." 

Just as he spoke, the manager of Yunding Restaurant came upstairs, who 

appeared to be a young man in his twenties. 

"Haoyang, you are bringing your girlfriend with you?" 

The manager walked up to them and greeted Haoyang with a smile. 
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Helen couldn't help but bend her head, with her face flushing with 

shyness. 

Then Haoyang hastily explained, 

"Come off it, Fei Liu! She's not my girlfriend yet!" 

"Saying such things would make Helen awkward." 

Fei Liu laughed, "Soon she will. Besides, you are being very protective 

toward her even she hasn't become your girlfriend yet." 

Helen appeared even more bashful. 

Fei Liu showed the two to the table by floor-to-ceiling windows, and said 

to Helen in a gentleman-like manner. 

"Miss Helen, this evening the manager will serve just two of you." 

"Call me if you need anything else." 

"Please enjoy your dinner." 

Flattered by his manners, it was the first time that Helen had visited such 

a ritzy restaurant. And for the first time, she was able to receive such 

high-standard services, which was even provided by the manager of 

Yunding Restaurant in person. 

"O...okay. Thanks very much, Mr. Liu!" 

With a smile that was more than a smile, Fei Liu blinked at Haoyang and 

stealthily made a gesture of 'OK' toward him, then withdrew from the 

third floor. 
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Coming downstairs, Fei Liu called in two waitress, "The two of you should 

serve the two guests upstairs well this evening. The young gentleman up 

there is one of my close friends, a person you should never treat with 

impoliteness." 

…… 

"Helen, this is for you. Today is our first date, and I will always remember 

this moment. " 

Haoyang handed the huge bouquet of rose that had been ready for long 

to Helen with both hands. 

Helen took the bunch of rose, and gave a sheepish smile, "Thanks! I love 

everything you've prepared for today." 

Haoyang replied with a faint smile, "I've told you, that you deserve the 

best of everything." 

Faced with Haoyang's crazy pursuit, Helen began to carefully thought 

through Xiaohui's words. Having divorced Mike and lost her company, 

Helen would said herself to be a woman with zilch, who had lost both 

her family and property. 

Though she was anything but poor in the aspects of shape and features, 

she's a divorced woman after all. And chances were rare to meet with a 

pursuer as outstanding as Haoyang Li. There might not be another man 

as good as Haoyang Li if she should decline Haoyang Li this time. 

She had pushed away Mike who had always been very nice to her, and 

how could she miss out on Haoyang Li again? 
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It seemed improper to accept Haoyang shortly after her divorce, but...she 

was in her toughest times then, and in desperate need of the 

accompany. For a moment, Helen's mind got a bit tangled up, as she 

didn't know whether to accept Haoyang Li. 

One of the biggest shortcomings of Helen was that, she's lack of her own 

opinions. She had to surreptitiously send a text to Yuting Chen to report 

the situation to her and ask for her advice. 

Minutes later, Yuting replied to her message, and even sent her several 

messages in a row. 

"Well, I don't exactly know what to say about you. You may figure it out 

on your own, after all, I have never known about Haoyang Li." 

"Whatever, it was a truth that you should feel guilty about what you have 

done to Mike. Just think it over, will Haoyang Li stay faithful to you, 

accommodate you and treat you well like what Mike had done?" 

"Haoyang Li's conditions are anything but bad, and as your close friend, I 

hope you to live a better life. But running a life doesn't all depend on 

money, and a husband who will always love and spoil you will be much 

more important than wealth." 

Having finished with Yuting's texts, Helen became even more hesitant 

instead of getting a clear answer. 

"Haoyang, you got really excellent conditions. But I am a divorced 

woman, and Liu family is facing its decay. Wouldn't you...wouldn't you 

mind that?" 

Helen set her glass down and looked at Haoyang in his eyes. 
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Haoyang replied in a solemn tone, "As far I am concerned, the external 

conditions have little to do with the relationship between the two who 

want to be with each other. If they are not fond of each other, will 

superior external conditions change that fact? Similarly, if they are deep 

in love with each other, even the poorest external conditions couldn't be 

the resistance." 

Helen was dazed for a moment. She had never expected such profound 

words to come out of the mouth of a man as wealthy as Haoyang. 

At the same time, Fei Liu who was about to bring them a bottle of wine 

from the downstairs heard his phone ringing. 

On seeing the caller ID, Fei Liu's eyelids began to twitch violently. It's a 

call from Mark Duan, the president of Fengxing Group. 

"President... President Duan, is there anything I can do for you?" With 

profound respect and humility, Fei Liu asked in a respectful tone. 

Who was Mark Duan? He's the central person of Chuzhou City, as well as 

the most promising young entrepreneur. And even a fat lot of old 

entrepreneurs had to ask for his favors. 

"Manager Liu, is the third floor available now? I will be soon treating 

three bigwigs to dinner on the third floor. " Mark asked on the phone. 

Immediately, Fei Liu's look changed. 

He replied awkwardly, "President Duan, the third floor... is being 

occupied at present." 

"It's..." 
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Before he could finish, Mark interrupted him in a tone that bore no 

argument, "Get the third floor prepared, and tell the guest I will pay him 

ten times the amount of the meal costs in compensation to him." 

"We'll be arriving soon, do make it fast." 

As he heard that, Fei Liu covered his forehead with his hand, feeling 

somehow stumped. 

He dared not to go against Mark's demands, but his friend was dating on 

the third floor. How could he ruin up such an important occasion for his 

friend? Would they still be good friends if he really did so? 

"But President Duan, the upstairs..." 

Fei Liu would like to explain the thing to Mark, but was interrupted again. 

Mark's voice went cold as he said simply, "Do you know who you will 

entertain this time? They're members of Yue family, one of the four top 

families in State of Hua. " 

"The elder master of Yue family, together with his lady and the young 

master of Yue family, is coming." 

"If you are really in a quandary, then I will go in direct contact with your 

boss to see if he dares to make Mr. Yue have his supper in another 

place." 

On hearing his words, Fei Liu went completely pale and gave a gasp of 

horror. 

The leader of Yue family, Tianxiong Yue, was coming? Along with his 

families? 
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"Please don't, President Duan! Please don't ring my boss!" 

"I shall get the third floor prepared right away, in person! I promise you 

that everything will be ready before the arrival of you and the Yues!" 

Fei Liu hastened to said. 

Even his boss dared not to make Tianxiong Yue dine in another place, let 

alone himself. 

It's one of the top families in State of Hua! 

At the same time in the third floor, Haoyang and Helen were having a 

really nice chat. 

"Helen, will you...be my girlfriend?" 

"May I get this precious chance to take care of you?" 

Looking into Helen's eyes, Haoyang asked in a solemn tone. 

Helen was stunned. She looked at Haoyang with her rosy-red face, and 

just moved her lips soundlessly, not knowing how to respond. 

At that very moment, Fei Liu rushed upstairs and apologized to Helen 

and Haoyang in embarrassment, 

"I'm so sorry, but you'll have to make room for some bigwigs who will be 

dining here soon." 

The words made Haoyang rise in agitation, his eyes widening with 

surprise, "Fei Liu, are you kidding me?" 
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My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 19 Driving 

People Away 

“Are you kidding me, Fei Liu?” 

Haoyang Liu stood up excitedly, and asked angrily. 

Today was his most important day. He was about to tell Helen Liu how 

he felt, and he wanted to know her answer. However, Fei Liu came up 

and told them to leave here in order to make room for some guy. 

Was he trying to be funny? 

Let alone him, Helen was a little upset Although Haoyang was the host 

who had organized everything today, she was invited here. Now they 

told them to leave. Anyone would be upset in such situation. 

“I'm sorry, mate. I'm really sorry.” 

“If it weren't for some big bug, I really don't want to disturb you. He said 

that he will compensate you ten times for your losses. 

Fei Liu hurriedly bowed to apologize to Haoyang and Helen. He almost 

fell on his knees. He couldn’t blame them for being mad. Anyone would 

be mad encountering such thing. 

But he didn’t have any other idea. Who was coming? The top giant, Yue 

family. Besides, it was three from their family. 

Even the big shot in Chuzhou City, Mark Duan, was inferior to the Yue 

family. As a manager who works for others, he didn’t dare to refuse 

them. 
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“What shit big bug!” 

Haoyang thumped the table abruptly, ignoring Fei Liu’s words, and said 

righteously, 

"I don't care who he is, I won't leave here today.” 

"This is my first date with Helen. Even if the God comes, he has to wait 

for me downstairs!” 

Helen frowned slightly and persuaded him, 

"Haoyang, forget it. If it's really a big shot, we don’t want to provoke 

them.” 

Hearing this, Haoyang sneered and said, 

“Don't be afraid, Helen. What shit big shot. I know lots of big shots.” 

"I have even had meal with the chief leader of Chuzhou City. I don't 

believe what big figure this guy could be.” 

Helen was a little embarrassed as she could not persuade Haoyang. She 

was timid and what she was most afraid of was to offend those big 

figures. 

Fei Liu could not persuade Haoyang, and on hearing Haoyang's 

bragging, he sneered in his heart. 

He stopped persuading gently, and said coldly, 

"I persuade you to leave because I regard you as a friend.” 
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“Listen carefully, Haoyang Li. The people coming here today are from the 

Yue family, one of the four major families in the state of Hua.” 

"The big master and his wife, as well as the first young master from the 

Yue family are all coming today. And they are accompanied by the man 

of the hour in Chuzhou City, Mark Duan.” 

"You can figure it that if you are going to give up the seat on the third 

floor.” 

After that, Fei Liu stopped talking. If Haoyang insisted to stay here, he 

could only ask the security to come up and throw them away. 

Haoyang and Helen listened to Fei Liu's last words, their faces suddenly 

changed, and took a breath. 

“The Yue... Yue family...” 

“Mr… Mr Duan...” 

At this moment, Helen stood up abruptly from the chair, and her delicate 

body trembled uncontrollably. 

Not to mention her, Haoyang was shaking even more severely. 

“How... how is this possible? Mr Yue, they... how could they visit such a 

small place like Chuzhou City? 

Haoyang couldn't believe it. 

“Haoyang Li, if you don't believe me, this is Mr Duan's cell phone 

number. He informed me personally on the phone just now. If you don't 

believe me, make a call to confirm it by yourself.” 
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"I wonder if you have the guts to call.” 

Fei Liu lost his temper. He found out Mark Duan's number and showed it 

to Haoyang. 

Helen took a look promptly. It was indeed Mark Duan’s number. She 

remembered the number well. 

"Yes, this is indeed Mr Duan's cell phone number!” said Helen Liu 

doubtlessly. 

This time, Haoyang had to believe it. 

"How about it, Haoyang Li. Are you going to make a call and ask him in 

person?” 

Fei Liu looked at Haoyang with a sneer and taunted, 

"I want to see if you are really such a big figure, letting the Yue family to 

wait for you downstairs.” 

Haoyang blushed, and felt extremely ashamed. It seemed that he had 

dug a deep hole and then jumped down. (He was hurt by his own 

words.) 

He had to go now, otherwise he would disturb the Yue family's meal, and 

he could not bear the rage of Tianxiong Yue. 

“Helen, let's go!” 

Haoyang looked at Helen. He gritted his teeth and spit out these words 

using his last strength and dignity. 
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Helen was also very upset. She frowned, picked up her bag and left. 

Haoyang followed hurriedly. 

"Do you want the ten times compensation?” Fei Liu added seeing the 

scene. 

“No!” Haoyang's voice came downstairs 

“Dumb ass, you don't want me to...” 

Fei Liu snorted coldly. He hastily called all the waiters in the Genting 

Restaurant to come up and pulled down everything here. They arranged 

a warm dining environment at the fastest speed. Even Fei Liu himself, as 

the manager, had to help for fear that they couldn’t finish it when the 

Yue family came. 

In the end, Fei Liu was still a little worried. The thing that the Yue family 

came to their restaurant for dinner might be in the entertainment news 

in Chuzhou City. Maybe I should tell the boss about this. If I don’t inform 

him about such a big matter, he might be angry knowing this 

afterwards... 

Thinking of this, Fei Liu made a phone call to his boss. 

“Boss, big... big news. Mr Yue is coming to our restaurant, as well as Mrs. 

Yue and Young Master Yue. Mr. Duan of Chuzhou City will accompany 

them.” Fei Liu reported to the boss shivering. 

The owner of the Genting Restaurant heard the words, took a sharp 

breath, and scold, 

"Damn, why didn't you say it earlier?” 
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"Hurry up! Let all guests to leave the restaurant. We must give Mr Yue a 

quiet dining environment!” 

"Tonight, all the waiters and chefs will have a three-fold increase in 

salaries. Be sure to take care of Mr Yue!” 

"I heard that Mr Yue likes to eat northern cuisine. If he is satisfied with 

the northern cuisine and service of our restaurant, he might invest some 

money for us to open a few branches in Capital City. I won’t have to 

worry about the rest of my life if I own those branches. Do you know 

that, Fei Liu!” 

Fei Liu was frightened and kept nodding, 

“Yes, I know! Don't worry, boss. Today, I will treat Mr Yue as my own 

father, Mrs Yue as my own mother, and Young Master Yue as my own 

brother. I promise I will make them all satisfied.” 

After hanging up the phone, Fei Liu hurriedly went down and started 

asking people to leave. 

...... 

In the mall downstairs, countless well-known entrepreneurs and official 

bosses in high positions were all driven out. 

The point is, none of them dared to be angry, nor dared to scold. 

A lot of people had gathered downstairs, and the security guards of the 

entire mall had come down and stood in two rows, waiting to welcome 

the Yue family. 
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Haoyang and Helen had not left yet. They were dumbfounded when they 

saw this scene. 

“Damn, they even kicked out Bureau Li of the Western District...” 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 20 The 

Young Master Yue 

Standing in the crowd, Haoyang Li was dumbfounded. 

One third of those people who were kicked out of the Yunding 

Restaurant were the big shots in the Chuzhou City, who liked to come 

here to have dinner because of its high class. 

Besides, all of those powerful people enjoyed more distinguished status 

and reputation than him. 

“Fuck, thank God I came out......” 

Haoyang was so panic that he was in a cold sweat. He thought that it 

was not very shameful for him to be kicked out of the restaurant since 

even those people who were more respectable than him were kicked out 

as well, which made him feel better. 

Beside him, Helen Liu was standing in the cold wind with her hands on 

her chest, shivering. 

Maybe she was frightened by this big occasion or maybe she was simply 

too cold, she suddenly felt herself was so negligible that she was inferior 

to Haoyang and those respectable people who were kicked out. 
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Not to mention the people from the Yue family, who enjoyed such high 

position that she could never get close to them all her life. 

The people of the Yue family were so noble and dazzling that they were 

the center of everyone and the world. If they went out, even those 

distinguished people in daily life had to make way for them. 

While she was just the same as the Cinderella, the ugly duckling, which 

could never become the white swan. 

Helen felt more self-contemptuous when she thought of their nobleness. 

And she suddenly thought about Mike Yue, who was no more noble than 

her and as insignificant as everyone else. 

Save that he was too poor, Mike was really good to her, who could be 

counted as a perfect husband at that time. 

Then she sighed, and was about to leave here. 

There suddenly came a bustle from both sides of the crowd at that time, 

and it seemed that the people of the Yue family arrived. 

Almost all the security guards in the shopping mall came to the gate, 

standing in two lines to be ready to welcome the great Yue family. 

Just then, a Bentley Mulsanne drove into the two lines, and parked in 

front of the gate. 

For a moment, everyone held their breath, waiting to see this legendary 

Tianxiong Yue. 
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Mark Duan and Mike Yue firstly got out from the driver's and passenger's 

seats respectively, then they opened the car doors for Tianxiong and 

Fangru Lin. 

“Welcome great Mr. Yue!” 

“Welcome Mrs. Yue!” 

“Welcome the young master Yue!” 

The security guards greeted the arrival of the three people of the Yue 

family with great enthusiasm as the ministers who welcomed the 

emperor. 

Although Tianxiong was the super big shot , he still had the quality of 

gentlemanly demeanor and upper class. He nodded to those security 

guards and smiled slightly. 

At this moment, the surrounding onlookers all greeted him and 

desperately introduced themselves to him, using this short time. 

“Mr. Yue, I’m Hai Li from the west area of the Chuzhou City!” 

“Mr. Yue, I’m the Sanpao Ma from the Lanxiang Group!” 

“Sir, is it convenient to have dinner together!” 

....... 

In the face of their enthusiasm, Tianxiong simply raised his hand and 

waved at them with a slight smile, then he walked into the mall with his 

hands at his back. 
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Since he came here today only to have dinner with his son, he would not 

meet anyone, even including the authorities with the highest position in 

Chuzhou City. 

Fangru’s left and right hands were held by Mile Yue and Mark Duan 

respectively, and the three people followed Tianxiong into the mall. 

“They are so patrician!” 

“The Yue family came to our little place just as the emperor made an 

imperial visit.” 

“So the boss Mark Duan is really related to the Yue family. Oh my God, 

this Fengxing Group is indeed a branch of the Yue family! 

The people around couldn’t stop talking about the Yue family. Just now, 

Haoyang had seen the young master Yue with his bare eyes, and he 

could not help feeling very jealous, since he was nothing at all compared 

with this young master although he could be counted as a young and 

promising talent in the Chuzhou City. 

Even all he did everyday was just spending money and did not work all 

his life, he probably would not spend all his money before he died. 

“Why the gap between us is so fucking big even though we both will die, 

shit.......” 

Haoyang sighed heavily. 

Helen Liu was also stunned, and she stared at the back of the young 

master Yue with great surprise. When Mike Yue got off the car just now, 

she was distracted and didn't see his front. Now though she could only 
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see the back of him, she suddenly felt that the back of his was so similar 

to her ex-husband Mike Yue’s. 

“No way......” 

Her blood froze and a thought came into her mind at once: 

Since Mike Yue’s surname was also Yue, and his back was so similar to 

the young master Yue’s, then was it possible that...... 

“No, no way, that’s too funny. How could my ex-husband be the young 

master of the Yue family?” 

Helen Liu couldn’t help thinking that this was such a funny joke. 

If Mike Yue was really the young master, then why on earth did he stoop 

to compromise under the Liu family’s thumb ? Or it was because he was 

a masochist? 

Besides, she would have been a rich lady of the Yue family in the Capital 

City a long time ago if it had been true. 

For a moment, Helen Liu was more self-contemptuous to an extent that 

she had to imagine that Mike Yue was the young master. 

“The fairy tale is really good, but I'm just an ugly duckling. How can I be a 

princess with so much attention......” 

Helen couldn’t help laughing at herself. 

“Helen, let’s......change a place to eat. I’m really sorry for what happened 

today.” Haoyang was very embarrassed and said to Helen, “If it were 
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someone else, I wouldn't let them in, but now that the great Mr. Yue 

came, I really couldn't......” 

Helen was not in the mood to eat at all, so she shook her head and said 

expressionlessly: 

“Don't bother, I’m already full.” 

“Please drive me home.” 

Haoyang felt disappointed at once because their candlelight dinner was 

just ruined in this way. 

And he didn’t know when could he make an appointment with Helen the 

next time. 

“Fine.” 

He sighed and thought that he had nothing to do but drive her home 

since she had already been unhappy. 

...... 

While on the third floor of the Yunding Restaurant right now, Fei Liu had 

prepared everything for the coming of the Yue family. 

Tianxiong and other people had already begun to enjoy the delicious 

food, and he was full of praises for the dishes as he ate. 

“The owner of this restaurant is kind of capable, the Northern Dishes are 

so authentic. To be honest, I've rarely had such authentic Northern 

Dishes even in Capital City.” 
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Tianxiong laughed and patted Fangru’s hands, asking: 

“Fangru, what do you think?” 

She chuckled: 

“It is our son that chose this restaurant, of course it was good!” 

“He knows that you like Northern Dishes, so he chose this restaurant on 

purpose. Your son is indeed very filial to you.” 

After hearing that, Tianxiong, this all-powerful Chinese business 

magnate, should be kind of unexpectedly embarrassed. 

Although he was the master of the Yue family who was respected and 

revered by everyone, he was still the father of Mike Yue. In China, the 

relationship between father and son was just so delicate, and the 

expression of feelings between each other was very subtle and 

euphemistic. And it seemed to have been so since ancient times. 

“Haha, I'm going to the bathroom......” 

Mike Yue was also a little embarrassed, so he excused himself by going 

to the bathroom. 

After he left, Tianxiong suddenly put down his chopsticks, looked at 

Mark Duan and asked: 

“Mark, tell me, why didn’t Mike’s wife Helen Liu come here today?” 

“She should avoid seeing us now that her father-in-law and mother-in-

law came to see her for the first time?” 
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“This Helen Liu really likes to put on the dog, right?” 

Mark was stunned for a second and became nervous, then he smiled 

awkwardly, saying: 

“Uncle, didn't Mike tell you that all the people of the Liu family went 

back to their hometown to worship their ancestors? So my sister-in-law 

must have gone back too. I also felt indeed sorry that we didn't get to 

see each other this time.” 

After saying that, he even gave a mock sigh. 

This time, even Fangru put down her chopsticks as well, and both Mr. 

Yue and Mrs. Yue looked at Mark with a slight smile, which made his 

blood freeze with a guilty conscience. 

“Mark, don't shake your legs when you lie.” 

“Or else people can see clearly that you're lying. Do you think I believe 

what you just said?” 

Tianxiong sneered and said. 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 21 You are 

the son of Tianxiong Yue! 

When Mike Yue returned from the toilet, he suddenly noticed that 

something was wrong at the table. 

Fangru Lin's eyes were red, Tianxiong Yue also didn't look good. And 

Mark Duan was absent-minded as if he had something to worry about. 
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"What's wrong? I just left for a few minutes, what happened?" Mike 

asked. 

Tianxiong stared at Mike and said seriously. 

"Mike, I'll ask you again. Why didn't your wife, Helen Liu, come to see us 

with you?" 

Hearing Tianxiong’s words, Mike was taken aback. His cover-up was 

exposed! 

"How can you... Mark Duan!" 

Mike went for Mark directly. Mark instantly started dodging, running 

around the table. 

Mark felt extremely aggravated and cried sullenly. 

"Mike, it's really not my fault! You asked me to lie to the old man and 

Aunt Lin, but they wouldn’t be fooled by me." 

"I just started lying and was found immediately. Do you think I would 

dare to continue cheating in front of the old man?" 

Tianxiong also knocked twice on the table and looked at Mike coldly. 

"Well, come back and sit down!" 

"You can’t blame this on Mark. But you are getting bolder, huh? Now 

you have learned how to lie. Even your parents were fooled by you. I was 

wondering that why Helen didn’t come today. Well, it turns out that you 

had already been swept away by her family!" 
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The more Tianxiong spoke, the more excited he became. His son, the 

eldest son of the Yue family, had actually been driven out by others. If 

word of this got out, the whole Yue family would felt humiliated. 

Fangru couldn't help crying again and pulled Mike over. She then 

slapped him on his arm and said with distress. 

"You... As the young master of the Yue family, you quit your wealthy and 

prosperous life, and married into the Liu family willingly." 

"You were looked down upon and bullied in the Liu family. I can’t 

imagine that. You've never done any housework since you were born. 

Your father and I raised you as a treasure, yet you went to work for the 

Liu family as a servant. You're trying to piss me off, aren't you!" 

Fangru also became more and more agitated. She originally wanted to 

slap Mike, but her raised hand eventually dropped down. Apparently, 

Fangru doted on Mike very much, she couldn’t bear to see Mike hurt. 

She, as Mike’s mother, had never slapped Mike once since he was a child. 

However, Mike Yue had been bullied so many times by Helen without 

complaint. 

Mike hung his head down and looked guilty. It looked like Mark had 

already confessed everything. 

"Mike, don't blame me! You can't hide this forever, so I just told the old 

man and Aunt Lin everything." 

Mark stood aside, gloating over Mike’s experience. 

Mike glared at him threateningly and scolded. 
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"Shut up!" 

He then took a deep breath and said to his parents. 

"Dad, Mom, I know I've embarrassed you for the past two years in the Liu 

family. I also know that I shouldn't have let them bully me like that. But I 

have been loving Helen Liu since I was in high school. I thought I could 

touch her and her family with my sincerity." 

"But it didn't turn out the way I wanted, and it was the biggest failure in 

my life. I didn't touch anyone." 

"Maybe I should have told them from the beginning that I am the eldest 

son of the Yue family. Maybe they would have respected me in that way 

and even would have come to kneel down to me. But that's not what I 

wanted, I didn't accomplish what I had promised you at that time, I'm 

sorry." 

Tianxiong sighed heavily hearing Mike’s apology, leaning back in his 

chair and staring at Mike in great disappointment. 

"You don’t need to say sorry to us, you should be sorry for yourself!" 

"I did tell you that life needs to be experienced, that you need to go 

through trials and tribulations. But what you have experienced in the Liu 

family is meaningless. What the hell are they? Low and shameless 

people!" 

"What you should experience is dealing with those aristocratic families in 

Capital City, dealing with those big names, to toughen yourself up." 

"Do you have any idea of what two years means to me, your father could 

eliminate one of the Four Great Families in two years!" 
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Mark Duan, who was on the sidelines, didn't dare to speak anymore and 

shrank his neck. 

Mike also lowered his head deeply, with his eyes reddened. 

"I'm sorry, Dad!" 

Seeing Mike was reprimanded, Fangru was unhappy. She immediately 

pat on Tianxiong’s shoulder. 

"Alright, alright. We haven't seen our son for so long. Stop reprimanding 

him." 

"Mike has also suffered a lot in the past two years. You just consider it as 

a lesson, why do you keep scolding him?" 

Tianxiong sighed again, in fact, the suffering that Mike had endured in 

the past two years also made him uncomfortable as Mike’s father. In the 

Yue family, everyone knew that Fangru Lin spoiled her son, but actually, 

Tianxiong was the one who spoiled Mike more. 

He even had an urge to exterminate the Liu family right now. 

"But it is true that you are talented." Last second, Tianxiong was still 

reprimanding Mike, but now he immediately eased his tone and praised. 

"In the past two years, you were running your Fengxing Group secretly 

and were able to build it to this scale. Honestly I appreciate your ability, 

you should use your natural gifts on the righteous path." 

"How can you tolerate their bullying, Mark has just told me everything. I 

will go to meet the Liu family later, I want to figure out where they got 

the nerve to treat my son in that way!" 
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Saying that, Tianxiong was ready to revenge for Mike. 

Mike turned nervous. How could he agree? If Tianxiong went to the Liu 

family, he reckoned that there would be two more corpses in the Liu 

family tonight, maybe more than two. He didn’t want to see Helen being 

involved. 

"Dad, don’t go. Just let me handle it myself." 

"The Liu family doesn't know my true identity. Just like you said, if they 

knew I was your son, they wouldn't dare to do that to me." 

Mike said in a hurry. 

Tianxiong put on a face with no expression and kept silent as he heard 

Mike’s words. He didn’t speak again as if he was thinking about 

something. 

The atmosphere at the table was awkward, and Mark didn't dare to eat at 

all, sitting on his seat obediently. 

After a long time, Tianxiong said to Fangru and Mark. 

"It's almost done. Fangru and Mark, you two go down first and wait for a 

while. I’ll have a conversation with Mike alone." 

Fangru and Mark knew that this was a conversation between father and 

son. So they didn't bother and left the third floor instantly. 

At this time, Tianxiong and Mike were the only two people left on the 

third floor. Tianxiong looked at Mike seriously and asked him. 

"Do you know what your responsibilities are?" 
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Mike trembled, looking at Tianxiong with a complicated look. 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 22 Mike 

Yue's real strength 

"It matters to me..." 

Mike Yue contemplated for a few seconds, and then said word by word: 

"I want to be a person like you!" 

Tianxiong Yue heard the words with a smile on his face, but he shook his 

head as if he wasn't very satisfied with Mike's answer. 

"You are partly right, but I don't think you can make it either." 

"You are not as ambitious as I am, nor decisive as I!" 

Tianxiong looked at his son and answered word for word. 

Mike frowned slightly and said: 

"I can make it!" 

His words, however, were slightly short of confidence. 

"No, you haven't!" Tianxiong took out a cigar and lit it up, then he took a 

puff on the cigar and said:" the people we met when we just came up 

from downstairs, treated us with so much respect. Even all people in the 

restaurant had to make way for us when we had dinner there." 

"Why?" 
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"It's might rather than our peremptoriness," Tianxiong expelled the 

smoke slowly, looking at Mike, and said seriously: "In this world, there is 

no justice when there is might, the power and wealth in our hands are 

justice!" 

"Equality for all is just a joke. It is useless for us! Our high-handedness 

and might has become right in their eyes, so when we come here to have 

dinner, they certainly have to make way for us and take the initiative to 

flatter us." 

"They are willing to do so, I didn't put them up to it." 

Tianxiong frowned at his only son and said earnestly: 

"Your grandfather, Zhenting Yue, had struggled for decades to gain and 

achieve his current strength and wealth." 

"It was your grandfather who laid these foundations that I can struggle 

less for half a lifetime. But being respected and scarred by so many 

people in the country, is it easy for me?" 

"Of course not! That's all about the endeavor. Your grandfather and I 

went through countless hardships, and became more decisive to achieve 

today's outcome." 

"But what about you, Mike. What achievements have you done?" 

"If you weren't the Yue's family's young master, you would be cold-

shouldered outside, even an ordinary family like the Liu's family would 

dare to bully you, don't you feel ashamed?" 

Mike was driven into a corner by his father and had no words to retort. 
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"As the young master of the Yue's Family, you are on a mission to 

protect your family. It's about making the Yue's family stronger and 

stronger, taking out the other three major families, and making the Yue’s 

family the most powerful in China!" 

Tianxiong rose at once, bracing his hands against the table, and 

dominated by sheer force of character. 

He continued slowly: 

"You have to go through it by yourself to be responsible and competent. 

But, for some worthless love, you yield to Liu's family and get trampled 

underfoot for two years. I don't want to yell at you again, but do you 

think you are an indomitable man!" 

Mike got up with red eyes and bowed low to Tianxiong with a catch in 

his voice: 

"My bad, Dad!" 

"I have failed to live up to your and grandfather's expectations and 

wasted two years." 

"From now on, I will shoulder the responsibility of the our Family's young 

master to hone myself!" 

With a sigh, Tianxiong softened his tone, came over and patted Mike on 

the shoulder, then expressed: 

"We haven't seen each other for a long time, that's all I have to say for 

today." 
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"Your grandfather and I both know that you have great talent and 

learning capability. I hope you won't waste your talent. From now on, I 

won't interfere with any decisions you make. In the future, I'm sure you 

will be clear about if you want to become the kind of person like your 

grandfather or the kind of trash that was trampled by Liu's family." 

"Let's go for a walk with your mother." 

Mike dried his eyes and nodded: 

"OK!" 

... 

Before they came out of the Yunding Restaurant, Tianxiong handed Fei 

Liu a business card and smiled slightly: 

"Give it to your boss and tell him to contact me. I can invest in ten 

branches in Capital City for him." 

"Also, I prefer the northern cuisine here, it tastes good." 

Fei Liu took the business card as if receiving a gold. 

"Ten...ten branches..." 

Hearing this, even if the ten branches were not for him, Fei Liu couldn't 

help but get excited. 

Ten branches in Capital City, what did this mean? It is like ten silver 

mountains! If those ten branches were to open inside Tianxiong's mall, 

that would be more valuable! 
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"Take care, Mr. Yue!" 

Fei Liu sent Mike and his family to the door reverently. 

"Mike, this mall is also owned by the Fengxing Group?" 

After coming out of the restaurant, Mike and his family were wandering 

around the mall. Tianxiong observed the surroundings and the 

customers and asked. 

Mike gave a nod: 

"At first, the area was not yet developed and there were fewer people 

visiting the surrounding lots. I first appointed Tianxing to build a villa 

area nearby, because the entrepreneurs in Chuzhou City all have one 

thing in common. They make little achievements, but they especially like 

to pretend to be rich, just like those upstarts, one can't wait to show how 

wealthy they are." 

"So as soon as the villa area was built up, we took some marketing 

methods, and all those entrepreneurs rushed to purchase the villas here. 

So the lot quickly began to populous and the mall was soon built. After 

that, we created another attraction-the second big business district of 

Chuzhou City, surrounded by villas and high-grade business district, will 

become a symbol of Chuzhou City in the future." 

"Of course I didn't make any profit upfront because I didn't charge those 

merchants for their shops. But my money-losing investment model has 

made all the shops in this mall rented out in less than two or three 

months." 

"So the lot here including this mall soon became populous and 

prosperous." 
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"In the end, I certainly made a great profit, and then I took a stake in the 

original big business district in Chuzhou City. During that time, I took a 

bit of tactic, and later I annexed that big business district, so I am still the 

owner there." 

After hearing this, Tianxiong's facial expression changed, and he 

exchanged glances with Fangru Lin. 

He thought that Mike had done nothing in the Liu's Family in the past 

two years, but he didn't expect that Mike had already made so many 

achievements. 

"You are out of my expectation." Tianxiong turned and touched his head 

with a little embarrassment. 

Mike had been ripped to pieces by him in the restaurant, and now, Mike 

made him impressed. 

Tianxiong had to admit that Mike's tactics for the development of the 

Fengxing Group were indeed very experienced. And he even secretly 

accomplished it, and others didn’t know that he was the real boss of 

Fengxing Group. 

"Uncle, untie, Mike is really so cool." 

Mark Duan was afraid that Mike would scold him for betraying him 

afterward, and he immediately took the opportunity to boast about Mike 

in front of Tianxiong and Fangru: 

"Although I'm president of the Fengxing Group in public, he actually told 

me most of the decisions, and then I informed my subordinates. I 

wouldn't have even thought of these decisions." 
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Tianxiong nodded calmly and coughed, he told in a light voice: 

"Mike, don't be proud, this is nothing. It's easy for you to deal with those 

lesser person in Chuzhou City. But those old sharp operators in Capital 

City won't fall for your tricks." 

Mike nodded evenly: 

"I know, so I'm still learning and reflecting on what you and Grandpa 

used to teach me." 

The family then continued to walk around the mall, laughing and talking. 

Since coming to Chuzhou City to attend high school, Mike had rarely 

gotten together with his parents to go shopping like today. 

Mike was enjoying a great time with his family. 

When they intended to leave and were about to go downstairs, Mike 

suddenly met an acquaintance. 

"Chen...Yuting Chen!" 

Mike's eyelids twitched when he saw the two girls walking around the 

mall in front of him, and one of them was Yuting. 

Yuting is Helen Liu's best friend, if she now sees himself walking with his 

father, how can he explain? 

"Shit! What a coincidence, it seems that I am about to be recognized..." 

Mike's heart beat quickly. 
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Yuting also looked at Mike's family inconceivably. When she saw 

Tianxiong and Mark Duan, she sucked in a breath. 

"Mike, you..." 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 23 Yuting 

Chen was shocked 

Yuting Chen could never imagine what she saw at this moment. Mike 

Yue was walking with the business tycoon, Tianxiong Yue, with Mark 

Duan accompanied. 

Although Yuting was impressed with Mike and appreciated his family 

responsibility and affection for Helen Liu as a husband. She had to admit 

that Mike was just an idle man who married into the Liu family. 

What’s more, Mike was a cowardly man who had been bossed around by 

the entire Liu family without complaint and never resisted. From Yuting's 

point of view, this was the biggest flaw and the most despised thing 

about Mike. 

"Mike Yue, why are you..." 

Yuting was so confused that she didn’t know how to ask her question. 

The young girl next to her, who was dressed sexily with delicate makeup, 

was also looking at Tianxiong and Mark Duan in disbelief. 

This girl was Yuting's friend, but not Helen’s. Hence, she didn't know 

Mike Yue. 
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But she knew who Tianxiong and Mark were. One is the celebrity of 

China, business tycoon! And the other, the youngest and best 

entrepreneur in Chuzhou City! 

Both Tianxiong and Mark were celebrities which she had no chance to 

contact with. And they were like stars on the TV, generally, it was 

impossible for the normal people to meet them. 

"Oh my god..." the girl held her breath. 

"Hello, you must be the friend of Mike, right?" 

Tianxiong took the initiative to greet Yuting before Mike introduced her. 

"Ah? Yes, I am..." Yuting became a little nervous and looked at Tianxiong, 

feeling flattered, "Hello, Mr... Mr. Yue, you and Mike ......." 

Tianxiong smiled and shook hands with Yuting, introducing himself. 

“See how much we look alike? I'm Mike’s father and this is his mother." 

Mike sighed as he was still trying to figure out how to lie to Yuting. He 

didn't expect that his father would speak before him. Now that Tianxiong 

had already admitted his identity himself, it would be impossible for him 

to deny it even if he wanted to find an excuse to hide his identity. 

"Then Mike is..." Now, Yuting and her friend’s facial expression greatly 

changed and stared at Mike in disbelief. 

The legendary young master of the Yue family was the ex-husband of 

Helen? Yuting couldn’t believe it, it was like a dream. But Tianxiong had 

admitted it himself, it was impossible for such a big shot to joke with 

them. 
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"Dad, Mom, this is my friend Yuting Chen. I want to speak to her alone, 

wait for me!" 

Mike instantly said to Tianxiong and Fangru, and then pulled Yuting to 

the side. 

The other girl didn't dare to stand there alone because Tianxiong and 

Mark was too powerful for her to have eye contact with. It was too 

awkward to stand there, so she chose to follow Yuting. 

"Mike, you..." 

Facing Mike alone now, Yuting was still too shocked to say anything. 

"Well... since you have already know my true identity, I hope you can 

keep it a secret for me." Mike stared at Yuting, straightened his back, and 

said to her as the young master of the Yue family. 

"Especially Helen, don't ever tell her who I truly am!" 

Yuting was confused by his request. 

"Why?" 

“Mike, you're the young master of the Yue family. If you had revealed 

your identity earlier, those people in the Liu family, they would not dare 

to order you around and bully you. Besides, Helen didn’t treat you well 

was because she thought you were weak and didn’t go to work, which 

meant you had no ability to protect her. She's a woman, only if you're 

tough enough, she could feel safe." 

Mike shook his head and sneered at the words. 
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"I should reveal my identity so that people of the Liu family would fawn 

on me?" 

"You've seen what kind of people they are. I just wanted to get along 

with them as equals in the beginning, so I set up the Fengxing Group to 

secretly support them. But all these people cared was money, and just 

because I didn't reveal my identity, they looked down on me in every 

way, acting like snobs." 

"I'm glad I didn't reveal my identity in the first place. Though I have 

wasted two years, at least I realize how snobbish these people are. If I 

have to live with the Liu family for the rest of my life, I'm afraid I'd be 

pissed off at these emotionless vampires." 

After hearing Mike’s words, Yuting sighed. She had the same feeling with 

what Mike just said. 

She was disgusted with those people from the Liu family. It was true that 

Mike didn’t reveal his identity was the wise choice. Otherwise, as a 

tenderhearted person, Mike would not refuse the requests made by the 

Liu family, especially under that circumstance. 

Let alone Helen was also a member of the Liu family. 

"Helen Liu!" Mike frowned and said, "You should know how she treated 

me, she has never treated me as her husband. Also, I was not idling away 

my time as she thought. I established the Fengxing Group and acquired 

all the shopping districts in Chuzhou City so that I could become more 

and more powerful. I wish I had the ability to protect her. If I hadn't 

asked Mark to help her all this time, her family would not have earned so 

much money in the past two years." 
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Hearing this, Yuting looked at Mike in astonishment. It turned out that 

Mike was the big man who controlled the economy of Chuzhou City. 

Mark was just working for him. Despite Mike's identity as the young 

master of the Yue family, what he had accomplished in Chuzhou City 

were already amazing enough. 

"You have such a noble status, and have achieved success in business. 

Why would you bear the bullying in the Liu family and were so obedient 

to Helen? What was that for?" 

Yuting couldn't understand Mike’s thought. If she had a family 

background like Mike, she would never tolerate that kind of bullying. 

Not to mention her, even the girl next to her, who had only heard a little 

about Mike’s experience, thought that Mike was strange and 

incomprehensible. 

But she had been observing Mike. He was handsome, rich and from a 

decent family. This was... the legendary Prince Charming in reality! 

"For what? I don’t know, maybe I'm an idiot." Mike said with a wry smile, 

"I thought that there would be a day, I could be able to touch the Liu 

family and move Helen. But it turns out that this is the stupidest decision 

I've ever made in my life." 

"Alright, I've said enough, please keep the secret for me. Don't reveal my 

true identity to anyone, otherwise there will be unnecessary trouble." 

Mike looked at the two girls and said in an unquestionable tone. 

The two girls nodded their heads heavily. 

"Don't worry, I won't tell anyone." 
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"But... I can tell that you still love Helen. But you've done so much for her 

and she doesn't even know." 

"This isn't fair to you, you...you’d better have a serious conversation with 

her." 

Hearing her words, Mike showed a wry smile and said: 

"It’s not necessary. We’ve already divorced." 

"That's it." 

Then Mike walked away and continued shopping with Tianxiong and 

Fangru. 

Yuting was stunned there, looking at Mike’s back until he disappeared 

completely. 

"Helen, you’ve lost a perfect husband..." 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 24 Xinyi 

Cao's little plan 

“Yuting, is...is he really the Young Master of the Yue Family? How come 

he’s divorced? That person must be blind that she should let such a cute 

sugar daddy slip away!” 

No sooner did Mike Yue left than the girl grabbed Yuting Chen and 

asked excitedly. 

Her name’s Xinyi Cao, one of Yuting’s confidants. But they only met after 

they started to work. 
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Xinyi was quite curious about Mike. Though she had already been aware 

of Mike’s identity, she still wanted to know about Mike’s past. 

She considered herself one in a million as she took great pride in her 

looks and her body figure. To her, this Young Master of the Yue Family 

seemed so humble and kind of silly, looking like someone she could 

handle easily. If she could be his woman, she would really have countless 

money to spend for the rest of her life! 

“Hmm!” Yuting sighed and couldn’t help feeling pity for Helen Liu. 

“I have another confidant called Helen Liu. She’s from the Liu Family. She 

once was Mike’s wife, but now she’s the ex-wife.” 

Xinyi was quite surprised on hearing this. 

“Liu Family? The well-known Liu Family who’s been abandoned by 

Fengxing Group?” 

Hearing Xinyi putting this way, Yuting couldn’t help laughing lightly. 

“Yes! The Liu Family couldn’t have expected that the one who kicked 

them out was the live-in son they’d despised, Mike Yue!” 

“Xinyi, think about this-a man of a super rich family, with billions of 

dollars to inherit who himself is also an excellent young man who’s in 

charge of everything in Chuzhou City, made himself a live-in son of the 

Liu Family and served them without complaining.” 

“And he’s very considerate to his wife and spoiled her. Why on earth he 

was doing so?” 

On hearing the words, Xinyi said without hesitation, 
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“Because he loved that woman, of course! Who would have done such 

thing if it hadn’t been for love!” 

“Even if it’s because of love, I don’t think there’s any other man in the 

world like him; he’s got his head over heels with love and has done so 

many worthless things.” 

“This Helen is really an ungrateful wretch to let go of such a nice man! 

She should have cherished him! ” 

Xinyi included Mike in her every sentence and defended him all the time. 

As a matter of fact, Xinyi herself once abandoned someone when she 

was in school, for financial reasons. That boy was too poor to afford her 

pocket money. 

But at the moment, the situation was quite different-Mike was in no way 

a poor guy; he’s super rich! 

“Aye aye! Helen was too silly. She really broke his heart and crushed him, 

otherwise Mike wouldn’t have been the one to ask for a divorce.” 

Yuting sighed and it suddenly occurred to her that Helen had been 

dating Haoyang Li lately. 

According to Helen, she’s not that into Haoyang; but Hui had been 

pressing her so hard plus she’s a divorced woman now, it’s not that easy 

for her to find another rich family, especially the Liu Family was a fallen 

family. Haoyang, who had been nice to her, also had a rich family, so 

Helen began to accept Haoyang gradually. 

“No, I have to talk to Helen! I have to bring Helen and Mike back 

together whatever it takes!” 
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Yuting felt so pity about the two and was about to call Helen. 

On seeing this, Xinyi got panicked and got Yuting’s phone immediately. 

She couldn’t allow Mike to go back to Helen. 

“Yuting, what are you hurrying for?” Xinyi urged Yuting, “Think about it! 

They have just divorced recently, so it’s no use persuading them. In my 

opinion, it’s better to persuade them when the time is ripe. If you do it 

now, Mike would think Helen agreed to get back together only because 

of his identity, with you being very likely to tell his identity to Helen.” 

Yuting got stunned and didn’t move. She talked to herself, 

“That makes sense! Mike would definitely think I am the one to tell Helen 

about his identity. He’s the Young Master of the Yue Family. What should 

I do if he blames it on me?” 

“Plus they just divorced. I don’t think I am capable enough to convince 

the stubborn Helen!” 

While Yuting was lost in thought, Xinyi had ready found Mike’s phone 

number from Yuting’s phone and got it memorized secretly. 

“Helen Liu, since you are so blind, then hurry and settle down with 

another man!” 

Xinyi got Mike’s phone number and cursed Helen in her heart. 

“Xinyi, but Helen’s dating another man, what if she gets attached to him 

with time going by?” 

Yuting was a bit worried. 
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On hearing the words, Xinyi got mad and folded her arms. 

“All you think about is your best girl friend, but have you considered 

Mike?” 

“He’s doing so much already. Since that blind woman doesn’t like him, 

what’s the point of persuading her? Now that Helen is already with 

another man, just let it be!” 

“To be honest, even if Mike’s not the Young Master of the Yue Family, 

he’s still too good for her!” 

Yuting couldn’t have thought Xinyi was having her own plan, so she 

thought Xinyi’s words made sense. 

“So be it! Helen has indeed crossed the line. Let the fate decide whether 

they can be together again.” 

Eventually Xinyi talked Yuting out of trying to get the two back together 

and took her phone from Xinyi’s hand. They continued shopping. 

... 

Tianxiong Yue and Fangru Lin had stayed in Chuzhou City for two days, 

in Mike’s villa of course. 

The next morning, they would go back to the Capital City. Being the 

Master of the Yue Family, he’s in charge of the whole family. He had to 

go back whatever it might take, for spending two days in the Chuzhou 

City was already too much for him. 

At night, Tianxiong and Mike were sitting by the pool, enjoying the night 

breeze and drinking. 
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“Dad, why didn’t sister Anya come along?” Mike asked. 

Anya is the adopted daughter of Tianxiong and Fangru and is three years 

older than Mike. Her birth father was a good friend of Tianxiong but died 

at a young age in a car accident, her mother died in the accident, too. 

There were no other relatives in her family so Tianxiong adopted her 

when she was six. 

Though she was an adopted daughter, she was loved by the family. Anya 

grew up with Mike and they were like real siblings. 

“Of course she’s staying in the company to help me handle the business. 

She’s quite capable.” Speaking of Anya, Tianxiong could always get 

proud. “I brought her up as my own daughter, but it turns out that she’s 

more capable than my own son!” 

“She made it to the position of Sales Director though her own efforts; 

you can see how competent she is.” 

Mike was surprised on hearing him say so. 

“Sister Anya is so great! No wonder I always got beaten by her when I 

was little...” 

Tianxiong laughed and said, 

“You two are the same. You loved and married a woman from a third-

class family; and she, no matter how many times I’ve tried to match her 

with other rich families, she turned them down however excellent the 

men were.” 

“This little brat, I don’t understand her.” 
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Speaking about this, Tianxiong thought of another thing and laughed. 

“I even made an appointment with Anya’s father, that if you and Anya 

were of the opposite gender, we would decide a baby marriage for you.” 

“Actually the baby marriage still exists; it’s just, Anya’s father passed 

away, making Anya my daughter and your sister, so the baby marriage 

won’t count, ha ha!” 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 25 I am the 

sharpest sword! 

On hearing this, Mike Yue started to laugh shyly. 

He had known about the baby marriage with Anya since childhood, but 

he didn’t take it seriously. 

He was only four years old when Anya was six, so he had been treating 

her as his own sister. And Anya had been defending him when he was 

bullied by his cousins in the family. 

“If sister Anya were my wife, I wouldn’t be able to have a peaceful life, 

because she will certainly bully me everyday!” Mike said laughingly, 

“Anyway, she’s twenty-six years old now. She needs someone to 

discipline her.” 

Tianxiong Yue shook his head and said, 

“Young people of your generation have your own thoughts and make 

your own decisions. Unlike me, I had to follow your grandfather’s orders. 

Lucky that your sister Anya has always been by my side, helping me deal 

with the business, otherwise I wouldn’t have handled it all by myself!” 
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Seeing his father’s worried face, Mike asked, “Dad, is there something 

wrong inside the family or the company?” 

“Well, a lot. Do you believe a big family is as calm and invincible as it 

seems? Well there are worries both inside and outside, with nasty and 

vicious people trying all the time to take down our family. Of course, 

they are trying to take me down, too. After all, like your grandfather, who 

was a big demon, I am a little demon, too; though I am not so capable as 

him.” 

Hearing this, Mike lowered his head and buried himself in deep 

thoughts. 

Tianxiong looked at him and said, 

“I can’t force you to go back to the Capital City, but to be honest, I do 

hope you to come back. Only with both you and Anya by my side will 

our family be truly invincible. You have to know, that everything in the 

Yue Family will be yours, which is your grandfather’s command and he 

repeated over and over again before he passed away.” 

Mike looked up and looked at Tianxiong, “Dad, I don’t want to go back 

to Capital City for now.” 

Tianxiong ‘s look immediately turned cold and he said, “Is it because of 

Helen Liu?” 

Mike shook his head and said boldly, “No. Don’t get me wrong. Think 

about it. I have been away from Capital City since high school. Though I 

am the Young Master of the Yue Family, I am hardly noticed or thought 

highly of. When I was home, I was always bullied by those cousins. 

What’s more, the outsiders never cared about me. But if your enemies 

want to take you down, they would spare no effort in finding information 
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about me. And they will only find out that I used to be a live-in son in 

Chuzhou City who finally got kicked out. What will they think?” 

Tianxiong got stunned, obviously, and was trying to take in his words. He 

then answered, “Weak, incompetent, impotent and a moron?” 

Mike nodded and said smilingly, “This is the Young Master of the Yue 

Family in people’s eyes. To them, I am nothing but a useless wretch and 

no one would take me seriously; I am a nobody.” 

“But sometimes the nobody can give the deadliest strike. Because no one 

would take him seriously, thinking that he’s only a tiny needle. But they 

will end up having to watch the needle sticking into their throats and get 

killed by a nobody.” 

“But I am Mike Yue! Do you see your son as a nobody, a wretch? I am 

not afraid of being looked down upon. I am just worried they know I am 

too tough to handle thus they will analyze me from head to toe.” 

Watching Mike with a stunned look, Tianxiong felt as if Mike was a 

stranger to him, all of a sudden. 

Tianxiong even felt that he didn’t know much about his son and sort of 

underestimated him. 

“Son, who on earth did you learn these from? I don’t remember teaching 

you stuff like this, and it’s been years since you left home!” Tianxiong 

asked emotionally. 

Mike laughed and said with full confidence, 

“Of course I carried it all in my genes from you and grandfather! Don’t 

you think I have done nothing during the two years. Apart from 
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developing Fengxing Group, I buried myself in reading and learning. To 

me, every sentence in the ancient books is worth studying.” 

After hearing the words, Tianxiong started to laugh and patted the table 

three times, 

“Interesting! Interesting!” 

Mike continued, 

“In my opinion, instead of going back, my staying away from you is the 

best way to assist you. Because who will know I am secretly sharpening 

my sword and having it hidden in me? They only know I am a useless 

wretch, but as long as you need me some day, my sword would surely 

fall upon your enemies’ necks!” 

Mike suddenly turned so serious and a murderous and confident 

temperament started to spread. But he was still holding back in front of 

his father. 

“My sword, I am sure, will completely crush our enemies and they can 

never stand up again!” 

Tianxiong was so surprised. He had never expected his son to be like this. 

It was an unexpected surprise to him! 

He felt that he was not facing a young man who’s still studying; instead, 

he could see an old tricky fox in Mike! 

Hadn’t him been the birth father of Mike, Mike might have been 

pretending to be innocent in front of him! 

Tianxiong suddenly stood up, pointed at Mike and laughed coldly, 
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“I am waiting for your sword to fall upon the necks of the three families, 

making our Yue Family the NO.1; I am waiting for your sword to hang up 

high above our Yue Family and defeat anyone who dares to offend us!” 

... 

The next morning, Mike and Mark Duan saw Tianxiong Yue and Fangru 

Lin off in the airport. 

“Dad, Mom, take care. Especially you, dad!” 

Looking at his parents, Mike said emotionally. 

“My foolish boy, why don’t you come back with us? How can I stop 

worrying about you with you being here alone?” 

Fangru held Mike’s hand and looked so unwilling to go without Mike. 

Tianxiong urged, “He’s a grown man now; he has his own thoughts and 

plans; as parents, we should just let him go. He’s not a kid anymore; you 

don’t have to breast feed him!” 

Fangru and Mark both looked at Tianxiong in surprise. 

“Old man, did I hear it wrong?” Fangru looked at Tianxiong and said, 

“you had been saying again and again before you came here, that you 

would break his legs if he didn’t come home with you; how come you 

change your mind now?” 

Mike shivered on hearing his mother saying so. 

“Mom, I need my legs to walk; have mercy and let me keep them!” 
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Fangru had no idea about the conversation between the father and son 

last night. Tianxiong didn’t explain anything; he just urged, “Alright, hurry 

up, I have a meeting to hold! You can come to Chuzhou City next time 

with Anya if you miss him.” 

Soon left Tianxiong and Fangru with bodyguards following. 

Mark patted Mike’s shoulder and asked, “Bro, what’s your plan next?” 

Mike thought for a while and said lightly, “We shall maintain the stability 

here in Chuzhou City and then let’s go To Jinling City! I can’t just stay in 

one place; I have to be my dad’s sharpest sword and...I want to leave this 

sad place.” 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 26 Running 

into Xiaohui and Shufen 

It was Sunday, and it was a sunny day. 

Surely Verse Han would not let Mike Yue off so easily for such a nice 

chance. Verse asked Mike to go shopping with her. Mike could do 

nothing about her, so he said yes finally. 

Verse could not be happier hearing that. Mike never stayed with her 

alone since she came Chuzhou City with him last year. Mike was another 

woman’s husband before, but now he was single. 

Verse looked fresh and pretty today, like a eighteen-year-old girl. She 

was like a cold Queen before. Mike was in well-ironed suit which was 

specially customized by an Italian designer. Altogether there were two 

suits, it cost over two hundred thousand dollars for each suit. 
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As the saying went, a handsome man with a pretty girl would make 

people admire. Mike and Verse attracted many people’s eyes in the mall. 

Of course Verse enjoyed that. She held Mike’s hand, she even wanted to 

lay her head on Mike’s shoulder. 

“Mike, you are single, me also. Be my boyfriend, okay?” Verse acted 

coquettishly and said “Though my family is not as wealthy as your family. 

We are not matched for marriage. It’s not lose face to be my boyfriend.” 

She was indeed charming when Verse acted coquettishly. But Mike got 

goose bumps all over. 

He shivered and said “Can’t you talk normally?” 

Verse turned her head to Mike and said “Heng, you are dull.” 

Mike sighed and said “Love is not matched marriage. It’s called 

connections through marriage. The two must love each other, then can 

their love last forever. It’s love that made people envy.” 

Verse was a little bit chagrin hearing that. She frowned and said “I have 

been in Chuzhou City with you for so long. You really have no feeling 

with me?” 

Mike was impatient hearing that. He shook his head. 

“I don’t want to talk about relationship now. I can’t stay here for long, I’m 

going to Jinling City.” 

“If you bother me again, I will send you back to Capital City.” 
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Verse suddenly felt aggrieved, but she dared not to bother Mike 

anymore. She was afraid Mike would send her back to Capital City. 

Mike would refuse her to go to Jinling City with him in the future. 

The mall they were hanging belonged to an old business district, and it 

was the most popular one. But its popularity decreased since Mike 

founded the second business area. 

Then Mike purchased this mall also, thus he was also the boss here. And 

usually Verse in charge of its management. Thus Verse was not only 

Mike’s private secretary but the vice manager of Market Department. 

They just came out from a Rolex exclusive shop. Mike bought a watch 

there, a latest one which cost two hundred and eighteen thousand 

dollars. 

“You have an unique vision, I like it.” Mike wore it. Then he said to Verse 

“I will treat you dinner as reward for you. Pick the place.” 

Verse laughed and said 

“Sure I have sharp eyes.” 

“Pick the restaurant. I will have what you want.” 

As they were talking, two people came. 

Mike looked at one of them and frowned. 

“Xiaohui Yu.” 

“Mike?” 
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Yes, the two people Mike met were the mother of Helen Liu, Xiaohui and 

Haoyang Li’s mother, Shufen Wang. 

They two were pretty close recently. After all, their children were going to 

get married. Surely Xiaohui had to flatter Shufen, otherwise how could 

she benefit from Shufen’s family after the marriage. 

Xiaohui didn’t expect she would meet Mike here. She was surprised that 

Mike was with Verse and he was wearing a Rolex. 

“Why you are here?” Xiaohui asked. 

“It’s none of your business. Do I have to report to you?” Mike looked at 

her coldly and didn’t even give her a smile. 

When he was in Liu family, his mother-in -law was extremely mean to 

him. 

Comparing to other members of Liu Family, Xiaohui treated Mike worse. 

She didn’t allow him to eat at the table. Mike was ordered to bring water 

for washing feet for Xiaohui and pour away the water after Xiaohui 

finished. 

It could be said that Xiaohui treated Mike as a servant. 

Mike put up with her to maintain his marriage with Helen Liu. But now he 

had divorced Helen Liu, why he spoil her again? 

“Mike, you are arrogant now, and you spoke bluntly.” Xiaohui looked at 

Mike and Verse coldly, then she said “If I didn’t misremember, you are 

the senior officer of Fengxing Group, Miss Han, right?” 
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“Mike, you are capable, you began to date with such a rich woman after 

you divorced Ruyan, she even bought you a branded watch.” 

“Mike, you didn’t let us down. Without our family, you don’t even want 

your face.” 

Xiaohui’s mouth was as vicious as a scorpion. 

Mike stood with his hands in his pocket and stared at the old witch. He 

thought nothing of her. He said coldly 

“You are right, in your eyes, I’m rubbish.” 

“You will never satisfied with me no matter what I do. But I’m not your 

son-in-law anymore, it’s none of your business even if I found a rich 

woman.” 

“Get off, good dogs don’t get underfoot.” 

Shufen Wang began to laugh at Mike seeing this. 

“Xiaohui, this is the ex-husband of Ruyan, right? I remembered he was 

famous for he was the most useless son-in-law of your family. He did 

nothing at home and waited for money from your family.” 

“I didn’t expect that Mike began to lean on a moneybag after he was 

swept out Liu Family. How could such shameless guy be in the world?” 

Mike frowned and took his hand out of his pocket. But Verse slapped on 

Shufen’s face before he did anything. 

“Bang.” It attracted people’s attention immediately. 
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“Old woman, what are you talking? Is Mike someone you could abuse?” 

Verse angrily rebuked with a cold face. 

Shufen was muddled by the slap, she stared at Verse unbelievably. 

Xiaohui was unhappy to see her relative by marriage was slapped. She 

cursed like an old harridan. 

“You dared to slap her.” 

“You are such a shameless woman. Our family no longer beg your group 

for anything, how could you slap her?” 

Verse looked at her coldly, and slapped on Xiaohui’s face. It was 

straightforward and agile so that Xiaohui moved a few steps back. 

“You are such a wicked woman, Wasn’t it enough to bully Mike before?” 

“How could Helen get a mother like you? Your mouth is so smelly at 

such an old age.” 

Mike looked at Verse surprisingly. She was as docile as a sheep in front 

of him all the time, he never expected she could be so doughty. 

“Ah...You are a dissolute woman and an adulterer. I’m gonna kill you.” 

The slap made Xiaohui bristle with rage. She rushed to Verse like she was 

going to kill her. 

Mike pulled Verse back, and he stretched out his right foot, he spared no 

effort to kick Xiaohui’s belly. He kicked her back hardly like last time in 

the hospital so that she rolled several rounds. 
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“Xiaohui, you already died for many times if you were not Ruyan’s 

mother.” 

Mike’s eyes were ablaze, then he said angrily. 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 27 No One 

More Step Forward 

“Help! Somebody! They are killing us! This bloody couple is trying to kill 

us!” Shufen Wang screamed. She is a timid person, and she was greatly 

frightened when she saw Verse and Mike were about to use violence 

against her. 

Some customers were attracted by her scream, and they gradually 

gathered around them. Then Shufen said to the crowd: “We were just 

taking a walk around here, and out of nowhere, they began kicking and 

beating us violently! You must help us!” 

Shufen’s acting was very conceivable, and she made everyone believe 

that Mike and Verse were an evil couple, and the crowd heaped criticism 

on both of them. 

“Look at how smartly they are dressed! Every piece of cloth is a famous 

brand. How can they do something so despicable!” 

“How can that man attack an old lady? I just saw him kicking that old 

lady fiercely!” 

“We shall never allow this to happen! Call the police!” 

Shufen held Xiaohui Yu up and gave a short laugh when she saw Mike 

and Verse were targeted by the crowd. 
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“Mike, how dare you to hit me!” Xiaohui found it impossible to endure 

such a humiliation. She also put on a show like Shufen, and cried: “I’m 

this man’s mother-in-law. He got divorced with my daughter and found 

himself a rich woman. Now he even hits me! What have I ever done to 

deserve this treatment!” 

Xiaohui was obviously less skilled in acting but the crowd didn’t pay any 

attention to the details. Their anger flared up in an instant. 

“Damn it! What kind of man are you! Disgusting!” 

“What a shameless man.” 

Verse was feeling a little bit scared. This crowd didn’t know the truth, so 

what if they got convinced and began hitting Mike and her? Verse then 

tried to explain. She said: “Please don’t listen to them. They are lying. 

They cursed us first!” 

But obviously what Verse said was less conceivable. 

“Stop bullshitting! Why would they do that if you don’t hit them!” 

“You are a disgusting couple.” 

Verse blushed furiously. She hid behind Mike and said: “What do we do 

now?” 

Mike patted her hand and said: “These fools do not have the guts to 

fight me!” 

Then, he walked to Xiaohui and delivered another slap on her face, and 

said: “You crazy old woman! You should feel lucky that you are Helen’s 
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mother, or I would have long killed you!” Then Mike gave her a hard kick, 

and she fell on the ground. Her face was covered with blood. 

“Help! He is killing me!” Xiaohui cried hysterically. 

Shufen was looking at Mike fearfully, and Mike turned to her and gave 

her a hard slap on the face. He then said coldly: “This is what you get for 

minding the business of the others! Go to hell!” 

The people who were standing by could no longer suppress their anger. 

They couldn’t tolerate a man using so much violence against two old 

women. 

“Damn! This jerk is hitting women in front of our eyes! Let’s teach him a 

lesson!” 

Then a group of men gathered around Mike, cursing him roundly. 

“Mike!” Verse was so scared that her face went pale. But Mike was 

looking rather calm. He said in his sternest voice: “If you take one more 

step forward, I swear I won’t let you get out of the mall!” 

These men stopped moving when they heard what he said. 

“We have so many people! You’d better beg for mercy now!” Someone 

said. 

But no one dared to move forward. They felt the man standing in front of 

them is not an average man and they’d better not mess with him. 

Because his presence was way too formidable. Maybe he was just 

pretending to be a tough guy but no one chose to try him. They were 

just some passerby and they chose not to run any risk for some 

strangers. 
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At that time, some security guards were alarmed and they got here and 

dispersed the crowd. 

“What you are doing is a threat to public order! You can get arrested for 

the chaos you made, you know that!” The leader of the guards shouted. 

This mall is run by Fengxing Group. If Mark learned what happened here 

today, he would surly rage at the guards who are responsible for the 

order here. 

“Help! Help!” Xiaohui hurried to the leader of the guards, slipping and 

sliding, and said: “Please help us. This disgusting couple is trying to kill us

！” 

The leader was greatly shocked when he saw Xiaohui’s face was covered 

with blood. He shouted: “Damn it! Look at the woman! She is all black 

and blue! Who the hell did this?” 

He then looked around saw Verse, who was standing beside Mike. And 

his face changed dramatically. He ran up to Verse and said: “Manager 

Han, why are you here? Are you here to inspect our work?” 

Verse was in a terrible mood after being insulted by such a crowd. Her 

face was stony, and she said something quietly to him. And all of a 

sudden, the leader shivered violently, and looked at Mike in disbelief. 

Mike looked at his name card and said: “Mr Zhou, I was just taking a walk 

around here, but not only was I insulted, I was almost beaten by a crowd 

of people. What took you guys so long? Is this your working efficiency?” 

What Mike said sent chills down his spine, he knew if this incident was 

not perfectly handled, he would lose his job. 
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“I’m so sorry, Mr Yue. It’s our fault. Please give me another chance and I’ll 

handle this well.” 

Then he walked towards Xiaohui, dragged her up from the floor, and 

slapped her violently and continually, even though she is a woman. 

“You crazy woman! How dare you to mess around in Fengxing Group’s 

mall and insult Ms Han! You damn fool!” 

Everyone around was shocked. Someone said: “That couple are the ones 

who messed around. You are hitting the victim!” 

The leader’s face changed when he heard this. He shouted: “Shut your 

damn mouth! That young lady is the vice Marketing Manager of 

Fengxing Group. They are both high officials of Fengxing Group! Why 

would they do that! What a bunch of fools!” 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 28 Mike Yue 

has found a rich woman 

When hearing the security captain's words, those people were 

immediately shocked. 

The couple they just insulted was the senior management of the 

Fengxing Group… 

Fengxing Group is the largest giant in Chuzhou City with two major 

business districts, and it is also engaged in many fields. 

They actually insulted the Fengxing Group's senior management for 

several minutes just now and even hit them. Did they think about the 

consequence of doing so? 
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"No, it’s not that..." 

"You just took them wrong. It's all these two women who delude us!" 

"Yes. We are misguided by them. That have nothing to do with us at all!" 

The crowd who were indignant at Xiaohui Yu and Shufen Wang just now, 

now started to put all the blame back on Xiaohui and Shufen, then they 

turned to run away for fear that they would become the target of the 

two senior executives. 

"Damn it! You incredibly dare so to us!" 

The security captain scolded in an angry voice. 

By this time, Shufen had quite a scare, but Xiaohui was still stubborn and 

shouted at her top voice in public: 

"You bastards. How dare you do this to us!" 

"Liu’s family has business with Fengxing Group before. You, a plain 

janitor, how dare you talk to me like that!" 

"I'll report you to the police!" 

The security captain was so mad but to fear that he would not be able to 

contain himself and beat Xiaohui. 

At that moment, Mike Yue came over and said: 

"Xiaohui, do you know why you wind up with such end? Because you're 

just too mean and vicious." 
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"For the money, you can do anything even dare to sell your daughter. 

You’d better restrain yourself and to be kind, otherwise you will never 

end well." 

Xiaohui glared and gnashed at Mike: 

"Mike, this isn’t over, we’ll see!" 

"You jerk. You used to depend on us for everything when you lived in 

our house. Now you find a rich woman, you just looked the other way." 

"Gods will be watching!" 

Mike crouched down and looked at her with a sneer: 

"When I lived in your house, you didn't respect me at all. This is what you 

got for that." 

"If you weren't Ruyan Liu's mother, you wouldn't end up being dragged 

out today, but to be thrown down from here." 

Xiaohui looked downwards in horror. This was the fourth floor of the 

mall. If she would be thrown down from here, she would have a dead-

end.... 

Feeling Mike's perverted vengeance, Xiaohui was frightened into silence. 

Mike stood up and ordered the security captain: 

"Captain Zhou, drag them out and never let them both enter this mall." 

"I won't blame you for today's incident." 
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The security captain nodded repeatedly at the words and grinned: 

"Okay. I'm really sorry to have frightened Mr. Yue and Manager Han." 

Then, he waved at a few security guards and said coldly: 

"Drag these two old ladies out of here and keep them out forever!" 

Xiaohui and Shufen were dragged into the elevator ruthlessly by several 

security guards in Mike's sneer. 

Before the elevator door closed, Xiaohui was still staring at Mike in 

unwillingness and frustration. 

Whether or not Mike is a gold-digger, he was no longer the one who 

was like a doormat before. On the contrary, Liu’s family now dare not 

provoke him. 

Mike had caused Xiaohui to lose face before her future in-laws. 

"I'm sorry for letting you get scolded for no reason." 

Mike came over and apologized to Verse Han. 

Verse Han was actually shocked and was really angry at being scolded by 

Xiaohui. However, she sympathized with Mike instead of blaming him. 

She couldn't imagine how he had spent those two years in Yue's family. 

Lucky for Mike, he was not mad about having such a mother-in-law. 

"It's nothing, but that old woman is really too annoying. I can't imagine 

at all how there is such a strange person like her in this world." Verse 

Han shook her head and said. 
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Mike added with no expression on his face: 

"Helen Liu would have been a great girl, but was inevitably affected by 

her mom." 

"What a pity." 

"Forget it, Let's take a walk in the park." 

… 

Helen was out looking for a job when she suddenly received a call from 

Ben Liu, informing that Xiaohui had been sent to the hospital. 

Although she has anger against Xiaohui, after all, she is her mother. 

Helen immediately stopped her interview and ran out of the company, 

and hailed a taxi to the hospital. 

When she arrived at the hospital, she was shocked to see Xiaohui's face 

swollen like a pig's head. 

"Mom, what has happened? who beat you to this?" Helen immediately 

asked. 

Xiaohui cried out and shouted: 

"Who else. It's that hateful Mike!" 

"What a heartless fellow he is. He used to live in our house for at least 

two years, but he should be so cruel to me!" 

Helen was amazed when she heard: "Mike? Why would he hit you? 

Where did you meet him?" 
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Xiaohui cursed: 

"I met him at the mall today. That bastard now found a rich woman who 

is a senior executive of the Fengxing Group." 

"These two bad guys insulted and hit me together. Helen, you should 

pay him back." 

"Go to him and get even right now. I don't believe that hateful guy 

would dare to beat you up!" 

Helen was frozen when she heard the words. 

Mike...got a rich woman? 

Although Helen was already divorced, she still felt a fierce sense of 

jealousy. 

She knew that Mike isn’t gold-digger. It should be he had already found 

a new girlfriend. She frowned and asked: 

"Did you say something to irritate him? Otherwise, with his temper, why 

would he hit you?" 

Xiaohui was furious when she heard this and scolded: 

"What are you talking about, how can you speak for him?" 

"You're already Hao Yang Li’s girlfriend now, and you're still talking for 

that ungrateful person. Are you going to be mad at me!" 

Helen knew Xiaohui exactly, and she also said back with a stony 

expression: 
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"I'm not his girlfriend. We've only dated once." 

" I know you very well. You must have scolded him, otherwise Mike 

wouldn't have been able to hit you. He's already divorced me and has no 

relation with our family, so can't you stop provoking with him?" 

Xiaohui looked at Helen incredulously and stamped her foot in anger: 

"How could you, are you accusing me!" 

"How can I raise an ungrateful daughter like you. You pay no need to 

what I say, but now you're helping others to accuse me. Are you trying to 

force me to die!" 

Seeing Xiaohui making trouble again, Helen got upset and said with no 

expression: 

"I'll get you discharged." 

Then he left the ward. 

Xiaohui was still angry, and Ben Liu instantly came over to comfort her. 

Finally, she took her anger on Ben Liu who is innocent, and pushed him 

away: 

"Go out! Ben Liu, how you educated your daughter. Now how can she 

dare to lecture me!" 

Ben Liu went blank and felt frustrated with his shrewish wife, and sighed: 

"What's it to me? Aren't you also her mother?" 

Hearing Ben Liu’s answer, Xiaohui slapped him in anger: 
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"Do you think I'm wrong too? None of you men are any good!" 

Ben Liu, who got a slap in the face without any reason, didn't dare to 

make a sound and stepped aside. 

At this time, Shufen called Xiaohui. 

Xiaohui changed countenance with a little afraid to answer the phone. 

No matter what, Shufen had also been beaten today because of her. 

After hesitating for a while, Xiaohui still answered the phone, smiled, and 

apologized to Shufen: 

"Sister Wang, I'm really sorry today for getting you into this." 

"I'm really so sorry. I didn't know that mall was also owned by Fengxing 

Group." 

Xiaohui’mood fluctuated again, and from the phone came Shufen's 

exasperated voice: 

"Whether Helen is Haoyang’s girlfriend or not. If not, tell us earlier. Don't 

affect Hao Yang." 

Xiaohui said immediately: 

"Of course. OK then, how about we two families having dinner together 

tonight and setting up the marriage of our two children." 

"Well." 

There was silence for a while. It seemed that Shufen was discussing with 

Haoyang. 
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After a while, Shufen replied: 

“OK, tonight at Yunding Restaurant.” 

... 

At 6 pm, just about the time for dinner. 

Mike and Verse Han wandered downstairs to the Yunding Restaurant. 

"How about having dinner here." 

Mike said to Verse Han: 

" Last time I had dinner here with my dad and the others. The northern 

cuisine here tastes delicious." 

Verse Han nodded and said: 

"OK, I've heard that this restaurant is very nice. Let's go in." 

Then, she held Mike's arm and walked in. 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 29 I heard 

that she had a divorce 

Helen Liu didn’t expect that Xiaohui Yu had promised Shufen Wang to 

go to the dinner tonight. 

During this dinner, parents from these two families would sit together 

and negotiate Haoyang Li and her wedding. They planned to make them 

engaged first. 
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But Helen was not familiar with Haoyang yet, and they had just dated 

with each other once. What’s more, they were driven out during the date 

in Yunding Restaurant. She hadn’t dated with Haoyang since that time. 

She was busy finding a job, so she never met Haoyang again. 

It was surprising that Xiaohui was more out of the line. She and Ben Liu 

took Helen to Yunding Restaurant again, and forced her to engage with 

Haoyang. 

Now this dinner, Haoyang’s father also came. He had been free at home, 

with no job. Actually Haoyang’s first company came from Song Li, but 

Haoyang did better and enlarged the company, now he already planed 

to open the third branch company. 

So on the whole, the background or the property of Haoyang’s family 

was superior to Helen’s. 

“I hope there will be no other accidents this time. Since the parents of 

both families have met, let's fix the marriage first. Then the two children 

can get to know each other for a period of time, and then they get 

married. It's no way to drag on like this.” 

At the dinner table, Shufen Wang said unhappily. 

Today she was slapped several times because of Xiaohui Yu, which made 

her angry and uncomfortable. 

“Yes yes, it’s meaningless to drag on. They’re so well matched. Let’s fix 

the marriage first.” Smile piled on Xiaohui’s face, and she agreed quickly. 

Haoyang Li kept silent aside, just with polite smile. 
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Actually little patience did he have now. From his point of view, Helen 

was not good as him, plus she had a divorce. How could she be cold and 

arrogant like this? It was Helen’s honor to be his girlfriend. Haoyang 

thought. 

So this time, he took Shufen and Song Li with him. Considering Xiaohui’s 

greed for money, she would force Helen to engage with him definitely. 

He was not young anymore, and there was no time left for him to 

concern about the love or romance with Helen. 

At this time, his father Song Li said arrogantly, 

“Frankly speaking, our Haoyang is very excellent. If it wasn't for the first 

two years of starting business, many girls would like to marry him.” 

“I think your daughter couldn’t recognize herself well. I heard that she 

had a divorce, right?” 

Song Li was more direct and impolite than Shufen. 

Xiaohui and Ben all changed their faces, and they were a little awkward. 

But Helen was still her daughter after all, so Xiaohui still helped her, 

“Yes, Helen did have a divorce. But Helen hadn’t slept with her ex in a 

room.” 

“So they are not couple at all, and our Helen is quite excellent, too.” 

After she finished saying, Helen stared at Song Li with shame and 

indignation on her face, 
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“Uncle Li, I do have a divorce. But I’m not second-hand, and I’m not a 

poor wretch that no one wants.” 

“What’s wrong with divorce. There are lots of divorced women in this era. 

Do you have to judge me with bias?” 

Seeing Helen became angry, Haoyang explained in a hurry, 

“Sorry, Helen. My dad didn’t mean it. Don’t be angry.” 

Helen said coldly, 

“What does he mean then?” 

Seeing that, Xiaohui glared at her. 

“How can you talk to the elders in that way? People will say you’re 

impolite! Got it?” 

Song Li was not angry. He looked at Helen and said coldly, 

“Your temper is not that good. How could you be my daughter-in-law, a 

good wife and mother in this way?” 

By no means could Helen bear defamation and criticism from a stranger, 

so she answered, 

“I have never said that I’m gonna be a good wife or mother! And I never 

said I want to be your daughter-in-law!” 

“Mr. Li, where did you hear that?” 
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Hearing that, Song Li slapped at the desk heavily, and he was irritated by 

Helen. 

Seeing that, Xiaohui stood up quickly, and gave a slap at Helen furiously, 

“Helen, how dare you say that!” 

“That’s the elder, and your father-in-law in the future. Haven’t I taught 

you how to treat the elders?” 

This slap made Song Li and others puzzled, and the customers sitting 

around all looked at them. 

“Helen, how could you talk to your Uncle Li in that way? It’s too 

impolite!” 

Helen’s tears fell down instantly. 

In the past, when Xiaohui was about to slap Helen, Mike would block 

Xiaohui, even though he feared Xiaohui. 

But what now? 

A crowd of people forced her, and said bad words to her. 

Helen stood up violently, and then ran out of Yunding Restaurant. 

“Helen!” 

Seeing that, Haoyang frowned, and was about to run out. 

But Song Li pulled him back, and scolded him, 
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“Why do you chase her? If you spoil her right now, then what will happen 

in the future!” 

Haoyang had to sit back. 

Xiaohui apologized to Song Li in a hurry, 

“Sorry, Mr.Li, it’s all our fault. Just leave her alone, we can fix the 

engagement today.” 

“She’s not aware that she’s blissful. She would like to be your daughter-

in-law after knowing that Haoyang is good to her.” 

At the same time, Helen ran out of Yunding Restaurant. No sooner had 

she wept her tears and run far away than she ran into someone. 

“Sorry, sorry. I don’t mean it.” 

Helen kept apologizing, the she looked up and found that the people 

she hit just now was Mike. 

“Mike!” 

Mike was in a daze, too, and he stared at Helen. 

“Helen, why are you here?” 

Helen saw Verse Han, who was standing beside Mike. Verse had elegant 

demeanor, and she was prettier than Helen, and also better at dressing. 

Mike was wearing a stiff suit, and they seemed to be a perfect match. 

Helen became jealous as she saw this, and she smiled coldly, 
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“Why can’t I be here? My mother was right. Now you’re having a 

relationship with rich people. Now what, is your life comfortable of being 

rich?” 

Facing with Helen’s jeers, Mike didn’t say anything. He didn’t want to 

treat Helen like Xiaohui. 

He uttered coldly, 

“Your family all have the same personality. You can say whatever you like. 

Anyway, it’s not your business even if I have a relationship with rich 

people.” 

Verse also said coldly, 

“Miss Liu, please don’t judge Mike from your position. He’s not the one 

that you can judge freely.” 

Helen was in a bad mood, now she met Mike and his girlfriend, and 

heard some cold words from them. In the past, Mike spoiled Helen and 

soothed Helen when she was upset. Now thinking about this, Helen was 

angrier. She tried her best to press her temper, and smiled coldly, 

“Well, wish you happy.” 

“You’re coming for a date, right? Well, my boyfriend and I come here to 

negotiate our engagement, and our parents are all here.” 

“When will you be engaged?” 

And then Mike changed his face suddenly, and looked at Helen with 

astonishment. 
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“You are getting engaged?” 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 30 I hate 

you! 

"You're getting engaged?" 

Mike Yue was so heartbroken and stared at Helen Liu in disbelief. 

When Helen saw the change in Mike's facial expression, she smirked. 

"That’s right. What? You've got a girlfriend already. Why can't I get 

engaged?" 

"My boyfriend is very capable, he's about to set up his third company. 

Much more capable than you." 

"Oh no, maybe he's not as capable as you are, especially in approaching 

rich woman. Your suit looks expensive, I guess Miss Han must be very 

generous to you. It's good for you to develop a romantic relationship 

with the senior leader of the Fengxing Group." 

Helen's words were like a sword, plunging into Mike's heart. 

Although they had divorced, Mike had to admit that he still loved Helen 

in his heart. He had been suffering from insomnia lately, every night he 

would wake up from dreams. Thinking of his feelings for Helen in the 

past few years, and remembering the fact that they had already divorced, 

he was very depressed.... 

He didn't expect that Helen would be engaged to another man so soon. 

However, he was still single, Verse Han was not his girlfriend. 
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"Miss Liu, watch you mouth!" 

Verse cupped her hands in front of her chest and said coldly. 

“You are as vicious as your mother, is your mother okay? Didn't she tell 

you how badly she was beaten today?" 

Helen’s face turned pale and looked at Verse and Mike angrily. 

"Right, you guys beat up my mom so badly today, I haven't gotten back 

at you yet!" 

Mike, struggling to ignore his heartache, grabbed Verse and said 

indifferently. 

"It's your mother who brought this on herself, she deserves it." 

"She shouldn't have thought that I am still her son-in-law and could be 

bullied as she wants." 

"Since you're getting engaged, I wish you and your boyfriend will live a 

happy life." 

"Verse and I are going on a date, bye!" 

After saying that, Mike walked into the Yunding Restaurant, holding 

Verse in his arm. 

Helen gritted her teeth as she stared at their backs, watching Verss's 

head leaning intimately on her ex-husband's shoulder. Her jealousy 

became stronger and stronger. 
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She hated Mike for filing for divorce with her, for finding a new girlfriend 

so quickly, and for having a better life than she had! 

Since the last time she had talked with Yuting, she had been regretting 

that she didn't treat Mike well in the past. 

But she didn't expect that Mike would move on so quickly, and 

immediately found a new girlfriend. Women are narrow-minded in love, 

and are easy to get jealous. 

"You have a girlfriend. Fine, I won’t lose! I’ll engage then." 

Helen took a deep breath, turned and walked back to the Yunding 

Restaurant. She walked toward Song Li and apologized. 

"I'm sorry, uncle Li. I was too impulsive just now, I shouldn't have spoken 

to you in that way." 

This abrupt apology made everyone at the table confused. 

Song was stunned for a while and replied politely. 

"It’s...it's OK, it's normal for young people to make mistake." 

"You have apologized. I won’t blame you." 

Helen sat down next to Haoyang Li, smiled and said. 

"Haoyang, I know you treat me very well. I am willing to get engaged to 

you." 

"If I marry you, I believe that I will be the happiest person in the world." 
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Hearing this, Haoyang was more confused. He didn’t understand; why 

would Helen suddenly changed her mind after leaving for a while? 

But he was happy to see Helen’s change. He was a little excited now. 

"Helen, don't worry! I will always treat you as my treasure." 

"Thank you for giving me this opportunity!" 

This could be said a happy ending to everyone, especially Xiaohui Yu, 

who couldn't stop smiling. 

The two families instantly became harmonious and raised their glasses to 

toast. 

"Cheers!" 

"We will be one family from now on!" 

At this moment, Mike and Verse were ready to go up to the third floor. 

Mike was wishing that maybe Helen was intended to lie to him to make 

him jealous. But now, seeing such a 'happy and harmonious' scene,he 

realized it was true Helen would marry other. 

. 

She's really getting engaged.... 

"Let’s go, don't look..." 

Verse Han, who also saw the scene, pulled on Mike's clothes and advised 

him to go upstairs. 
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Mike nodded and followed her up to the third floor, absent-minded. 

Helen turned her head and looked at them, enjoying the pleasure of 

revenge. But after the fleeting pleasure, there was immense loss, and 

resistance in her heart. 

She didn't want to stay here anymore, but she had to stay. Because she 

was the one who promised to get engaged to Haoyang. The words had 

already been said and could not be taken back. 

"Mike Yue, I hate you! I will hate you forever!" 

........ 

Mike was with Verse on the third floor now. He was also upset. 

The food had been served for more than ten minutes, but Mike hadn't 

moved his chopsticks. He looked absent-minded, like he had lost his 

soul. 

Seeing this, Verse sighed. Mike still couldn't let go of Helen, he still loved 

her. Otherwise, how could he be like this. 

"Mike, forget about her, she has already been hurting you for so many 

years." 

"Look, it's only been such a short time since you two got divorced. And 

she's engaged to another man now." 

"You are the young master of the Yue family. Even if you don't want to 

be with me, there are numerous good women who are willing to marry 

you." 
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Verse looked down, and tried to persuade Mike, hiding her sorrow. 

Mike loved Helen, she loved Mike. Even though she knew that Mike 

didn't like her; there was no chance they would be together. She was 

always there for Mike to comfort him. 

Mike’s love was a tragedy, and so was Verse’s. 

"Thank you!" Mike said hoarsely, "I know I should move on, but I've liked 

her for many years since high school, and it's not that easy to let go." 

Verse said with empathy, "But the deeper your love is, the more painful 

you will be. She's already engaged to another man. Your missing is 

useless besides bringing you pain and misery." 

Mike picked up his chopsticks and kept stuffing the food in his mouth. 

"Then I’ll stop thinking. Let's eat." 

Verse sighed again, knowing that Mike was still missing Helen, and said. 

"I hope so." 

Returning home in the evening. 

Sitting alone on the sofa, Mike poured himself a glass of wine. 

But he violently smashed the glass on the floor when he was about to 

drink it, smashing it to pieces. 

Then he smashed the bottle of Brandy which was worth 20000 dollars. 

He stomped on the coffee table and kept destroying things, like a beast 

out of control. 
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"Helen Liu, you ruthless woman! How could you do this to me!" 

"Ah!!" 

Mike gave full vent to his feelings in a violent outburst, but still couldn’t 

forget Helen. 

The woman he had loved for several years. Though their marriage was a 

failure and had divorced now, as a man, how could he accept his wife's 

engagement to another man so soon? 

Not to mention the fact that Mike still loved Helen deeply. 

"Why!" 

"Why are you doing this to me!" 

"Why..." 

Mike fell to the ground on his knees, sobbing with his head down. 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 31 You really 

can't be with Haoyang 

"Yuting, let's sit in this coffee shop for a while." 

Today Xinyi Cao and Yuting Chen went shopping together. After 

shopping for a while, they felt a little thirsty. 

Yuting nodded and followed Xinyi in. When the two were about to sit 

down, Yuting happened to see Helen dating another man. 
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"Helen?"Yuting was slightly stunned. 

Xinyi was also taken aback. Following Yuting's gaze, she saw a man and a 

woman, "Yuting, she is the ex-wife of the Master of Yue family, Helen 

Liu?" 

Yuting nodded and took Xinyi to greet Helen. 

"Helen, what a coincidence!"Yuting came over and patted Helen on the 

shoulder. 

Helen was also surprised to see Yuting, "Yuting, who is this?" 

Yuting hurriedly introduced, "This is Xinyi Cao. She is also my good 

friend. I remember telling you about her before." 

"Xinyi, this is Helen. You should know her, right?" 

Xinyi looked at Helen up and down and thought that Helen Liu was 

pretty and elegant. 

She was just a little stupid that she didn't know her ex-husband was the 

Master of Yue family in Capital City and even kicked him out. 

"Hello, Helen." Xinyi greeted Helen warmly and held her hand as if they 

were familiar with each other. 

Yuting was confused. Didn't Xinyi look down upon Helen before? 

Helen saw that Xinyi was so enthusiastic and she was a good friend of 

Yuting, so she took her as a good friend too,"Hello, Xinyi. Yuting said you 

graduated from a top university and work as a senior executive in a 

company. You are so excellent." 
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Xinyi smiled sheepishly and said, "Don't flatter me like that. It’s just a 

small company." 

Yuting hurriedly interrupted, looked at the man and asked, "Helen, is this 

your friend?" 

In fact, she could almost guess who the man was. He should be Haoyang 

Li, Helen’s new boyfriend. 

Haoyang stood up and greeted Yuting and Xinyi,"Hello, I'm Helen's 

fiance." 

Yuting was shocked by what Haoyang said, "Fiance?" 

Helen felt a little embarrassed. In fact, she didn't know how to introduce 

Haoyang to them. 

In fact, she didn't like Haoyang. It was Xiaohui Yu who forced her to go 

out for a date with him today. 

Seeing that Helen didn't say anything, Haoyang felt a little embarrassed 

and hurriedly said, "Yes, Helen and I were engaged two days ago." 

"Maybe she was too busy recently, so forget to inform you." 

"Two beauties, please sit down. What would you like to drink? Let me 

order for you." 

It had to be said that Haoyang was very polite. Perhaps it was because 

they were Helen’s friends. 
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But Yuting really didn't like Haoyang. Perhaps she subconsciously 

thought that Haoyang had taken away Helen so soon. If things went on 

like this, Helen and Mike Yue might devoice soon. 

While Xinyi had a good chat with Haoyang. She kept flattering Haoyang, 

saying that Haoyang and Helen Liu were a perfect match. In fact, the 

reason why she did so was that she wanted Helen to marry Haoyang as 

soon as possible. In this way, Mike Yue would be disappointed 

completely. 

Yuting looked depressed. 

"Yuting, what's wrong with you? You look unhappy." Helen asked in a 

low voice. 

Yuting couldn't help but stand up and said, "Helen, I'm not feeling well. 

Go to the drugstore next door with me to buy some medicine." 

Seeing this, Haoyang volunteered again, "Yuting, what kind of medicine 

do you want? Let me buy it for you." 

Yuting shook her head politely: "I start menstruating, I'd better go with 

Yan." 

Haoyang had to agree. 

Helen came out of the restaurant with Yuting, but Yuting took her in 

another direction. 

"Yuting, the pharmacy is not there. You are wrong." Helen reminded her 

in a hurry. 
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Yuting stopped and said to Helen seriously, "Helen, what's going on? 

Why are you engaged so soon?" 

"Don't forget that you just divorced Mike Yue." 

Helen was stunned. She bit her lips and smiled wryly, "I have no choice. 

My family condemn me to do this. Besides, I have to give him a reply 

sooner or later." 

Hearing this, Yuting said angrily, "Does he want you to get engaged to 

him? Helen, why don't you have your own ideas? " 

"Are you going to let your mother decide for you the rest of your life? 

And I can see that you don't like Haoyang at all. Why do you have to do 

this?" 

"It doesn't matter whether I like her or not. I'm a divorced. In fact, he is a 

good man and comes from a rich family. It’s a good choice I marry him." 

Taking Helen’s hand, Yuting sincerely advised, "Helen, you can't be so 

impulsive to get engaged to Haoyang. What Mike will think if he knows? 

He will be very painful!" 

Hearing the name of Mike Yue, Helen said coldly, "It's none of his 

business. We have divorced and he has his new girlfriend. Why can't I be 

engaged to others?" 

Yuting was a little surprised, "Who told you he has new girlfriend?" 

Helen said coldly, "I saw it with my own eyes. He was having dinner with 

Verse Han who is in Fengxing Group!" 
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Helen tone was full of jealousy, and Yuting understood immediately. 

Mike Yue was the real boss of Fengxing Group. Verse just was an 

employee. Wasn't it normal for Mike had a dinner with her. 

Moreover, when she me Mike last time, she could felt Mike was still 

deeply in love with Helen from the conversation with him. How could he 

find a new girlfriend so soon with his personality. 

"You misunderstood. That's not his girlfriend. You really can't be with 

Haoyang, or you will regret!" Yuting didn't know how to explain it to 

Helen, but she persuaded her excitedly. 

"How do you know that she is not his girlfriend?" Helen asked with a 

frown. 

"You should believe me!" Yuting said with certainty. 

Hearing this, Helen smiled and said, "OK, It has nothing to do with me. 

I'm engaged to Haoyang. I can't break off the engagement so easily. 

Besides, can I meet someone better than Haoyang?" 

Yuting was speechless and thought that the Master of Yue family was so 

kind to you. His family was rich and he was even ready to inherit the 

whole business of his family. He was really better than Haoyang. 

"You really can't be with Haoyang. In fact, Mike is..." 

Helen looked at Yuting strangely and asked, "What?" 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 32 You are 

so resourceful! 
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Thinking of what Mike Yue had told her that day, Yuting Chen didn't dare 

to tell her the real identity of Mike. 

It was more of a warning. Mike Yue had suffered a lot in Liu family, but 

he didn't tell her his true identity. He must have his own considerations. 

If she revealed his true identity, Yuting would be in big trouble. 

"What do you want to say?" 

Helen Liu looked at Yuting strangely and asked. She felt that Yuting was 

a little strange today. 

"I just want to say that Mike Yue is a person who really treats you well. As 

a man, he has suffered a lot in Liu family for you. Helen, listen to me, 

both you and Mike Yue calm down." 

Yuting said seriously, "If you two miss each other, you will regret for the 

rest of your life. You will never meet a second man who is willing to give 

up his dignity for you. And Mike will never meet a second woman who 

he loves so much, because he has given all his love to you. How dare he 

love others without reservation?" 

Hearing this, Helen's expression changed obviously. Her eyes turned red 

and she choked, "Then why did he find another girlfriend so soon? Why 

didn't he come to me? Why didn't he apologize to me?" 

"He wants to divorce me in front of so many people, witch made me lose 

face. As long as he apologizes to me as before, I will definitely forgive 

him. But now, it's too late. I'm engaged to someone else!" Helen became 

emotional, with tears in her eyes. 
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She and Mike had lived together for two years. Mike did anything for her 

without a word of complaint. 

"Silly girl, you didn't agree to Haoyang Chen's proposal. Besides, your 

engagement was forced by your parents. You should decide your 

marriage by yourself. If you don't like him, why do you insist?" 

Yuting kept comforting Helen. 

Helen was almost convinced by what Yuting’s words. 

"I need to think it over. " Helen said with mixed feelings, "Yuting, I'll leave 

with you when we get back. In fact, I feel uneasy to be with Haoyang, 

and I have nothing to talk about with him. You and Xinyi Cao must take 

me away." 

Seeing this, Yuting smiled happily. She knew that Helen had been 

persuaded by her. 

"Don't worry. We are good friends. How can I leave you alone?" Yuting 

said with a smile and took Helen to the coffee shop. 

After returning to the cafe, Xinyi looked at them strangely, “It's been a 

long time. I was about to call you." 

Yuting smiled shyly and said, "Sorry for the delay." 

"The saleslady of the pharmacy said that my disease couldn't be cured 

just by taking medicine, so I have to go to the hospital for examination." 

Then she looked at Haoyang, "Mr. Li, I'm so sorry. I have to ask Yan to go 

to the hospital with me. I'm so sorry to interrupt your date." 
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Xinyi looked at Yuting in amazement, "Is this the first time you begin 

menstruating?" 

Yuting glared at Xinyi with a little embarrassment, "It’s something wrong 

caused by my irregular menstruation." 

Haoyang found out there was something wrong with Yuting, but smiled, 

"How about I drive you there? I happen to know a gynecologist in one of 

the hospitals. She is professional." 

Yuting was stunned. She didn't expect that Haoyang was difficult to deal 

with. 

Helen scratched Yuting's thigh and gave her a look for help. 

Haoyang seemed understand something, and his face gradually 

darkened. He was angry that Helen had been engaged to him. Why did 

she always keep at a distance with him? 

‘Damn it! What the fuck she wants to do?’ Haoyang took a deep breath 

and suppressed his anger. 

"No, thank you, Mr. Li." Yuting said awkwardly, "I'm suffering from 

gynecological disease. I'll be embarrassed if a boy accompanies me. 

Thank you for your kindness, Mr. Li." 

Haoyang didn't know what to say. He had to nod and said, "Well, be 

careful." 

Helen smiled happily and left with Yuting and Xinyi. 

After walking out of the coffee shop, she relaxed herself and got excited, 

"Yuting, you are so smart!" 
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Yuting patted her chest and smirked,"Of course!" 

Xinyi Cao curled her lips and looked unhappy. She could guess that 

Yuting and Helen didn't buy medicine at all. Maybe Yuting had told 

Helen the true identity of Mike. 

‘No, I can't let this woman take Mike away! Haoyang was really a good-

for-nothing. He can't even handle Helen Liu!" Xinyi began to think about 

how to make Helen never return to Mike. 

"Xinyi, what are you thinking about? It's our first meeting today. I'll treat 

you to something delicious." 

Helen came over and held Xinyi's arm with warmth. She didn't know how 

this woman was planning to deal with her. 

At this time, in the cafe, Haoyang was still there. His face was extremely 

dark. 

He slapped the table to vent his anger. Then he stood up and left. 

The customers and shop assistants around him were shocked. 

"Helen, you such an ungrateful woman. How dare you dally with me!" 

"Well, you’ll see!" Haoyang cursed, got into the car and drove away. 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 33 Peter 

Liu's Purpose 

"Ben Liu, Xiaohui , I heard that Helen has been engaged to Haoyang Li, 

right?" 
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Today, Xiaohui Yu's family welcomed their elders, Peter Liu and 

Chengfeng Liu. 

Peter Liu had not been able to stand up and has been in a wheelchair 

since he was pushed down by Mark Duan at the gate of Fengxing Group 

last time. The doctor said it would take him at least half a year to walk 

again for his age. 

Chengfeng was pushing Peter Liu to Xiaohui's house. 

"Yes, yes. Is that what you're here for, dad?” asked Ben Liu, somewhat 

confusedly. 

In the past, their family was the lowest in the Liu family, so the elder 

would not come to their house. However, they came today, and just 

came for Helen Liu and Haoyang, which seldom happened in the past. 

Peter Liu said with a smile:"Nothing special. I just want to congratulate 

Helen sweet. You youngsters should have informed me in advance” 

“What? Consider us as outsiders?" 

Ben Liu answered with a simple smile "Dad, look what you're talking 

about." 

"Helen and Haoyang were just engaged two days ago and our two 

families are still discussing when to hold an engagement ceremony." 

"When it's confirmed, how can we not inform you?" 

Ben Liu, who was simple-minded, thought that the elders had come to 

congratulate him and actually was happy for that. 
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But Xiaohui was not as simple as Ben Liu. The elder always looked down 

on their family, so how could he simply come to congratulate their 

marriage? 

"Dad, have you heard about the news of Haoyang's family. He has a 

promising development to open a third company soon." 

"So are you truly here to congratulate or to ‘invest’ in our family?" 

Xiaohui looked at Peter Liu and Chengfeng with a spurious smile. 

"Xiaohui, what are you talking about? Dad of course came to 

congratulate." Chengfeng was dissatisfied with Xiaohui's tone, but he 

didn’t speak too much. 

Because they were exactly here to "invest" in Xiaohui's family. 

The situation of the Liu family was now worrying and had sold several 

companies. Peter Liu didn't want to go bankrupt, so he was still 

supporting two companies toughly. One was the head office and the 

other was the branch of Helen Liu. 

Because of Mark Duan's personal help, there were still huge resources 

left in Helen Liu’s company, and also some partnership that Helen Liu has 

accumulated. 

Now that Helen Liu would get married with Haoyang, Peter Liu therefore 

wanted to make a good relationship with Haoyang through her family 

for sure, hoping that Haoyang can help the Liu family. 

"Come on dad. Are you sure here to congratulate?" 

Xiaohui looked at Peter Liu with a sneer, showing no respect as before. 
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The Liu family had now collapsed, and they didn’t rely on Liu family. 

Moreover, she had such a rich son-in-law and it was unnecessary to 

adapt to Peter Liu’s disposition any more. 

Peter Liu didn’t get angry for that. He took 100 thousand yuan from his 

briefcase and puts it on the tea table. 

Xiaohui and Ben Liu were stunned when they saw that neat pile of 

money. 

Xiaohui, in particular, loved money like her life, and her eyes turned 

green as she saw those money. 

"We are family. As the elder, I should be here to congratulate my 

granddaughter." Peter Liu laughed heartily “Here is 100 thousand yuan 

for you. I know it is not easy for a couple to raise the child, and I, as a 

grandfather, used to be so busy and had no time to take care of you." 

"I don't know if you can accept this 100 thousand yuan as my 

congratulation." 

When Xiaohui saw money, she was just like seeing her father. How could 

she possibly refuse the money? So she immediately put the money into 

her pocket. 

"It’s so nice of you, my dad. You're not an outsider, you don’t have to do 

so many nice things for us to come in person and give us the money.” 

"Thank you for all your kindness to Helen!" 

Xiaohui felt natural to take the money, while Ben Liu felt some kind 

inappropriate to accept. 
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"Dad, do you have something to ask us? If you do have such things, just 

ask us directly, and you don’t have to give us so much money.” 

As Xiaohui saw that the useless fool didn't want money that had already 

been sent in their pocket, she immediately glared at him and yelled in a 

low voice “Why not? Just shut up!” 

"It's dad's kindness. Why are you saying that?" 

Ben Liu stopped saying anything, immediately. 

Peter Liu knew that Xiaohui was the head of her family, so he directly 

talked with Xiaohui, instead of Ben Liu,"Xiaohui, you know that, Liu's 

family is now like a ball on the cliff. When the wind blows, it will fall down 

and be gone." 

"However, the Liu family can't die. There are so many people depending 

on us to support their lives. So what I mean is that I hope Helen and 

Haoyang could get married as soon as possible, and then let Haoyang 

help us and bring our company back to life. " 

Xiaohui was not surprised to hear this. She had already guessed the 

purpose of Peter Liu. 

Peter Liu’s purpose was actually reasonable, after all they are one big 

family. But before that, when the Liu family was not in decline, the elder 

and other people were always looking down on them. They never 

received any good things from them and even didn't take any shares in 

the company. 

The company that Helen Liu managed for the Liu family had done better 

than other branches. But Helen Liu could only get four or five thousand 
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yuan per month for salaries. However every dog has its day. Why should 

she repay good for evil? 

Besides, she didn’t look like that kind of noble person. 

"Dad, you should know what you did to us in the past. Now Helen will 

marry a good husband. How can I ask shamelessly Haoyang for help like 

you said." 

“Why should I lay down my old face to help you ask for 

Haoyang?”Xiaohui said with a sneer. 

Ben Liu couldn't bear such words. He thought what Xiaohui’s saying had 

been too much, especially for the elder. 

"Xiaohui, how could you speak with dad like that?" Ben Liu couldn't help 

saying. 

Xiaohui glared at him and scolded "Shut up, you useless thing!" 

When Peter Liu heard such speech, he felt a little embarrassed, but he 

had to keep a smile on his face, after he was begging. 

He said with his smile, "Well, I'll add another 100 thousand yuan. In 

addition, if Haoyang can make Liu’s company thrive again, your family 

will be memorized as the great meritorious official and I will let you hold 

30% of the company's shares under your name. What do you think? " 

As this was said, Helen Liu's face suddenly changed and her lips 

trembled. 

"Dad, are you serious?" She asked in question. 
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As it was known in the past, even for the eldest son Chengfeng, they 

could only hold 15% of the shares for the whole family. The others held 

less than 15%, and all the families held 50% in total. The remaining 50% 

was held by Peter Liu alone. 

"Xiaohui, see what you are saying.Your father won’t cheat you.” 

Chengfeng said with a wry smile: "if the company can survive, your family 

is our hero, and we still have to rely on Haoyang in the future." 

At this moment, even Ben Liu got a bit excited. If their family could hold 

30% of the shares, the other brothers and sisters would be respectful to 

him. 

"I won't lie to you." said Peter Liu, "But before you can get the remaining 

100 thousand yuan and 30 percent of the shares, we have to wait until 

the company comes back to life. Otherwise, how can I give you money? " 

Without saying a single word, Xiaohui suddenly patted the sofa bursting 

into laughter. 

"Dad, look what you're talking about." 

"We are family, you don’t need to be so polite. Don't worry. I'll call 

Haoyang's mother to discuss the marriage of they two." 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 34 Who 

embezzled the company's funds? 

"Mark, I find five million yuan missing from the account," Mike said 

suddenly. 
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Mike Yue was ready to expand his business in the Chuzhou City, but he 

found big problems when he checked the books. 

A company's greatest fear was that someone within the company would 

embezzle the company's money. If the person embezzled money from 

the company and caused some problems in the company's operations, it 

could lead to huge loss. 

Mark Duan, somewhat incredulous, asked, "Are you mistaken? I would 

personally go over every large incoming and outgoing payment in the 

company's books. No one could possibly dare to do that." 

"A year ago, there was an assistant department manager who embezzled 

half a million yuan, and I fired him and made him pay ten times the 

amount of money he embezzled to the company. No one has done that 

since then." Mark continued. 

Mike stood up and looking at Mike, said, "Five million isn't a small 

amount, so if someone transfers that much money from a company at 

once, there's no way he won't get caught." 

"If he transfers only a small portion of the money at a time, people won't 

even notice it, and then he keeps doing like this, won't he soon be able 

to transfer 5 million yuan?"" 

Mark stared, "If that's the case, then the man must be in a high position. 

He's at least a department manager." 

Mike brought over the ledger and some documents and pointed them 

out one by one to Mark. 

"These are wrong. You can't find the problem if you don't look it clearly." 
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"And all of these questionable accounts are from the sales department. 

Who are in charge of the sales department?" Mark asked. 

"They are Lei Chen and Xiangrong Chen. They are brothers and also the 

old employees of the company." 

Mike flung his ledger on the coffee table. 

"There's definitely something wrong with them." Mike said. 

Mark froze and looked incredulously at Mike. 

"I don't believe it. Do you...have evidence?" 

"These two brothers are senior employees of our group. They have a 

strong appeal in the company. If we suspect them of doing this without 

evidence, they will definitely be very dissatisfied, which will be extremely 

detrimental to the company's operations." 

"The accounts can explain everything. The money must have been 

embezzled by them.” Mike said indifferently, his face void of emotion. 

"Xiangrong Chen is the deputy manager. He definitely wouldn't dare to 

embezzle the company's money alone. But if the general manager is his 

brother, he wouldn't be afraid. His brother wouldn't expose him." 

"If the one who misappropriated the money was the general manager, 

Chen Lei, he would always feel a little guilty doing it by himself. I don't 

think he could embezzle five million yuan in a year by himself." 

"But if he conspired with his brother, then things would be much easier. 

So, I think they both have problems." 
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After hearing Mike’s words, Mark was stunned. Although he didn't 

believe that they would do this, but Mike’s words were reasonable. He 

started to suspect the two of them. 

"Now what do we do? They won't admit it if we don’t have evidence." 

Mark said, "They'll say they were negligent and didn't supervise the sales 

department well." 

Mike thought about it and said, "You go to the conference room right 

now and gather all the managers." 

"I'm going to find the evidence. You can’t adjourn the meeting until I 

find the evidence." 

Mark nodded. 

"Okay, I'll go now." Then Mike left. 

Although Mark didn't know where Mike was going to find evidence in 

such a short period of time, he believed in Mike's ability. 

........ 

In the conference room, Mark had called all the top executives in the 

group to the conference room. 

However, he noticed that Verse Han didn’t attend the meeting, so he 

walked down the corridor and called her. When the call was answered, 

Mark frowned slightly. 

"Why haven't you come to the conference room yet? You say you're with 

Mke now?" 
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Mark was stunned, and then smiled. "Alright then, you guys can come 

together later." 

After hanging up the phone, Mark walked into the conference room. 

When he came to the his seat, he didn't say a word and looked at 

everyone a coldly. 

When everyone saw that Mark was angry, they all sat up straight. 

"Mr. Duan, is there something wrong?" someone asked. 

Mark took the ledger and slammed it on the conference table, speaking 

coldly. 

"A year ago, an assistant manager embezzled 500,000 yuan of the 

company. I didn't call the police at the time. I only fined him ten times as 

much and didn’t put him in jail." 

At this point, Mark slammed the table and continued, "Is it possible that 

my punishment of him was too light to deter someone, so someone still 

dare to embezzle the company's money now?" 

Chen Lei and Chen Xiangrong immediately felt a little guilty and looked 

at each other, trying to act calm. 

"Someone dared to do such a thing?" 

"Who did that?" 

"Mr. Duan, how much money was embezzled this time?" 
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The crowd accused the person who embezzled the company's money 

and also wondered how much money this person embezzled to make 

Mark angry. 

“He embezzled five million yuan from the company, and probably more 

than one person." Mark sneered. 

"The ledger's right here. The problem is all in the sales department. 

Shouldn’t you two explain this to me?" Mark said to Lei Chen and 

Xiangrong Chen. 

Mark looked at them coldly, and then passed the ledger to the others. 

Lei and Xiangrong immediately stood up from their seats, saying in fear. 

"I'm sorry, Mr. Duan. It's our dereliction of duty." 

"Don't worry, we'll definitely look into this matter and find that person to 

give you and everyone an explanation." 

Mark smiled as he watched them, "I don't think you have to find out that 

matter. You two just have to ask yourselves. Then the truth will come 

out." 

Mark's words startled the people present and they all looked at them. 

Xiangrong trembled all over and almost fell down. He didn't have the 

strong psychological quality as his brother Lei. 

Then Lei slammed the table and looked at Mark, frowning. "Mr. Duan, 

what do you mean by that?" 
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"We've put so much effort into the group, but you slander us by 

accusing us of embezzling company’s money. You hurt our feelings." 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 35 Lei Chen's 

arrogance 

No one in the conference room expected Lei Chen to lose his temper in 

public with the president of Fengxing Group. 

They also did not expect that Lei Chen and Xiangrong Chen would steal 

money from the company. These two brothers were the founding 

members of the company, and have been making achievements 

conscientiously. They should not have made such a big mistake 

knowingly. 

"Manager Chen, how can you be angry with Mr. Duan. Mr. Duan, is there 

any misunderstanding? Let's set up an investigation team to find out. " 

In the conference room, there were many people trying to mediate. 

All the people in the meeting room were senior leaders of Fengxing 

Group. Naturally, they hoped that the company can develop smoothly. If 

there are some unnecessary misunderstandings or internal 

contradictions, it will certainly have a bad impact on the development of 

the company. 

"There is no need to set up an investigation team!" 

Mark Duan raised his hand to stop other people from talking. He looked 

at Lei Chen, who was guilty, and thought about Mike Yue's analysis and 

inference, said coldly， 
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"Five million yuan is not a trivial matter. In addition to you, Lei Chen, the 

general manager, and Xiangrong Chen, the deputy manager, who has 

the courage to steal five million yuan from the company?" 

"In a year, how long will it take for a person to steal five million yuan in 

many small amounts? At least more than two hundred bills and receipts. 

Can he do it alone? " 

Listening to mark Duan's analysis, people in the meeting room began to 

think carefully. It seemed that as Mark Duan said, Lei Chen and 

Xiangrong Chen were the most suspect. 

But they did not dare to speak casually. If not, they could not afford the 

revenge of the two brothers of the Chen family. 

"Mr. Duan, according to your inference, anyone is suspected!" Chen Lei 

was not afraid of Mark Duan at all. He also said with a gloomy face, "Let 

alone two people, three people or more are also possible. It is obviously 

not something that one person can do. But why do you suspect that we 

two brothers did it?" 

"We two brothers were dedicated to Fengxing Group. Are you going to 

give us an unwarranted charges and kick us out?" 

In the face of Lei Chen's arrogance, Mark Duan was a little angry. He was 

the president of Fengxing Group. Lei Chen was just a general manager of 

one of his branches. How dare he talk to him like that? 

"Presumptuous!" 

Mark Duan slapped the table and angrily pointed to Lei Chen, said, 
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"If I want to expel you, do I have to give you a guilty charge? What 

qualifications do you have? Do you own shares in the group? Or are you 

the president of this group? " 

"It's a piece of shit! Lei Chen, I have found that you are guilty. You still 

don't admit that you two brothers did it. When I find out the evidence, 

you two brothers will go to jail. Otherwise Mark Duan will be your son! " 

Other people in the conference room were nervous. They hadn't seen 

Mark Duan lose his temper like this for a long time. Although Mark Duan 

was young, he acted decisively and made every move only after mature 

deliberation, as if there were some masters behind him to give directions 

for him. 

They didn't know that the master behind Mark Duan was the eldest son 

of the Yue family. 

Lei Chen was also shocked by Mark Duan's anger, but he couldn't admit 

it. Because the embezzlement of the company's funds as high as 5 

million was enough for him to be in prison for more than three years and 

less than ten years. 

But Xiangrong Chen was not as calm as Lei Chen was. He had been 

frightened and shivered all over, and he was even sweating. Xiangrong 

Chen's appearance was also seen by others. In fact, everyone had the 

answer in their hearts. 

"Ha ha ha ha!" Lei Chen burst out laughing and said excitedly, "we'd 

worked hard for Fengxing Group. I didn't expect to be treated like this by 

Mark Duan. OK! Fine!" 

"If you had evidence, just go and sue us. I will resign now. I don't want to 

be treated unfairly by Mr. Duan." 
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With that, he looked at Mark Duan with a sneer, 

"Mr. Duan, I worked in Fengxing Group when it was just established. 

There were a lot of employees who follow me, including most of the 

elites in the sales department. They have deep emotions with me." 

"I don't know how long it will take you, Mr. Duan, to retrain these 

talents?" 

As soon as the words came out, other people all changed their 

countenance at the same time. Lei Chen's implication was to take away 

those old employees and elites. Without these talents, the sales 

department's performance would certainly be greatly reduced, and the 

overall situation would be affected at that time. All jobs would cause 

chain reaction, and the company would lose money in the end, and all of 

them would lose their bonus and their wages would be greatly reduced. 

"Lei Chen, you dare to threaten me!" Mark Duan clenched his fists and 

looked at the sly man angrily. 

"Mr. Duan, you want to get rid of me and frame me up for imprisonment. 

Shouldn't I make this counterattack? "Lei Chen looked at Mark Duan with 

a gloomy face full of provocation. 

At this time, other people had to be brave enough to help to effect a 

compromise again, although most of them knew that people who stole 

the company's funds were Lei Chen and Xiangrong Chen. 

"Mr. Duan, calm down. The old employees and elites in the company are 

priceless. You can't just recruit a few people to replace them." 

"Mr. Duan, manager Chen and deputy manager Chen are the elders of 

our group. They have been working hard and have made a lot of money 
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for the group. Mr. Duan, let's forget it. The value of the two managers is 

more than five million. " 

They acted as lobbyists to help the two brothers of the Chen family get 

rid of their crimes. 

Seeing this, Lei Chen straightened his back and calmly looked at Mark 

Duan with a smile of victory. 

If Mark Duan were to fire the two brothers, he would have to face more 

serious consequences. 

"Great, manager Chen. You are really great." 

Mark Duan gave Chen Lei a thumbs up and then looked at him without 

expression, said, 

"I'll tell you, I'm sure it's you two brothers who are playing tricks. You two 

are going to jail." 

"Five million, I will let you return it to me as it is!" 

Hearing this, Chen Lei shrugged his shoulders outrageously and said, 

"OK, Mr. Duan, if you have evidence, just go to report us." 

Just as Chen Lei's voice just fell, the door of the meeting room was 

suddenly kicked open. 

People in the conference room were startled by the huge movement. 

Everyone looked at the door and saw Mike Yue and Verse Han come in 

from the outside. 
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Mark Duan grinned at the sight of Mike Yue coming in calmly. He knew 

that Mike Yue had the evidence that the two brothers of the Chen family 

had stolen the company's funds. 

"Deputy manager Han, who is this? It seems that it's not the member of 

our company. How can you bring others into our meeting room? Get 

him out of the room as soon as possible. " 

Even at this time, Lei Chen was still arrogantly issuing orders to Verse 

Han. 

On hearing that, Mike Yue looked at him with a sneer on his face, said, 

"You are Chen Lei, manager Chen is really a great prestige and brave 

enough to steal so many funds from the company." 

Chen Lei frowned and exclaimed, 

"Who are you and what qualifications do you have to teach me?" 

Mike Yue snorted coldly. Without paying attention to him, he went 

straight to Mark Duan, put his arm around his shoulder and said, 

"Maybe all of you don't know me. Let me introduce myself first." 

"I'm the real president of Fengxing Group, my name is Mike Yue, and I'm 

the eldest son of Yue's family in Capital City." 

"The reason why you haven't met me is that I'm usually on the top floor 

of this building, which is the 36th floor where all of you can't go." 
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As soon as he said this, all the people in the meeting room were 

shocked, and only the sound of cool air could be heard in the conference 

room. 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 36 The 

Wisdom of Mike 

“The young master of Yue Family? ” 

Lei Chen and Xiangrong Chen stared at Mike Yue with shock. They felt 

unbelievable. 

Let alone them, others dared not to believe it, either. How could they 

accept the fact that a real president suddenly came and he was the 

young master of Yue Family. 

Mike didn’t explain too much seeing the people didn’t believe in him. He 

just smiled slightly and said “We will talk about my identity later. What’s 

important at present is to find out who embezzled the fund of our 

company.” 

“As the saying goes, to accuse people of steal, you must catch the thief 

on the scene. You have to provide hard evidence to declare him guilty.” 

Then, Mike turned to the two brothers of Chen Family. He asked “I will 

give you the last chance. Is that you who embezzled the fund?” 

Lei Chen looked at Mike. He frowned with concentration and kept his 

mouth closed. He had a sense of crisis since Mike came. 

He couldn’t admit that. He would be sent to prison if he admit it. And he 

believed he did a good job when Xiangrong and him were embezzling 
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the money. No one could find any evidence to prove they embezzled the 

money. 

“I don’t admit. I feel good about myself.” 

Lei Chen patted his chest and said seriously. 

As his words fell, Xiangrong said firmly while controlled his 

panic.”Me,either. I never did that.” 

Mike clapped his hands hearing that. He forced himself to give a smile. 

“Well. I hope that you could defend for yourselves that you are innocent 

when I show you my evidence.” 

Lei Chen’s heart did a flip. He wondered if Mike really got the proof. Or 

he was just testing them. 

“What evidence? Are you joking?” Lei Chen sneered. 

Then Mike took out his phone and shook it in his hand. He said “I will 

play a recording to you. And it was between Manman He and me. And 

Vice president Han was also there.” 

“You must know who is Manman, right? She is the secretary of Manager 

Chen. She is pretty and young.” 

Mike stressed the last two adjectives, and he looked at Lei Chen when he 

said that. 

Lei Chen was frozen there immediately. His scalp tingled. 

The recording began and there came Mike’s voice. 
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“Manman, I want to know if Lei Chen and Xiangrong embezzled the fund 

of the company?” 

Immediately Manman’s voice came from the recording. She said firmly 

without any hesitation “Yes, many times.” 

As her words fell, Lei Chen was collapsed. He was frozen. 

The following content in the recording was the process Mike asked 

Manman to tell in details how did Lei Chen and Xiangrong embezzle the 

company’s fund. Manman’s words was clear and logical. 

Ten minutes later, Mike pressed the pause button. He said “I will stop it 

for the sake of time. But I think it was enough.” 

“How do you think about it, Manager Chen?” 

Mike looked at Lei Chen with a cold smile. 

All the people were shocked hearing the recording. Lei Chen felt 

unbelievable as well. Panic could be easily seen from his face. 

“No, it’s not possible. It was fake. I was framed. It was not true.” Lei Chen 

shouted at Mike. 

“Fake?”Mike stared at Lei Chen calmly. Then he said “You don’t believe 

Manman will betrayal you, right? Because she is your lover. She wanted 

to get higher position and you want her beauty. She knew you 

embezzled the fund. You thought you had no reason to hide from her. 

And I guess she also got a lot of money from what you embezzled.” 

“And you can’t believe that she will betrayal you for you are so nice to 

her, right?” 
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Lei Chen was like be hit hardly. He just stared at Mike with shock silently. 

At this time, not only Lei Chen, but other people present, including Mark 

Duan also wanted to know the answer. 

“Mike, why did Manman betrayal Lei Chen?” 

Someone couldn’t help asking Mike, but actually he didn’t even know 

how to call Mike. 

Mike smiled and he put his hands on the table and looked at the people 

there. 

“Listen carefully. Because I know what Manman wants and I can meet her 

demands. So she will tell me everything though she was with Lei Chen.” 

“I told her I will spare her if she tell me who embezzled the fund. And she 

will take Lei Chen’s place when Lei Chen was driven out.” 

“In the future, she will be the manager of Sales Department.” 

Mark was surprised to hear Mike’s answer. He couldn’t help praising 

Mike’s wisdom. 

“Good. Manman wanted to be the manager at first. How could she 

withstand this kind of temptation?” 

“This plan was easy and useful. Perfect.” 

Others began to acclaim Mike. 

“So, no matter in face of our competitors or clients, we have to find their 

demands first then can we give the solution to lead them.” 
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Mike didn’t forget to remind the people present. 

Verse Han stood there alone with smile. She looked at this man. He was 

almost a perfect man in her eyes. He was so excellent, so smart that no 

one could compare with him. 

Then Lei Chen abused excitedly. 

“What an absurd deception. Manman would frame me even if she knew 

nothing if you tell her you will offer her my position.” 

“That woman just wants to be in higher position. And she is peacockish.” 

“You are working together to frame me. I’m not convinced.” 

Mark looked at him gloomily and shouted “Lei Chen, you still don’t admit 

it until now?” 

He never expected that Lei Chen was so tough. 

But Mike was not worried at all. He said slightly “I knew you would say 

this. So let me tell you the truth. Manman recorded it secretly when you 

told her these things. And she also had videos. Videos could tell you 

many clear things.” 

“I already asked Manman to hand those things to the police. And police 

will tell you if we framed you.” 

As his words fell, Xiangrong sat on the ground softly. And Lei Chen 

stepped back for several steps like he was thunderstruck. 

He quickly rolled to Mike and begged”I’m so sorry. Don’t call the police, 

please. Don’t do that.” 
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“I don’t want to go to prison. I’m wrong, I’m really wrong.” 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 37 President 

Yue! 

Top managers of the Fengxing Group in the conference room had an 

excellent meeting today. 

First, they spoke for Lei Chen’s benefit, later they were shocked, and in 

the end they sighed. They witnessed how Lei Chen begged Mike for 

mercy, kneeling on the ground and kowtowing and crying, he used to be 

so high and mighty as a General Manager, but now he looked like a stray 

cur. 

"Don't want me to call the police, right? Didn't you just say, quite 

righteously, that we had wronged you?" With his hands in his pockets, 

Mike lowered his head to look at Lei Chen and sneered, "Aren't you still 

going to threaten Mr. Duan?" 

"Lei Chen, why do you think I can spare you and Xiangrong Chen?" 

Mike’s like a cold and ruthless emperor now, and Lei Chen was already 

paralyzed with fear at the thought of going to jail. 

"Not a single penny of the company's funds can be touched, this rule is 

not only existed in our group. No company can tolerate that!" 

Mike looked at everyone and said very seriously. 

"Five million Yuan, I'll make Lei Chen and Xiangrong Chen pay the 

money, every penny of it, and have them both jailed!" 
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After said that, Mike signaled Verse Han with his eyes, who instantly 

understood and went to the door and shouted. 

"Security, get in here and take them out!" 

Soon, four or five security guards in the company came in and escorted 

Lei Chen and Xiangrong Chen out immediately. 

The conference room was quiet, everyone was looking at Mike, those 

who didn't believe in Mike's identity all admired him even though they 

didn't believe in him. The fact that Mike was able to make Lei Chen 

collapse like that proved he’s pretty good at his job and not an easy 

person. 

"Alright, Lei Chen and Xiangrong Chen, these black sheep, have been 

kicked out from our company, but I see that people still don't seem to 

believe my identity." Mike looked at them and smiled faintly, not eager 

to argue with them. 

They only looked at each other, and indeed all of them still didn’t be 

convinced of Mike's identity as Young Lord of Yue family. 

"Mr. Yue, it's not that we don't believe you, you said that you are the 

Eldest Young Lord of the Yue Family in Capital City. Then your father, 

wouldn't he be the senior Lord of the Yue Family?" Someone asked at 

this moment. 

Mike nodded his head and looked at the person. 

"You mean Tianxiong Yue, right? Yes, my father is Tianxiong Yue, he's the 

son of Zhenting Yue, the King of Hell." 

"I'm Zhenting Yue's grandson." 
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Mike's tone and expression were very calm without any fluctuation, as 

what he introduced was just his dad and his grandfather. 

Some people already started to doubted him, if he’s pretending, he 

wouldn't be so calm when talked about Zhenting Yue and Tianxiong Yue. 

"He's really... He's really the Young Lord of Yue family!" Someone 

exclaimed. 

At this time, Mark Duan also spoke, putting his arm around Mike's 

shoulders and speaking to the crowd. 

"You guys should at least believe me, he’s indeed the Young Lord of Yue 

Family, my big brother." 

"The person who originally established the Fengxing Group was actually 

him, not me. But we're good brothers, so a Chinese character from each 

of our names combined to name this group. That's how the Fengxing 

Group was born, but my big brother gave me the position of president 

and let me manage it." 

When he said that, Mark Duan looked at Mike and continued with slight 

reverence in his voice. 

"However, most decisions, including all the important ones, are actually 

controlled by my big brother behind the scenes. You've seen his abilities, 

and you've seen he deal with that sly old fox Lei Chen like he was dealing 

with kids in kindergarten." 

Then he looked at the crowd and asked. 

"Now, do you have any more questions about my brother's identity?" 
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After his words were spoken, all rise, all bowing to the true boss 

sincerely. 

"President Yue!" 

They were sincerely convinced when they called Mike president, and it 

wasn't because of the identity of Mike as the Yue family's Young Lord. Of 

course, that was part of the reason, yet the most important was that the 

means and abilities that Mike had shown were indeed beyond their 

power. 

Verse Han looked at Mike with a slight smile as if she was looking at her 

own man. 

"Do you think this is all what Mike has? What’s interesting is yet to 

come..." said Verse as she laughed in her heart. 

At that moment, Mike, who looked as if he was easy-going, pressed his 

hands down to indicate that everyone should sit down and said. 

"In the future, your boss will still be Mr. Duan, and I will rarely meet with 

you all. So I hope you all abide by the company's rules and don't make 

big mistakes anymore. Both Mr. Duan and I will reward who deserves the 

reward, so I hope that you will observe your contract and do your best 

for the company." 

Everyone tried their best to express their loyalty and acted as if they were 

going to spill their blood and give the last measure of devotion for the 

company. 

Mike nodded and said with a smile. 
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"Next, I'd like to introduce a new member to all of you, and of course, 

she was already a member of our company." 

"She'll be taking over the position of General Manager of the Sales 

Department from now on." 

Saying that, he looked at Verse. 

"Assistant Manager Han, please go and invite Manager Manman He in." 

Hearing Manman He's name, everyone was shocked, and so was Mark. 

Didn't Manman He go to the police with the evidence of Lei Chen and 

his brother stealing the money? And Mike was really going to value 

Manman He? 

Under the guidance of Verse, Manman He walked in. Before she’s just a 

secretary, she had now changed into an office lady's suit that made her 

look like an iron lady, and she even walked differently. 

"Yue... Mr. Yue, didn't she go to the police station, why did she come 

back so soon?" At this time, someone couldn't help but ask. 

Mike laughed and said. 

"Calling the police? She doesn't even have the so-called recording or 

video, that's me tricking Lei Chen." 

As soon as he said that, everyone was dumbfounded, once again Mike 

crushed their brain. 

"Where can we find so much crucial evidence? Wouldn't we have no way 

to dealing with Lei Chen if we didn't have this evidence?" Mike shook his 

head and laughed, "So in order to take care of him, the most important 
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thing is to attack his inner world, after I played the recording that 

Manager He had with me, Lei Chen was already panicked. So when I said 

there were recordings and videos, that was the last straw that broke the 

camel’s back." 

"When I told him that Manager He was already on her way to the police, 

he didn't dare to bet on whether what I said was true or not, he could 

only come to beg me to let him go. So just now when he begged me and 

admitted his mistake, Assistant Manager Han had secretly recorded the 

video with her phone." 

"Next, we'll take this video and report it to the police, and that's the end 

of Lei Chen!" 

Everyone was so shocked that they couldn't speak at all. Mark looked at 

Mike with incredulously, he already admired Mike, but he didn't expect 

that he had underestimated Mike before. 

Mike was more than just a sly old fox, he was simply a sly fox alive! 

"Big brother, you... are really awesome!" Mark patted Mike on the 

shoulder heavily, he couldn't help but praise him in front of so many 

people. 

Mike patted his hand, smiled faintly, and waved at Manman He. 

"Manager He, come over and say hello to everyone, you'll be a member 

of this conference room from now on." 

"These are all predecessors, you must learn from your predecessors and 

ask for advice." 
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Manman He was not bashful though, she came over to introduce herself 

courteously. 

"In the future, I would appreciate your guidance, I will learn from Lei 

Chen's lessons and make sure I don't make any big mistakes." 

"I was just an insignificant secretary, I never thought I would be able to 

sit in the position of General Manager in my life. Mr. Yue has shown 

great kindness to me, I, Manman He, will definitely do my best for the 

Fengxing Group in the future, I will spare no effort in the performance of 

my duty!" 

After Manman He finished speaking, she bowed to Mike with gratitude. 

It was only now that everyone was able to get a more comprehensive 

understanding of Mike. This behind-the-scenes boss of Fengxing Group 

was not only good at playing power tricks and intrigues, he was even 

better at controlling people. 

A real sly old fox! 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 38 You Owe 

Me A Favor 

Out of the conference room, Mark Duan and Verse Han followed Mike 

Yue to the office. 

"Wow bro, you're so cool. You seem like a fortune teller. Everything goes 

just as you expected." 

"I thought I was going to have a big fight with Lei Chen today. I didn't 

expect you that you are done with him just as you came." 
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Mark Duan was still marveling and kept flattering Mike Yue. 

"Of course, as the young master of Yue's family, you could not be simple. 

You must be very powerful." Said Verse Han triumphantly, even more 

than praising herself. 

Mike Yue shook his head with a faint smile, "Well, too much flattery. If 

you keep flattering me like that, I could forget who I am.” 

Mark Duan chuckled, but there was still a question that made him feel a 

little confused. He asked: "However, as for that Manman He, who was 

with Lei’s gang before, she should be regarded as a person who knows 

something but says nothing." 

"What's more, this woman is too cruel. She had shared a lot of Lei's 

greedy money before. However, in order to be superior, she sold Lei 

even without blinking her eyes. Can we keep such kind of woman? " 

Mike Yue nodded and said firmly:"Sure, of course." 

"It is easier to control such a person. She has needs, and I meet her 

needs. I'll help her to get higher position. As she asks for money, I’ll let 

her get the position of general manager in sales department, which 

could bring quite a lot bonus to her." 

"So I have already satisfied her with everything she wants. If she wants 

more, she can only take the position same as you or me. But I don't think 

she has the courage. Besides, she has already known who I am, so she 

should have no such courage. " 

"What's more, Manman has always been Lei's secretary, so she must be 

familiar with Lei's work-flow. Therefore, we just need to train her slightly. 
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She is so ambitious that she can do the job well. All you have to do is to 

arrange for her another deputy sales manager. " 

Mark Duan nodded thoughtfully at the speech. Now he could see the 

huge gap between himself and Mike Yue. He could only think of some 

simple problems, but not of those profound relations. 

So that's why he always followed Mike Yue. He wanted to learn more. 

When they got back to the office, Mike Yue put his hand on the 

doorknob, but he didn't open the door. He turned around, looking at 

Mark Duan and Verse Han, and said, "you don’t need to come with us, I 

still have something to talk with Lei and Chen Xiangrong." 

Then he went in and closed the door from inside. 

Mark Duan looked at Verse Han in dismay and asked, "Haven’t Lei and 

Xiangrong already been taken away by security guards?" 

Verse Han shook her head and said, "Mike Yue didn't plan to call the 

police to arrest them. It seems that he has other plans, but I don't know 

what they are." 

"He didn't say that. He might not want us two to know about it, so let's 

just not ask." 

Mark Duan nodded at the speech, and did not think much about it. 

At this time in the office, Lei and Xiangrong were still kneeling on the 

ground. 
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Because they had to beg Mike Yue not to call the police. They had been 

in high positions for so many years, eating and drinking in a luxurious 

way every day. How could they bear to live in prison. 

"President Yue, please don't send us to prison, please!" 

These two brothers kept kowtowing to Mike Yue. 

He leaned on the sofa and looked at them coldly, "What I hate most is 

that someone steals my money. The company supports you and treats 

you well. Why do you do that? " 

Lei’s head was almost broken and he said in tears: "Greedy, all blame us 

too greedy!" 

"We are shameless, we should not do such shameless things! President 

Yue, as long as you let us go, we will do everything for you." 

On hearing this, Mike Yue grinned, "If you want a chance, I can offer 

one." 

"From now on, you owe me a great favor. I will not call the police to 

arrest you and let you go." 

"I don't want you to pay back the five million yuan you coveted. It 

doesn't matter to me." 

Hearing this, the two brothers of the Chen raised their heads and looked 

at Mike Yue, "President Yue, do you mean business?" 

With a smile on his face, Mike Yue said, "It's true, of course, but it's a big 

favor. No matter what I ask you to do in the future, you must obey. Of 

course, I only ask you to do one thing for me, and once you finish my 
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mission, you will be free. I'll destroy all the recordings and videos, 

including anything that could be bad for you. " 

"Deal?" 

The two brothers of the Chen family looked at each other silently. Wasn't 

Mike Yue asking them to sign a contract of selling themselves? What if 

Mike Yue asked them to kill someone? 

"President Yue, you....what exactly do you want us two to do? What if you 

want us to kill someone, do we still have to? " Lei boosted his courage to 

ask his question. 

Mike Yue took back his smile and looked at him coldly without any 

expression. 

"I have do you a great favor, which is surely not an easy thing to return. If 

you feel hard, you can refuse me right now." 

"I'll hand in all the evidence and put you in jail." 

Lei's face changed wildly, and he sighed heavily. 

"Well, deal!" 

"No matter what you want us to do, we will obey you, but you must 

destroy everything afterwards." 

Mike Yue stood up, helped them up and said with a smile: "You get my 

word. For me, it's just an one-time opportunity to take advantage of." 

"These evidences mean nothing for me." 
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Lei looked at the young man in front of him with some fear. He didn't 

expect that he, who had been as cunning as an old fox, would be planted 

in a young man's hands. And this young man, he's under control. 

Finally, Mike Yue let Lei and Xiangrong leave through the back door of 

the company. 

Just sitting down, as Mike Yue was preparing to make a pot of tea for 

himself, his mobile phone rang. 

He picked it up and saw that Chen Yuting called him. 

"What can I do for you?" Mike Yue answered the phone and asked. 

"Mi....Mike Yue, can I meet you? I have something to tell you. It's very 

important. " Yuting’s voice sounded anxious in the phone. 

She wanted to tell Mike Yue what Helen Liu really thought. Actually, 

Helen Liu still loved him, and so did Mike Yue, no need for them to miss 

each other. 

"Why don’t you just tell on the phone?" Asked Mike Yue calmly. 

"It's about Helen. I think we’d better meet and talk about it.” Although 

Yuting was very anxious, she had still been asking for the consent of 

Mike Yue, since she was making phone call with the young master of Yue 

family. 

"Helen? What happened to her? " As soon as he heard the name of 

Helen Liu, Mike Yue was not calm any more. 

"She's fine, but I really have something important to tell you!" 
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Yuting sounded very serious, so Mike Yue checked his time and said, 

"Well, I still have something to take care of in the company. You can 

come to my house in the evening and I'll send you the address later." 

After hanging up, Mike Yue sent the address of his villa to Yuting. 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 39 She still 

has feelings for you 

At eight o'clock in the evening, Yuting Chen followed the address Mike 

gave her to find his villa. 

The villa was on the border of the city and the suburbs, and the 

surrounding was quiet. It seemed to have a swimming pool. Yuting was 

surprised when she saw the full view of the villa. 

She also owned a company and had some money, but she could only 

afford an apartment of less than a hundred square meters in Chuzhou 

City. She couldn't afford a small villa. 

"Helen, if I help you guys remarry, you'll have to thank me." Yuting said 

to herself, then walked to the villa's front door and rang the doorbell. 

In a short while, Mike came out to open the door. 

When Yuting walked into the living room of this villa, she was even more 

surprised. She also wanted to have a villa like this. 

The living room of this house was several times bigger than her house. 

There were all sorts of famous paintings hanging on the walls, of which 

were also some famous Chinese paintings. The entire interior of the 

house had an aura of antiquity 
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"That painting seems to be the work of Master Zhaonian Xue. I heard 

that it took him half year to paint it, is this... the one he painted?" Yuting 

asked. 

Mike came over with red wine and smiled, "Yes, it is. I won’t hang a fake 

in the house." 

Yuting was shocked, "I remember that this painting was auctioned off by 

a collector for 300 million yuan. That collector is you?" 

Mike, however, shook his head and laughed, "I'm not the owner of the 

Yue family, so how would I have the money to buy a painting." 

"The collector is my father. He knows that I like these things too, so he 

gave it to me." 

“I think it is nice to hang it in the living room. What do you think?" 

Yuting sat down nervously and said." Good, it’s perfect." 

Mike had already poured two glasses of red wine and asked." Want a 

drink?" 

Yuting was stunned, "Do you have any whiskey?" 

"I almost forgot that you don't drink red wine. When Helen took me out 

to dinner with you, you always drank whiskey." Mike smiled and said. 

Then Mike got up to reopen a bottle of whiskey and poured it into a 

glass and brought it over to her. 

"Thanks."Yuting took a sip from her wine glass. 
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"You said you had something to tell me. What’s it?" Mike looked at her 

and asked. 

Yuting just then remembered her intention, saying, "I think it's too pity 

that you divorced Helen. Actually, she still has feelings for you." 

"Why don't you date her? You can talk about it with her." 

Mike shook his head, "No need. If she cares me, she wouldn't treat me 

that way." 

"At her grandfather’s birthday banquet, Joe Liu found trouble with me 

and slapped me in public. I argued with him, yet Helen didn't even ask 

the reason for the incident, and also slapped me. She embarrassed me in 

public." 

After hearing this, Yuting was surprised. She wasn't really sure what Mike 

and Helen's divorce was about. Now that she knew the reason for that, 

she felt that Helen had gone a bit too far. 

"Helen is a bit headstrong at times." Yuting said with a sigh. 

She looked at Mike and told Mike what Helen had told her after she 

came out of the café. 

After she finished, she sigh again. 

"These are Helen's true feelings. She actually regrets divorcing you." 

"I know she may be a little mean to you before, but you knew her when 

you were in school. You should know her well. She was just born into a 

family like that. Her mother is unreasonable and the people of Liu family 

are all snobbish." 
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"Helen has been bullied by their family since she graduated from school. 

If she really had no feelings for you, she wouldn't shed tears for you." 

After hearing what Yuting said, Mike was surprised, "She really...said 

that?" 

Yuting nodded. "I'm telling the truth. She's actually very fragile." 

Mike frowned slightly and sighed heavily. "I can forgive her for what she 

had done to me, but I really can't marry her again." 

"My heart is like a broken mirror, and even if it's mended, there will still 

be cracks. I've already wasted two years of my life for her. I can't let go of 

my family responsibilities for her anymore." 

Yuting was a little sad. She thought that Mike loved Helen so much, so it 

should be easy to persuade him, but she didn't expect Mike to be so 

stubborn. 

"Mike, are you sure you don't want to think about it anymore?" Yuting 

asked him. 

Mike looked up and shook his head. “She is now engaged, so I don’t 

want to bother her." 

"I passed by that night and just happened to see their families discussing 

their engagement happily. I guess the man may be very rich and he is 

just the son-in-law her parents want." 

Hearing this, Yuting drank the entire glass of whiskey, stood up and said. 

"You've misunderstood. That man's name is Haoyang Li. Helen's mother 

forced her to get engaged to him. Helen doesn't like him. You know that 
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Helen has no will of her own. She has lost her company now, so her 

mother wants to find a rich son-in-law. Haoyang Li's family has two large 

companies and that's why her mother forced her to get engaged to him." 

"How can you bear to see your woman marry a man she doesn't like? 

Besides, she still loves you." 

Yuting's words stuck in Mike's heart like needles, "Helen's company is 

gone? Why?" 

"You're the owner of Fengxing Group; didn't you forbid your company 

from working with the Liu family? Now all the people of Chuzhou City 

know that the Liu family is kicked by the Fengxing Group." Yuting said 

angrily. 

Mike stood up sharply, frowned, “I end my company’s cooperation with 

Liu family, but Fungxing Group still keeps working with Helen’s company. 

Even if I divorce her, I won’t be mean to her." 

Now, Yuting was a bit confused. "So...what's going on here?" 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 40 Excited 

Yuting Chen 

“Mark Duan!" 

Mike Yue suddenly figured it out, and his eyes suddenly turned fierce. 

"It must have been this kid who took it upon himself to cut off the 

cooperation with that company of Helen's without permission." 

"I will go break his legs!" 
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Yuting Chen was shocked by Mike's sudden fierceness and didn't dare to 

say anything else. She sat aside and poured herself another glass of 

whiskey to calm down her fears! 

"Then wouldn't Helen have any income at all now?" 

Mike turned around and asked. 

Yuting nodded: 

"As you know, even if that company of hers does well, the general 

manager position of hers is just an appellation, and the Liu family only 

pays her four or more thousand per month, and she has to take part of it 

to subsidize the family." 

"The Liu family is busy splitting up, and I don't know if her company is 

still around, but she certainly won't get a penny anyway. She's been 

looking for a job lately, and it doesn't seem to be going well, and she's 

sick, so that poor girl is miserable." 

Hearing this, Mike turned his head and couldn't help but feel sorry for 

Helen again, his eyes a little red. 

After a long time, he cleared his emotions and said to Yuting, 

"Thank you for specifically coming to tell me this today, and I will go to 

Mark Duan tomorrow morning and ask him to resume his cooperation 

with Helen's company. As for the rest, she and I are divorced, so let's call 

it an end." 

"If she doesn't like that Haoyang Li, she has to have her own opinion. 

You're her best friend, so you have to be the one to persuade her." 
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"I'm a little tired, and I need to rest." 

It implied that Mike wanted me to leave. 

Yuting was a bit helpless, and she had already done what she had to do. 

It seems that Mike was determined not to get back together with Helen. 

She got to her feet, not sure if she'd started hard or had too much wine, 

stumbled, and almost fell to the floor. 

Mike Yue was quick-eyed and held her up, and Yuting collapsed into 

Mike's arms in a smooth motion. 

At that moment, she could smell the smell of Mike's body, hear Mike's 

strong heartbeat, and feel the strong pectoral muscles. Yuting was a little 

bit excited, her face was blushed, and her breathing also became rapid. 

She had a lot of strange ideas popping into her head, each of which 

would make her feel sorry for Helen Liu. 

"Are you drunk?" Mike took a look at the bottle of whiskey that was still 

half full. 

"I'd better drive you home. it's getting late and it's not safe for you to go 

home alone." Mike asked, "Drive you to the hotel or drive you home?" 

Only then did Yuting regain consciousness, her disheveled hair covering 

her blushing face; she hurriedly came out of Mike's embrace and 

fidgeted, 

"To... to the hotel, I have relatives at home. My cousin is here. I'm afraid 

she'll misunderstand when I go home." 
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Nodding his head, Mike said, 

"Why don't you go to the bathroom and wash your face to sober up, I'll 

meet you in the garage." 

Yuting didn't dare to look at Mike, ran away, and closed the door as if 

running into the toilet. 

She let the cold water wash her face several times, looking at herself in 

the mirror, and couldn't control the strange thoughts that popped into 

her head. 

"I'm so beautiful, not at all inferior to Helen, why can she have a man 

who loves her so much." 

"Why can't it be me, the housewife of the home!" 

As soon as the idea popped into her head, she slapped herself, cursing in 

panic, 

" Yuting Chen, that's your best friend, how could you do that to her!" 

"How can you have such strange ideas about her husband, are you going 

to be a mistress between them?" 

Yuting chastised herself and consoled herself, 

"It must be the reason that I've had too much to drink, so I think I can't 

drink without the right occasion next time..." 

She took a deep breath and walked out of the bathroom. 

…… 
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Sitting in Mike’s car, the latest Bentley model, a car owned by Mark was 

for Mike. 

Sitting in the front seat, Yuting couldn't help but glance at Mike from 

time to time, and then her guilt and self-reproach for Helen came back 

again. 

She could only continue to console herself, blaming her current behavior 

all on being drunk. 

Mike drops Yuting off at the entrance of a hotel, and seeing that Yuting 

was getting drunker; he Had to help Yuting into the hotel. 

Little did these two know that the scene of them entering the hotel had 

been secretly recorded by a man from across the street. 

Across the street, Xinyi Cao stared at the scene incredulously until Mike 

and Yuting entered the hotel, and then she stopped filming. 

She was walking around the area and saw a Bentley parked in front of 

the hotel, so she couldn't help but take a longer look. She didn't expect 

to see Mike when the car door opened. She was about to chat with Mike, 

but she didn't expect Yuting to come out of the car. 

"Oh my God! Yuting is supposed to try to persuade Helen to reconcile 

with Mike, but she didn't expect that she herself would seduce Mike to 

the hotel..." 

Xinyi gulped down her saliva and couldn't help but despise Yuting in her 

heart. 

"This little bitch, I didn't realize she was such a wild woman, stealing her 

best friend's man!" 
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Xinyi looked at the freshly recorded video on her phone and couldn't 

help but grin snidely. 

And in the hotel room. 

Mike helped Yuting to the bed and couldn't help but shake his head. 

"You've got to have a limit to your drinking, and it's the stupidest thing a 

girl could do to get herself drunk out here." 

"It's a wonder nothing happens to a beautiful woman like you." 

He reminded her with good intentions, but the words reached Yuting's 

ears made her realize something else. 

"Do you think I'm pretty?" 

Yuting blushed and asked. 

Mike was stunned and smiled. 

"I don't like complimenting and I don't like saying things against my will, 

and to be honest you're pretty good looking." 

"Get a boyfriend so you'll have someone to restrain you, then you don't 

get drunk out there." 

After that, he was ready to leave. Otherwise, it was a bit strange to be 

alone in a place like this. 

"There's no one to like!" As if she desperately wanted to let Mike know, 

Yuting stroked her hair and said, "If I could have met someone as good 
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and dedicated to a relationship as you, I would have been with him for 

sure." 

Mike laughed, 

"Don't worry, there aren't that many scumbags in the world, you'll find 

your Mr. Right." 

"I gotta go, you should get some rest." 

Yuting was stunned, suddenly felt a little lost and asked hurriedly, 

"Aren't you going to sit for a while?" 

Mike shook his head. 

“No thanks. Goodbye.” 

After that, he left without looking back. 

Looking at the empty room, the loss in Yuting's heart grew stronger and 

stronger. She grabbed her hair with her hands and sighed deeply. 

" Yuting Chen, you can't do that! He's your best friend's man, you can't!" 

…… 

After leaving the hotel, Mike got in his car and drove home. 

Across the street, Xinyi hadn't left yet, and she was surprised to see Mike 

walking away from the hotel 

"Why did he leave..." 
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Suddenly, she realized that it was probably because Yuting was drunk 

that Mike had brought her to the hotel. 

"So it's not cheating..." 

Xinyi pursed her lips and looked at the video on her phone, smiling, 

"It’s good to be not cheating, otherwise I would gain another 

competitor." 

"But if this video was sent to Helen, even if they had a hundred mouths 

to explain, Helen and Mike would never get back together." 

“Hee hee…..” 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 41 Don't 

make decisions without my permission 

The next morning, Mark Duan arrived at his company. He was about to 

make a cup of tea to refresh himself. 

Suddenly the door was kicked violently from the outside and Mike Yue 

was standing there with a cold face. Then he walked in angrily. 

“Brother... Big brother, what happened? Why are you so angry in the 

morning?” 

“Mark was startled by Mike and jumped from the sofa right away, feeling 

nervous. 

Mike seldom behaved like this. There must be something big going on. 
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“Let me ask you! Did I tell you to terminate the contract between the Liu 

Family?” Mike asked with a sullen face. 

Mark was surprised at first, then he looked up with a guilty expression on 

his face. 

“Yes, you did. And I have already terminated the contract with them.” 

Mike then asked again, with his eyes staring in anger. 

“I also told you not to terminate the contract with Helen Liu’s company, 

did I not?” 

Mark was unable to handle Mike’s aggressive aura. He shivered and 

stuttered, “I...I wanted to get a revenge for you by making Helen suffer.” 

Hearing his words, Mike got so furious and rushed up to him. He 

grabbed Mark’s collar and said in anger, “How dare you do so? Who told 

you to do so! You stopped the contract with her without my permission. 

Now the whole Chuzhou City wouldn’t do business with the Liu Family. 

What a predicament you have put her into!” 

Seeing Mike yelling at him like this, Mark got upset. He frowned, looked 

up and roared, “So what! I just want to get even for you! You were 

treated badly by her and her family! I don’t think I did anything wrong. 

She deserves it! What’s more, that slut even wanted to seduce me! That’s 

why I stopped the contract with her, so what? She’s your woman but did 

she really see you as her man?” 

Mark sounded so loud and emotional; he was furious, too. 

But the next second, Mike’s fist was thrown upon him, knocking him 

down into the sofa. 
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“It’s my personal matter! Mind your own business!” Mike pointed at Mark 

and roared with red eyes, “Though I am divorced with her, I’m still in love 

with her! I can’t see her in trouble! You are giving her big trouble; do you 

know that?” 

Mark had never talked back to Mike and he was always respectful to 

Mike. But somehow both of them got so irritated today. Mark rolled over 

and kicked Mike to the other sofa. 

Mark pointed at Mike and cursed, “She treated you like that and you still 

love her? You are thinking for her good, but what about her? Did she 

ever think about you?” 

“I have heard that the woman has been engaged to a guy named 

Haoyang Li. Soon they will get married. She only loves money! If you 

really love her, just tell her who you really are. See if she will climb to 

your bed right now!” 

Mark’s words provoked Mike again. Mike threw his fist upon Mark again. 

... 

Half an hour later, in Mark’s office... 

The two lying on the sofa, with bruised faces, both sweating and 

breathing hard. But Mark’s face was messier than Mike’s. 

Mike got up and made a cup of tea. He took a big sip and then said, “Go 

and reveal the contract with Helen’s company, and appoint Helen as the 

person in charge. And do not make decisions ever again without my 

permission!” 

Mark stumbled out of the office, ready to visit Helen’s company. 
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After leaving the office, Mark breathed in pain right away. He was 

complaining hard, covering his face. 

“Damn it! So painful!” 

While he was cursing, Verse Han was passing by, delivering him some 

documents. 

“Director Duan, how...how come you are hurt like this?” Verse was 

surprised to see Mark like this. 

“Nothing... Nothing, I just had a fall when I went to the washroom. Go 

and attend to your own business. I’ll handle the documents in the 

afternoon.” Then Mark hurriedly slipped away. 

In less than half an hour, Mark arrived at Helen’s company with his men. 

“Director Duan, are you sure, that you want to do business with us Liu 

Family again?” 

Peter Liu and the other people in the Liu Family all looked at Mark in 

surprise, with their eyes glittering, forgetting all about them being 

humiliated by Mark earlier. 

“When did I say that?” Mark looked at these people in hatred and said 

coldly, “I am only doing business again with Helen’s company!” 

“The person in charge is Helen. Where is she? Tell her to come to see 

me! These projects are very popular these days. Tell her to come and 

sign the contract. Hurry, I have other business to attend to!” 

Mark said impatiently. Hadn’t it been for Helen, he wouldn’t have fought 

with Mike in the early morning. 
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Lucky that Mike had mercy on him, or he would be on his way to 

cemetery now instead of the hospital! 

Hearing this, the people of the Liu Family all looked at each other in 

surprise. 

They thought Mark had come to do business with their family again. 

They had never thought it was Helen that he was talking about. 

Disappointed as they were, they still saw a slice a hope, however tiny it 

was. And the tiny hope was enough to feed the whole family. 

At the moment, the elderly in the Liu Family were thinking about getting 

some position in Helen’s company after it’s reopened. 

“Director Duan, excuse me, please; but why do you suddenly want to do 

business with Helen again?” Peter couldn’t help asking, and he added 

smilingly, “You said you would stop doing business with our whole 

family, but what’s special about Helen?” 

Mark hummed, and said, “There’s someone powerful helping her. That 

powerful person wanted the Fengxing Group to do business with Helen. 

If it’s not because of him, do you think I would be here in person?” 

Everyone was shocked on hearing this. Before Peter could ask again, Joe 

Liu started to ask, “Director Duan, that powerful person, who’s he?” 

It was impossible for Mark to tell them who that person was. He just said 

coldly, “You want to know? Why should I tell you? You don’t deserve to 

know his name! But I can give you a hint. You are familiar with this 

person, everyone of you in Liu Family!” 

Mark said the last sentence with an extra emphasis. 
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Hearing this, the people in the Liu Family started to look at each other in 

puzzlement, wondering who this powerful person was. And according to 

Mark, he was powerful enough to give orders to the Fengxing Group and 

even make Mark come by in person. 

“Who on earth is this powerful person behind this? Do we know any big 

shot like this?” Peter and the other people started to discuss, trying to 

figure out who this person was. 

Mark really wanted to laugh, about the Liu Family. That powerful person 

had lived with them for two years but got kicked out by them cruelly. 

Their wrongdoings had brought an end to their bright future. 

“Well, you may talk about it after I leave!” Mark was so impatient, “Bring 

Helen over! I don’t have that much time to waste on you!” 

Hearing this, Peter hurriedly said to Joe, 

“Hurry! Hurry! Call Helen right now!” 

“No, you go to pick her up in person! Bring her here with respect in 

person!” 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 42 Someone 

is Helping You 

Joe picked Helen up, and when he told Helen what happened, Helen 

froze with disbelief. 

Helen remembered clearly that Mark stopped cooperating with her 

company with great anger, so why would he want to resume their 
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cooperation all of a sudden? And Mark giving her the money to restart 

the company was unimaginable to her. 

Helen didn’t believe what Joe said until she arrived at the company and 

met Mark. 

“Director Duan, why would you......” 

Helen was so excited that she didn’t know what to say. 

If she could stay in charge of this company, she would have income, and 

then she would have confidence. She could also use her work as an 

excuse to avoid Haoyang Li. And Haoyang would gradually lose his 

patience and give up his hope if she avoided him long enough. 

What Helen didn’t know was that her grandpa had already asked Xiaohui 

Yu to make her get married with Haoyang Li at any cost. 

“Stop asking why! There are not that many reasons.” Mark gets angry 

every time he sees Helen. He passed her a contract and said: “Sign it. 

These projects are very popular and profitable. And also, here is a bank 

card. There is a million yuan in it. Your company can operate again with 

the money and you can pay your staff with the money.” 

Helen was in an ecstasy even though Mark was mean to her. She signed 

all the contracts with great excitement. Then she put the bank card away. 

“Thank you. Thank you so much Director Duan. I will manage this 

company well, and I won’t let you down” Helen bowed to Mark. 

Mark stood up and said coldly: “I have no expectations for you at all. I’m 

here just to complete my mission. And your future has nothing to do 
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with me. Fengxing Group’s cooperation with you is only confined within 

the projects in the contract.” 

What he said was rather harsh, and Helen was a little bit embarrassed. 

But she didn’t say anything. Because they saved her company after all, 

and they are under no obligation to keep providing their assistance. 

“Thank you.” Helen said it again. 

“Helen, you have no idea how lucky you are to meet someone like him in 

your life.” Mark said. Then he left with his people without looking back 

again. 

Helen was confused. She had no idea what Mark meant by saying that. 

Who was Mark referring to when he said: “Him”? Wasn’t Mark the one 

who had been helping her? Is there someone else? Helen was puzzled by 

these questions. 

When Mark left, a great cheer went up from the people in Helen’s office. 

Some of them were thinking about the money in the card. 

“Come! Let’s divide the money up! There is a million yuan in there! A 

million!” Lisa was the most impatient one. She reached her hand out to 

grab the card. 

“Yeah. Each of us take a little so that we can start our own small 

businesses. We also have the shares of Helen’s company. So we can save 

a lot of money. It’s not as much as before, but we should be satisfied.” 

Chengjiang Liu said cheerily. 

Helen looked at these people and she had no idea what to do with them. 

She bit back her disappointment. If Mark didn’t specially appoint her to 
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be in charge of the company, this position would have long been taken 

by Chengfeng or his son, Joe. 

But even though she was in charge, she didn’t have much real power. 

“What are you doing? Stop it!” 

The old man, Peter, shouted at them. And everyone stopped fighting for 

the bank card. 

“Are you all idiots?” Peter slapped his wheelchair excitedly, saying: “What 

is the money for? Is it for operating Helen’s company, or for your 

personal use?” 

“Look at you! You are all adults, and can you show a little bit maturity? 

Our Liu Family is no longer the Liu Family a few years ago! You must 

change your behaviors!” 

Lisa mumbled: “She doesn’t need that much money to start the company 

anyway.Why can’t she share some with us?” 

Peter’s anger flared when he heard what Lisa said. He pointed at her and 

shouted: “You pathetic loser! Get out of here! Now!” 

Lisa blushed scarlet. She slunk out of the office. 

The others all put that bank card out of their mind when they saw what 

happened. 

Helen was also frightened. She thought her grandpa could finally weigh 

up the pros and cons. 
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“Helen, take the card. You must spend the money on the company, you 

know? To make it operate again and pay your staff.” Peter was very 

gentle when he talked to Helen. There was even some politeness in his 

voice. 

Helen was surprised by her grandpa’s attitude. She nodded nonstop and 

said: “Sure. Please don’t worry grandpa. I have always been running this 

company, and I know how to use the money wisely so that our company 

can be benefited significantly. 

Peter nodded with satisfaction. He said smilingly: “Good. We all trust 

your capability!” 

Now Helen was absolutely the center of Liu Family because only Helen’s 

company was still cooperating with Fengxing Group. And besides, Helen 

would soon get married with Haoyang. Haoyang is a rich man. And 

having him as a son-in-law would be much better than having Mike as a 

son-in-law. 

“Helen, Mark just told us that he was resuming the cooperation because 

there was someone helping you. He mentioned it again when he left. So, 

do you know who was he talking about?” Peter remembered what Mark 

said and he was very curious about that man’s identity. 

Helen thought about it, looked at everyone, and shook her head and 

said: “I have no idea who Mark was talking about. He didn’t give any 

clue. I got to know many people before when I was doing business with 

them, but these are just some people I do my business with. There is no 

friendship between us.” 

Peter continued: “Mark also said that this person is someone we all 

know. Everyone in Liu Family knows this person. So let’s all think about it. 

Among all the people we know, who cares about Helen a lot?” 
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Chengfeng hinted: “Helen, maybe he is someone who is pursuing you.” 

Helen was still confused. She couldn’t think of anyone. 

“I don’t know who he is.” She said. 

Everyone was guessing, but no one could think of anyone. Liu Family 

knows too many people. For example, they know every single person 

who came and celebrated the old man’s birthday. So they have to narrow 

it down but they don’t know know how.” 

“I think of someone.” Joe shouted suddenly. He looked at them and said: 

“Someone we all know, and someone who is very nice to Helen. Isn’t that 

Mike?” 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 43 Is Mike 

the One Who Had Been Helping 

Everyone laughed when Joe said Mike’s name. 

“You think Mike is the one who had been helping Helen? That’s crazy. If 

it was really him, why would he even choose to stay at our home after he 

got married with Helen!” 

“That man is useless. The only thing he can do is to repair the pipes, and 

unclog the drain.” 

“Mark is the director of Fengxing Group, and what is Mike? Mike can’t 

even be one of us, so how is it possible that he is connected with Mark? 

Joe, you are obviously thinking too much.” 
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Joe smiled awkwardly and said: “I was just guessing. Because we all know 

Mike, and he is indeed the person who cares about Helen the most. Of 

course, I don’t believe it is him neither. So forget about it.” 

Peter snorted. “Of course it can’t be him. That man is nothing. He can’t 

possibly be related to Mark. He can not even support his own life, to say 

nothing about helping Helen. If we didn’t help him after he graduated, 

he would have already starved to death.” 

Helen arched her brow when she heard what they said. If it was a few 

years ago, She would have joined them and heaped insults on Mike 

together with them, but now, she felt terrible when she heard them 

talking about Mike like this. 

But what Joe said reminded her of something. 

She remembered Yuting Chen had been persuading her to be with Mike, 

and when Yuting talked about Mike, she noticed a sense awe in her tone 

of voice. 

Helen didn’t know whether it was just an illusion or not. She also 

remembered the last time when she and Yuting were in a cafe, Yuting 

seemed to have said that Mike has another identity. 

So, can he be the person Mark was referring to? Can he be the person 

who had been helping her? 

“How is that possible?” Helen mumbled. She couldn’t believe it, but at 

the same time, she thought there is a slight chance that it might be true. 

Besides, Mike does suit Mark’s description of this person, even though 

Mark didn’t say much about this person. 
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Helen thought Yuting must know something, so she decided to ask 

Yuting about it sometime. 

“Helen, what are you thinking about? You don’t think that person is 

Mike, do you?” Peter said when he noticed Helen was in a daze. 

Helen’s face was unreadable. She said: “I’m not sure. I think it might be 

him.” 

Peter laughed coldly and said: “You silly girl. How is that even possible? 

You are thinking too much. Don’t forget, you will soon get married with 

Hoayang. Haoyang is an amazing person. I went to your home yesterday 

and talked about your marriage with your mom.” 

He continued: “You are not young anymore and you should get married. 

And after your marriage, Haoyang can also give some support to Liu 

Family." 

Helen’s face changed when she heard what Peter said. 

“Marriage?” 

Peter nodded. “Yes. You should get married now. Don’t think too much 

about it. Liu Family has already prepared substantial dowry for you, and 

you will feel proud about it.” 

Helen’s spirits sunk. She felt her life was completely manipulated by her 

elders. At first her mom forced her to date Haoyang, and then her 

grandpa forced her to marry Haoyang. Who knows what will they force 

her to do in the future? Will they force her to give birth to children? Will 

they force her to take money from Haoyang and give it to Liu Family? 
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At that time, Xiaohui Yu and Ben Liu also arrived after learning that 

Helen’s company had resumed its cooperation with Fengxing Group, and 

Helen was still in charge of the company. They were so excited because 

their position in Liu Family had been elevated from the bottom to the 

top because of Helen. And now they were only inferior to the old man in 

Liu Family. 

“It’s so good. Helen, my precious daughter. I’m so proud of you!” Xiaohui 

garbed Helen’s hand and laughed happily. She didn’t notice Helen was 

not feeling happy even though Helen’s annoyance was written all over 

her face. 

The other people in Liu Famiy all began to cozy up to Xiaohui and Ben. 

“Xiaohui, you are so lucky to have such a wonderful daughter. Who said 

that women are less capable than men? Helen is a perfect example that 

women can be much better than men.” Chengjiang said smilingly. 

Xiaohui was so flattered. She said: “Second brother, we only have one 

daughter. And of course she must be good. She knows that it is not easy 

for us to bring her up, so she is working very hard to repay us.” 

“Fourth brother, you have a very great son-in-law. I heard Haoyang has 

already started his third company. When you get rich, you can’t forget 

about your brothers and sisters.” Chengfeng, the big brother, also 

flattered Ben. 

Ben was surrounded by Liu Family and was showered by their 

compliments. He had never been treated like this before, and he was 

extremely flattered. 

“Big brother, of course I won’t forget about you guys. We are all a family 

and we should share everything.” Ben said smilingly. 
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Helen was greatly saddened by their happiness. Because no one in Liu 

Family really cared about her feelings. Every one is using her to gain 

more benefits, even her parents. They are willing to sacrifice her 

happiness, as long as there is money to make. 

But she couldn’t contradict them at that moment. She could only bit off 

her disappointment. Because she knew clearly if she said what was on 

her mind, she would again become a target of their insults, just like what 

happened last time at the hospital. 

Last time Mike appeared in time and saved her, but she couldn’t expect 

that to happen again. 

She decided not to say anything about it, and after finishing her business 

at hand, she would find Haoyang and talk him into giving up this 

marriage. If Haoyang gave up himself, there was nothing Xiaohui and 

Peter could do about i. 

...... 

Helen had been unusually busy the next two days. She couldn’t find time 

take rests. She needed to hire some new employees, and she also 

needed to get everything prepared so that the company can start again. 

A few days later, Xingru Company started again thanks to Helen’s efforts. 

Helen lounged in the office the second day after the company started. 

She could finally take a good rest. She felt tired, but she knew it was 

totally worth it. 

“My company is finally back! I will make it good. My marriage is a failure, 

but I can’t make another failure out of my career. I’ll save lots of money, 
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and then start a company of my own!” Helen knew she would have a 

glorious future. 

Now everything was done about the company, she decided to call 

Haoyang and ask him out, and tell him how she felt about the marriage 

frankly, because she didn’t want to waste his time and hurt his feelings at 

the end. 

Haoyang answered the phone, and he said gently: “Helen, you are finally 

calling me.” 

Helen was a little bit embarrassed. She laughed awkwardly and said: “I’m 

sorry. I have been busy with the company recently.” 

Haoyang laughed: “I heard about it. That’s why I didn’t bother you. 

Congratulations, Helen. So do you have time now? I want to see you.” 

Helen said, after a brief silence: “I also want to see you. Where do we 

meet?” 

Haoyang got excited when he heard this. He said in a hurry: “How about 

this? I can visit your company first, cause I have never been there before, 

and then we can go out and have a cup of tea. What do you think?” 

Helen took a deep breath and said: “Fine. I’ll wait for you.” 

She hung up the phone, and felt sorry for Haoyang. She said to herself: 

“I’m sorry Haoyang. But we can’t force love, can we? I believe you can 

find someone better.” 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 44 Let's 

break up 
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Mike received a call from Yuting Chen. On the phone, Yuting invited him 

to have an appointment. 

Mike didn't think about it too much, guessing that Yuting's appointment 

with him might be for Helen's sake. After all, the relationship bridge 

between him and Yuting could be only Helen. 

It happens to be through Yuting for Mike to know what's Helen's 

company's current situation. He repeatedly confirmed with Mark whether 

he had resumed cooperation with Helen's company. Although Mark said 

with certainty that he personally went to Helen's company and had 

already signed the contract. 

But with the lessons learned from the past, without personal 

confirmation, Mike would always fear that Mark would make decision by 

his own will. 

The appointment location was at the old business district of Chuzhou 

City, and Mike drove directly to the square of the old business district. 

After parking the car, Mike was about to call Yuting to ask her where she 

was. A silver bell-like voice came from near. 

"Mike, I am here!" 

Yuting was standing there saying hello to Mike. 

Mike looked up and saw that Yuting today seemed a bit more beautiful 

than before. It might be because today’s makeup was more delicate than 

usual, and the dress was very formal. The cool high heels and cropped 

trousers gently revealed Yuting’s skinny and delicate white skin. 

"Miss Chen, are you going to go on a blind date today?" Mike walked 

over and greeted her with a smile. 
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Yuting was taken aback for a moment, and she asked with beautiful large 

eyes: 

"Blind date? Why do you think so?" 

Mike smiled and said: "As you dressed so beautifully today, you must go 

on a blind date or to see your lover." 

"In just a few days, have you had a boyfriend?" 

Yuting blushed immediately after hearing this. Mike seemed to have 

guessed right, and to see her lover was exactly Yuting's goal today. 

She dressed so beautifully today that she deliberately wanted Mike to 

come out for a meal. It happened to be noon, and it was time for lunch. 

In fact, she has been worrying about her arrangement in her heart, 

complaining that she shouldn't have secret love with Mike, not to 

mention that Mike was her good friend's ex-husband. But human 

emotions are inherently complex and elusive, despite moral constraints 

and rational suppression. 

But once desire has sprouted, passion will grow very quickly. 

To put it more vulgarly, it means that it is impossible to say it but the 

body is very honest. Yuting's body can't help but want to constantly date 

Mike and see him asap. 

"How could it be so fast..." Yuting was a little worried about her desire 

and her voice became quieter: "Everyone has a heart for being more 

beautiful, not to mention that I am a girl, of course I must pay attention 

to makeups." 
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Mike did not continue this topic, but asked: "Is there anything you need 

to talk to me today? Or is it because of Helen?" 

Yuting nodded: "Yes, I'm here to tell you that Helen's company has 

reopened." 

"She is still the head of that company." 

Upon hearing this, Mike said that this time Mark had finally learned how 

to behave well. 

"That's good. Even though we've divorced, I don't want to do things 

without mercy." Mike was relieved and asked casually, "Where is she and 

Haoyang Li?" 

Hearing that Mike still cared about Helen, Yuting suddenly felt a little 

uncomfortable. If this was the case before, she would like to tell Mike of 

Helen's latest situation. 

"Their relationship... seems to be progressing smoothly recently. I heard 

Helen say... The parents of both sides are already discussing the wedding 

date. And Helen seems to have begun to accept Haoyang as her love." 

Yuting said it weakly, her voice was without confidence. 

She seldom lied, but she still slandered her best friend. Because Helen 

didn't accept Haoyang at all, and today Helen had decided to break up 

with Haoyang. 

Hearing Yuting's words, Mike's heart trembled suddenly, as if he had 

been hit by a heavy hammer, and the pain made him hard to breathe. 

He clenched his fists and suddenly stopped. 
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"Okay, I see, you don't have to tell me everything about her in the 

future." Mike endured the pain in his heart and said blankly: "I will go 

back to the company first, and see you later. " 

Upon seeing this, Yuting hurriedly said: "I know you are sad now. You 

should not stay alone. It will be better to have someone with you." 

Fearing that her intention was too obvious, Yuting added: "Last time you 

sent me to the hotel, I haven't thanked you yet. Anyway, it's time to eat 

something. Let's have a meal together." 

Mike took a deep breath, touched his forehead, and nodded: "Let's go!" 

... 

In Helen's company, Haoyang was there. 

"Helen, I just took a look around your company. There is a good 

environment and a good atmosphere. It must be due to your good 

management that it looks so nice." 

Haoyang started to praise Helen as soon as he arrived. 

Helen was actually embarrassed. He didn't know that she would break up 

with him soon. 

"How can my small company be compared to your big companies? " 

Helen replied politely and modestly: "I heard that your third company 

has opened. You are the real big boss." 

Haoyang waved his hand, walked over and sat across from Helen's sofa, 

and smiled: 
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"What big boss, I'm so busy every day, I don't even have time to catch 

my breath. Today I sneaked out of my company to see you, I am 

something like a thief, not as busy as those employees." 

The two chatted for a while, when Haoyang saw that Helen looked 

cramped and nervous, and he couldn't help asking: "Helen,you are a little 

nervous today, I can sense that, are you uncomfortable with me?" 

Helen smiled awkwardly and said: "No, how can I be uncomfortable. I 

just... want to ask you a question." 

She didn't directly say that she wanted to break up. The two words to 

"break up", no matter what the circumstances are, these two words is just 

difficult to say it. Even if she and Haoyang had no loved feelings at all. 

"Just ask it." Haoyang said with a smile: "If I know the answer, I would 

certainly give the answer to you." 

Helen looked at him and asked: "Do you think... I'm really the kind of 

woman you like?" 

Haoyang was somewhat unprepared for this question. He was stunned 

and said: "Of course, I like you so much and want to be with you." 

"Besides, we are all engaged. Getting married will happen sooner or 

later. My love for 

you is real, and time will prove my sincerity." 

Helen asked again: "I think... you want to find a marriage partner as soon 

as possible because of your parents pushing you to do so, am I right?" 
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Haoyang said seriously: "Honestly, indeed that's a small part of the 

reason. But the most important thing is because I really like you. 

Otherwise, wouldn't I just find a woman to get married, right?" 

Helen heard the words, holding the sofa cushion with both hands 

nervously, and mustered the courage to say to Haoyang: "Haoyang, in 

fact, we... don't have any feelings at all. Even if we get married, we won't 

be happy, we still...will break up" 

"Break up!" 

As soon as she said this, Haoyang suddenly changed his face and looked 

at Helen inconceivably: 

"what did you say?" 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter45 The True 

Features of Haoyang Li 

“I mean... Let’s break up!” 

Helen Liu took a deep breath and repeated it again. 

Haoyang Li stood up from the sofa abruptly, and he was stunned for two 

or three seconds. Then he slowly squeezed his fists, looking at Helen 

angrily: 

“Helen, what do you mean?” 

“We have been engaged already. Are you breaking up with me now? 

What are you thinking? What is wrong with me,why are you always like 

this!” 
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He couldn’t bear it anymore. As early as the last time they were in the 

Coffee House, Helen dated with him, but finally she left with Yuting Chen 

and the others, which made him very upset. 

Unexpectedly, Helen challenged his bottom line again and again, and 

now he completely got angry with Helen. 

Helen knew that it was her faults, and instead of quarreling with 

Haoyang, she chose to reason with him. 

“Sorry, I know I might have hurt you.” 

“But... I really don’t like you. If it wasn’t for my mother who kept forcing 

me, I wouldn’t be able to date with you.” 

“We are really not suitable for being a couple. I don’t have any topics 

with you at all. It’s too embarrassing. I think we can be friends. Isn’t it 

good to be friends?” 

Haoyang laughed angrily when he heard the her words, then he grinned 

and said: 

“Friends? Are you telling me to be friends now?” 

“It was you who came to me and said you figured it out and you were 

going to be engaged to me, but now why do you change your mind?” 

“Helen, what do you take me for?” 

He roared fiercely, and kicked the tea cup and teapot on the coffee table, 

and they fell to the ground and shattered instantly. 
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Helen was frightened by Haoyang’s violence with her body trembled, 

and her tears fell: 

“Sorry, I just wanted to annoy Mike Yue at that time. 

“I shouldn’t be so impulsive, and I shouldn’t agree to be engaged to you 

just in order to annoy Mike. But I really don’t match you, you’d better 

forget me, and you can have a better choice.” 

Helen was crying and trembling all over, looking at Haoyang with fear. 

Haoyang was like an beast which was out of control, rushing over and 

slapped Helen with a slap in her face, making her scream in fright. 

“Damn it! You did it to piss off your ex-husband originally!” 

“What the hell do you take me as a toy, a tool, or a clown who you can 

play around at will?” 

Haoyang became angrier and pulled Helen’s hair to slap her on the other 

side of her face. 

With this slap, Helen saw stars, and five clear fingerprints were printed on 

her white face. 

“Ah! What are you going to do!” 

Helen cried and screamed: 

“Haoyang, are you crazy!” 

“Let me go, or I will call the police!” 
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Haoyang was outraged at this time, and threatened fiercely: 

“You give it a try, do you think that I don’t know any big shots? As long 

as you dare to call the police, I dare to let your only company in the Liu 

family go bankrupt!” 

“Helen, you are sorry for me! I am so excellent and I drop gestures to 

please you and make you happy. Do you fucking treat me like this? I 

don’t care, since you are engaged to me, you are my wife, and you have 

only one choice , just marry me!” 

“Shit！I’ve never been tricked like this before in my life!” 

He cursed, and had completely exposed his fierce side. 

At this time, an exclamation came from the door, and Helen’s assistant 

came to deliver the documents to Helen. As a result, she saw this scene 

at the door. 

“Xiaoling, come on! Call the police!” 

Helen seemed to have seen a savior, and hurriedly asked her assistant for 

help. 

“Oh, well, I’ll call the police right away!” 

The female assistant was so frightened that she took out her mobile 

phone trembling. 

At this moment, Haoyang let go of Helen and rushed forward, grabbing 

the female assistant’s mobile phone, smashing her phone to the ground. 

“Call the police? You are looking for death!” 
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Haoyang pulled the female assistant over and threw her on the sofa 

rudely. 

“What are you doing! You big bully!” The female assistant was so scared 

that her face was pale, and she cried: “Miss Helen, what should we do 

now? Will he kill us?” 

This female assistant was named Xiaoling Cai, who was the former 

assistant of Helen. Now that Helen reopened the company, she naturally 

brought back the former assistant. 

However, Xiaoling had graduated from university for just one year, and 

she was still just a little girl. She was shocked because she had never 

seen such a situation. 

“Don’t be afraid, Xiaoling, he won’t kill us, he doesn’t dare.” Helen 

hugged Xiaoling hurriedly in her arms to comfort her. 

“Haoyang, are you crazy!” Helen looked at Haoyang who was already 

crazy, trembling with fright. She imagined various situations, but she 

didn’t expect Haoyang to be like this. 

Or Haoyang’real features were just like this, and he pretended to be 

polite just to chase her. 

“I was mistaken about you. You are actually a hypocrite! You even beat 

women, you are not a man!” Helen cried helplessly. 

Except for her office, there was only one conference hall on this floor. 

Because there was no meeting now, there was naturally no one in the 

conference hall. 
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So on this floor, there were only they three. Even if Haoyang killed her, 

no one would come to rescue her. 

“Helen, do you think you can break up as you wish? What you think is 

too simple!” Haoyang’s ferocious look had been completely revealed, he 

sneered: 

“Your mother loves money so much, do you think she will let you break 

up with me? Do you think your Liu family will let you break up with me? 

You are just a puppet in the Liu family. I want to tell you, your mother is 

discussing our wedding date with my mother. If I call them right now, 

saying that you are going to break up with me, then you can see how 

many people will come to accuse you.” 

After finishing his words, he took out his mobile phone and made a call. 

Seeing this, Helen was completely desperate. 

She knew what she would face next. It was the siege and accusation from 

everyone. She would become the target of public criticism once again 

and be forced to marry Haoyang. 

... 

About less than twenty minutes later, everyone in the Liu family, 

including Peter Liu, Xiaohui Yu, and Shufen Wang, rushed to Helen’s 

company. 

This time Ben Liu didn’t come. Maybe Ben didn’t have any status in both 

Liu’s and his own home, so Xiaohui didn’t notify him. 

At this moment, Haoyang no longer pretended to be polite in front of 

the Liu family. The Liu family wished that Haoyang would become Liu 
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family’s son-in-law and treat him as a treasure. Since it was Helen’s fault, 

he didn’t need to be polite. 

“What is going on?” Peter asked, frowning. 

Haoyang pointed at Helen and said coldly: 

“Lord, Aunt Yu, you should ask her.” 

“She said that she was engaged to me just to piss off her ex-husband 

Mike. Should I slap her in your opinion?” 

As soon as hearing his words, everyone looked at Helen sullenly with 

their complexions changed. 

“Xiaoling, you go out first and guard at the elevator entrance. No one is 

allowed to come to the office.” 

Peter said to Xiaoling with a cold face. 

Xiaoling was just an assistant, she dare not defy the lord’s order and she 

could only go out. 

Now in the office, Helen was alone. 

“Helen, is Haoyang telling the truth? Peter asked coldly. 

Helen had been already terrified at this time with her face dull, and she 

nodded mechanically. 

“Bounce!” 

A crisp slap in the face suddenly rang in the office. 
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Xiaohui rushed up to slap Helen in her face, cursing fiercely: 

“You damn girl, I’m ashamed of you!” 

“How can we face Haoyang and Haoyang’s mother!” 

“Why doesn’t Hanyang match you? You would like to piss off Mike, does 

Mike have any relations with you? Do you want to piss me off? You will 

be happy if you piss me off !Right?” 

At this time, Shufen and Haoyang were standing together with their 

hands on their chests, looking at Helen with a cold face. 

In her opinion, Helen was so ungrateful that she was always looking for 

trouble. 

Haoyang also sneered. He knew that this was the result after the Liu 

family came, and they would definitely force Helen to stay with him. 

After Xiaohui’s slap, Helen didn’t respond at all, and she just sat there 

dumbly. 

She had been slapped twice just now, what if one more slap? She 

couldn’t even control her own life, what else could she control? 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 46 Let's 

Marry This Week 

"Helen, how could you do so? Haoyang treats you so well, while you hurt 

him so much that we, as your elders, can't just watch you do so! " 
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"Haoyang is handsome, capable and nice to you. Why could you be 

dissatisfied?" 

As expected by Helen Liu, all the Liu family gathered around and 

criticized her. 

"Helen, Haoyang has said, after you get married, he will certainly help us 

Liu family to resume the operation of the head office." 

At this time, Liu Chengfeng also came to scold her, "See, where else are 

you able to find such a good man? What do you think that you could do 

hurt to Haoyang for Mike Yue, such a rubbish? I suspect that your brain 

is a little abnormal. We should thank god that Haoyang doesn't dislike 

you! " 

Helen Liu looked up at her relatives, her mother and Haoyang, seeing 

that Haoyang stood upright and looked at her with a slight sneer. 

Haoyang's expression was full of victory smile. 

"All right, don't say anything!" At this time, Peter Liu raised his head and 

stopped everyone. He said, "Helen and Haoyang are engaged. This is an 

unchangeable fact. Since they are engaged, they will be married." 

"In the Liu family, as your elder, do my words have some weight?" 

All the people of the Liu family nodded and agreed,"Of course, Peter Liu 

is the elder of all the people in the Liu family. Naturally, we should listen 

to the elder." 

"No matter what the elder says, we must listen to him." 
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Peter Liu nodded with a smile,"In this case, I am in favor of the marriage 

of these two children. Xiaohui and Ben also like Haoyang to be their 

future son-in-law." 

"I'll make some arrangements for the two families. You will marry this 

Saturday, since it is the golden day of marriage. It's very rare. I've been 

looking for someone to check the date.” 

"What do you think?" 

Xiaohui said,"It's agreed with us if the elder decides. It's better to get 

married earlier, so that the little poor girl will not have to think about 

weird things all day.” 

She looked at Wang Shufen and Haoyang and asked with a smile, "Sister 

Wang, Haoyang, what do you think?" 

Shufen, holding her arm, said without expression, "To tell you the truth, 

Helen has disappointed me as her future mother-in-law. But my dear 

Haoyang is so into her, what can I say? Just, if Haoyang likes, I'll listen to 

him." 

With a faint smile, Haoyang said, "I don't have any opinions, but I'm 

afraid Helen will have some." 

"If I marry her, but she still acts like what she behaves right now, even 

not to forget her ex husband. I think this is an insult to me and 

irresponsible to a family and marriage. I think you as her relatives should 

convince her first. " 

"Ask her, what part of me makes her feel unsatisfied on earth?" 
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As soon as his words finished, Xiaohui and Peter Liu promised, "She dare 

not to have any opinions. Haoyang, you can trust that we will convince 

her." 

"Helen is not very mature, so we elders will educate her and enlighten 

her. I hope you can tolerate this child more. We believe that she will be a 

good wife and good mother in the future.” 

Haoyang nodded with a smile,"Of course, I will tolerate her. But today, 

she goes really too much. Of course, I also lost control a bit and did 

something wrong." 

"Here, I have to apologize to Helen." 

With that, he came up and said, apologetically, "I'm sorry, Helen. I was so 

impulsive today that I scared you." 

"I'm sorry for not being gentle to you. I won't do that again." 

At this time, Chengfeng and others also came with laughing, "That’s it. 

Every couple could fight at bed-head but would restore good 

relationships at the bed-end." 

"This Saturday, we have such a happy event in the Liu family. We have to 

prepare a gorgeous wedding ceremony for the two children." 

Seeing Helen Liu's face stagnant and silent, Peter Liu pushed his 

wheelchair close to her and said in a deep voice, "Little girl, do not try a 

hard way and do not let down everyone's expectations on you." 

"Be obedient, marry Haoyang and live a good life with him." 
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"Now apologize to Haoyang first. He has already apologized to you. 

Don't lose courtesy." 

Facing the threatening eyes of Peter Liu and Xiaohui, Helen Liu was like a 

lamb surrounded by wolves. Differences were just that these wolves 

wouldn't want to eat her, instead playing with her life. 

Helen Liu was like a controlled machine. Her heart was full of fear and 

she said in a trembling voice, "I'm sorry for what I have done..." 

Haoyang looked at her and said with a smile, "Never mind. Don't do that 

again." 

From his smile and tone, Helen Liu heard disdain and oppression. 

Peter Liu laughed, "All right, we are dealt." 

"Joe, there are still several days left, you two these days stay with Helen, 

and enlighten her well." 

Peter Liu talked with Xiaotian Liu, son of Joe and Lisa, in a thoughtful 

way, "Remember, you should stay with Helen anytime and anywhere. 

Don't let her get in touch with other outsiders, especially those bad 

friends. She is going to get married soon, so you should pay more 

attention to her, so as to avoid any trouble to this little girl." 

Joe and Xiaotian are slightly stunned. Peter Liu’s word actually implied 

them to keep a close watch on Helen Liu, and in the meantime cut off 

Helen Liu from the outside world. 

"Xiaohui, as her parent, when you go home, you should take good care 

of this girl, know that?" Peter Liu said, looking at Xiaohui again. 
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Xiaohui immediately understood the deeper meaning and nodded 

repeatedly, "Don't worry, dad. I'm a responsible mother." 

After commanding everything, Peter Liu laughed "Well, let's not disturb 

Helen’s work here. Except Joe and Xiaotian, it’s time for the rest of us to 

go." 

"We two family should walk around to deepen our connections. How 

about I invite you to have afternoon tea today? " 

Seeing this, Shufen immediately knew that she could not keep her face 

cold, coming over and saying enthusiastically, "How could we let the 

elder to treat us younger generation. Just let Haoyang treat us. Anyway 

he is not short of money." 

All but Joe and Xiaotian left the company of Helen Liu in the midst of 

laughter. 

In the whole office, only Helen Liu and her two brothers were left. 

At this time, Helen Liu was almost desperate. In order to force her to 

marry Haoyang, Peter Liu sent two men to watch her directly. 

In addition, she had now seen Haoyang's true nature. If she married 

Haoyang, would there be a good life in her future?” 

"I want to go to the bathroom..." 

Helen Liu, with her face full of embarrassment, said in a frightened voice. 

Joe saw this and sneered, "I said, my good sister, can you be obedient 

and do not try to do strange things." 
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"Will you be happy to stir up all the elders?" 

Xiaotian also said impatiently, "Little girl, I advise you to be obedient and 

don't make trouble again. Otherwise, the whole family will not make you 

easy. " 

Helen Liu nodded and said obediently, "I know, I'm not going to get into 

trouble. I just want to go to the bathroom." 

"Besides, I have to make up, otherwise it will affect my job. What if 

someone from other companies comes to visit me later?" 

After hearing her words and thinking about it, Joe said to Xiaotian, 

"Xiaotian, go with her to the toilet, outside and wait, then back together." 

Among the younger generation, Joe had the most authority, and 

Xiaotian definitely listened to him. 

"Let's go!" 

Xiaotian glanced at Helen Liu and went to the toilet with her, truly 

inseparable. 

After Helen Liu entered into the women's room, Xiaotian stood at the 

door with his ears close to the wall. He was afraid that Helen Liu would 

call someone secretly. 

Of course, Helen Liu was not that stupid. Instead, she sent a text 

message to Yuting for help. 

"Yuting, I'm forbidden by the Liu family! They sent my brothers to watch 

my every move! What should I do? Please try your best to save me. They 

will also force me to marry Haoyang, on this Saturday!” 
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After sending this message, Helen Liu hesitated for a moment and added 

another message, "If you can't figure out a way, you can go to Mike Yue 

and show him the text message. He will come to help me!" 

After the message was sent successfully, Helen Liu quickly deleted the 

message. 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 47 Yuting’s 

Scheme 

Yuting Chen was having dinner with Mike Yue in a restaurant when she 

got the messages from Helen Liu. Helen sent her two messages 

altogether. 

She was shocked when she finished reading the texts. 

“Mike...” 

Yuting wanted to show Mike the messages unconsciously, but as she 

called Mike, she held her words back. 

“What’s wrong?” 

Mike had some red wine absent-mindedly. 

He put down his glass and asked Yuting because he noticed Yuting 

wanted to say something. 

“I...” Yuting was entangled, so was her expression. But soon she changed 

her mind. She said “I just want to say you are so nice and you are good 

at everything.” 
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“As Helen’s best friend, I hope you two could be together, but I hope you 

could take good care of yourself. Because Helen, she is not good enough 

for you. She hurt you too much.” 

Yuting’s expression change could be called excellent. She pretended to 

defend for Mike,and her words were appropriate, thus Mike felt good 

about her. 

Actually Mike didn’t have many friends in Chuzhou City, except for Mark 

Duan and Verse Han. 

In the past two years, he devoted himself to Liu Family. 

“Thank you.” Mike looked at Yuting, he was slightly moved. He indeed 

needed others’ comfort at this time. Of course Mike was touched to hear 

Yuting’s sincere comfort. 

How could he figure out Yuting’s scheme, let alone Yuting’s acting was 

so real. 

“But don’t worry, I’m not that weak.” Mike smiled bitterly. “I just didn’t 

expect that she was going to get married when we divorced less than 

one month.” 

“It seems I have no place in her heart. My past two years was a waste of 

time.” 

Yuting comforted him “People have to grow up no matter how excellent 

or smart he is. He might have trouble in relationship.” 

“You just take it as a lesson. Don’t treat another woman so well in the 

future, then she couldn’t hurt you so much.” 
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Yuting comforted Mike and healed his bitterness like an intimate elder 

sister. 

“You are right.”Mike raised his glass and cheered with Yuting. Then he 

said “Honestly,I noticed that you were different with other friends of 

Helen Liu. Her other friends are arrogant and lofty.” 

“But I remembered you are always polite to me. Though you didn’t know 

my real identity.” 

Yuting bit her lips shyly hearing that. Her face turned red. She began to 

flatter Mike even more, she tried her best to show Mike her maturity and 

femininity. 

“There is high or low status,but no rich or poor character. We are all 

equal, why shall we look down upon others?”Yuting smiled and said “I 

know since long ago that you really love Helen, you feet pitiful for her 

when you see her.” 

“Actually I admire her so much because she had a man loved her so 

much. It was a pity that she was born in such kind of family. She was 

affected so that she didn’t cherish a man who loved her so much.” 

Mike looked at Yuting with astonishment. He didn’t expect that she 

could tell these words. He could tell she was an elegant woman from her 

words just now, and he believed she was the one wroth to be his friend. 

“I don’t have many friends here in Chuzhou City, I don’t know if I have 

the honor to be your friend? I admire your elegance.” 

Then Mike raised his glass and told Yuting sincerely. 
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Yuting rushed to raise her glass hearing that. She replied happily “Sure 

we could be good friends. Not too many good men like you exist in the 

world now. I admire you as well. And in addition, you are the young 

master of Yue Family. It’s my pleasure to be friends with you.” 

Another toast made Mike and Yuting good friends. 

“Don’t call me young master, just call me Mike.” Mike waved his hand 

and said to Yuting. 

Yuting smiled and bit her lips again hearing Mike’s words. 

“Sure, Mike.” 

She fell in love with Mike completely and she totally forgot Helen. 

“Sorry Helen. You hurt Mike so much, then let me fix the scar you left to 

him.” 

Yuting sighed secretly. She decided to sacrifice herself to help Helen. 

“Don’t worry Helen. When I become the young master of Yue Family. I 

will fix you and help you.” 

“Good sister, marry Haoyang Li securely. He is also a nice guy. Hope you 

could be happier than me.” 

... 

Mike prepared to go back to his company when they came out from the 

restaurant. For one part he felt not good today. For another he was only 

a good friend of Yuting. It was not good to go shopping with her. After 

all, men and women were different. 
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Yuting saw Mike was in bad mood. So she didn’t ask to stay with him. 

She knew Mike was the young master of a big family. He would look 

down upon a woman who was sticky. It needed some time to foster their 

relationship. 

At least they were good friends now, she already stepped out the first 

step on success. One day she would be Mike’s wife. 

“Yuting, then I will go back. Don’t tell me anything related to Helen in the 

future.” 

“I will have no relation with her anymore. It’s none of my business even if 

she died.” 

Mike frowned and said angrily. 

Yuting nodded and sighed. 

“I know. I will not mention her later. Take good care of yourself. Call me if 

you are blue. I can hang out with you. After all, my company is not busy.” 

Yuting still stared at Mike’s direction though Mike had left. 

Her face was red like she was rejuvenated. She felt she went back to the 

age when she first fell in love with someone. Mike filled her mind. 

And Helen in another side, she dared not to call Yuting though she didn’t 

get any reply from Yuting. Helen was afraid that Joe would find out it. 

Helen didn’t know that her good friend cheated her. It was the first time 

Yuting cheated her, but it was so serious that she couldn’t go back 

anymore. 
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And time flied to Friday. Tomorrow Helen would marry Haiyang. 

Members of Liu Family and Xiaohui Yu monitored Helen all around the 

clock. Even they stared at her when she made calls. 

Finally she got a chance to call Yuting, but she was desperate when she 

dialed the number. 

Cold voice came from the other side of the phone”Sorry, the subscriber 

you dialed is power off.Please redial later.” 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 48 Helen is 

going to marry 

On Friday, both Mark Duan and Verse Han heard some rumors that 

Helen Liu was going to marry the CEO of a certain company, Haoyang Li 

on Saturday. 

Li Family had many business partners. Haoyang had to send wedding 

invitations. Mark also told the gossip to Verse. 

"Is that true? Helen?" Verse was shocked to hear the news. 

"Of course!" Mark said firmly, "Now many people have received the 

invitation. It is indeed the wedding invitation of Haoyang and Helen." 

"I know Haoyang Li. Although I am not familiar with him, I have met him 

two times. That young man is really capable. He took over his father's 

work at a young age and directly developed a company into three 

companies." Verse said, "Last time I went to have dinner with Mike Yue 

and met Helen. She said that she was engaged and her fiance was very 
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capable that he was running three companies. I thought she made it up 

on purpose to make Mike Yue unhappy." 

"I didn't expect her to be engaged to Mike Yue in less than a month after 

she divorced Mike. It’s amazing!" 

Mark sneered, "All the members of Liu family are the same. They just 

chase money. I think Helen Liu just coverts the three companies of 

Haoyang. Otherwise, according to her attitude towards brother Feng, if 

Haoyang were a poor man, would she be so willing to marry Haoyang?" 

Verse also snorted: "How could Mike Yue married such a woman? It's an 

insult to him!" 

As she was speaking, she saw Mark winking at her. She gave a little start 

and said seriously, "What's the matter? I’m telling the truth." 

Then she saw Mark was peeping at the door. She suddenly woke up, 

turned her head slightly, and saw Mike Yue standing at the door with a 

gloomy face. 

"Don't talk about Helen Liu anymore!" Mike walked in and said with 

anger. 

Mark was embarrassed and said quickly, "Big brother, actually..." 

Mike interrupted, "You don't have to say anything. She has nothing to do 

with me. It's her own business. Even if she marries a beggar or the richest 

man in the world, it has nothing to do with me." 

Verse and Mark looked at each other in astonishment. It seemed that 

when they started talking, Mike Yue had already stood outside the door. 
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"Okay, Well, it suddenly occurred to me that I still have something to do. 

I have to go. Excuse me! " 

As soon as Mark finished his words, he left the office in a hurry. 

"I also remember that I haven't finished my work, so I'm sorry... " Verse 

also didn't dare to irritate Mike at this time, and followed him out of the 

office. 

Mike Yue was sitting alone on the sofa in the office with his head down. 

Nobody knew what he was thinking. 

After a while, he suddenly picked up the teapot on the tea table and 

smashed it into pieces. 

He clenched his teeth and roared, "You said you don't like him. Why do 

you marry him? Don’t you care about my feelings?" 

He fell on the sofa, calmed down and dialed Yuting's number. 

…… 

On the other side, Yuting was sitting in her office with a phone in her 

hand. She was looking a photo of Mike Yue with a soft look. 

"President Chen, do you have a boyfriend? Are you looking at his 

photo?" Her assistant couldn't help laughing and asked when she saw 

that Yuting had kept this posture for the whole morning. 

Yuting turned off her phone in a hurry, blushed and pouted, "Come on, 

stop it." 
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The assistant said with a faint smile, "You've been watching it for the 

whole morning." 

"But it's a good thing that you have a boyfriend. Women always need a 

man to rely on. This boy is must very excellent, right?" 

Yuting nodded shyly. Of course he was outstanding. He was the Master 

of Yue family in Capital City. 

"But he is not my boyfriend yet. We are good friends now." Said Yuting. 

The assistant smiled and said, "Good friend and boyfriend are very close 

together. Let's wait and see who will break it first." 

"Besides, you are so beautiful and you like him so much. So isn't it easy if 

you want him to be your boyfriend as soon as possible?" 

Yuting blushed, "Come on, I'm very reserved." As she was speaking, her 

phone suddenly rang. 

Seeing that it was a call from Mike Yue, Yuting immediately became 

excited. She quickly drove the assistant out and then answered the 

phone. 

"Mike!" Yuting's voice immediately became gentle. 

"Yuting, are you free tonight?" Mike said in a low and depressed voice of 

Mike Yue came from the other end of the phone. 

"Yes, of course!" Yuting replied excitedly without thinking. 

…… 
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At seven o'clock in the evening. 

Yuting came to the appointment on time in a high-end bar. 

Mike said on the phone that he was in a bad mood and wanted Yuting to 

drink with her. Of course Yuting would not refuse the opportunity to stay 

alone with him. 

After receiving the phone call, she left the company and went home to 

dress up for several hours. 

She wore a strapless shirt, a light blue ultra short jeans, and a pair of 

white, cool high-heeled shoes, which made her look more beautiful and 

attractive. 

As soon as she entered the bar, she attracted a lot of people's attention, 

and was even accosted by some men. "I'm sorry. My boyfriend is waiting 

for me in the deluxe room. Do you want to come with me?" Yuting said 

with a faint smile, which drove away all the people who accosted her. 

At the door of the private room, Yuting took a deep breath, opened the 

door and come in. 

In the luxurious box, Mike Yue was drinking alone. Looking at the various 

famous wines on the table, Yuting couldn't help swallowing. 

A man and a woman drank together. Thinking of this scene, Yuting 

couldn't help but feel excited. 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 49 Get 

drunk 
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"Mike Yue, you haven't eaten yet, have you? You’ll get drunk." 

"How about I order steak for you or something else?" 

Yuting Chen walked over and sat next to Mike and asked with concern. 

Mike smiled wryly and said, "No, I don’t need it, I just want to drink 

tonight." 

"You promised me that you’ll get drunk with me." 

Seeing this, Yuting couldn't persuade him anymore. She knew that Mike 

was in a bad mood today. 

"Well, I'll drink with you until you get drunk." 

She poured herself a glass of whiskey to moisten her throat. 

"Thank you. Thank you for your coming." 

Looking at Yuting who drank up the wine in one gulp, Mike said 

gratefully. 

"It’s nothing. We're good friends." Yuting smiled faintly and asked, "by 

the way, what's wrong with you today? Do you want to get drunk for no 

reason?" 

Mike sighed deeply and smiled wryly, "Helen is getting married 

tomorrow. You should know that, right?" 

Hearing this, Yuting's face changed and she felt a little guilty. She didn't 

expect that Mike knew that Helen was going to get married. 
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"What? Really? "Yuting pretended to be surprised. 

"Don't you know? you are her best friend. She should have told you such 

a big thing, right?" Mike looked at Yuting strangely. 

Yuting said guiltily, "I haven't contacted her recently, and my phone was 

broken and I couldn't get any calls or messages. Maybe I didn't receive 

her calls. I just changed my phone today. " 

Then she took out her phone and put it on the tea table. 

In fact, her phone was not broken at all. Helen sent her messages, but 

she didn't reply. She must have an explanation for why she didn't reply, 

and she didn't tell Mike about the content of the message. So she 

changed her phone and made up a lie that her phone was broken. 

Without thinking too much, Mike smiled wryly and said, "I just don't 

understand why she would marry another man less than a month after 

she divorced me." 

"I admit that I still love her. I tried to forget this woman who made me 

sad, but the news that she was going to get married broke me down 

again." 

Mike smashed the glass on the ground and roared, "She should treat me 

in this way! I have loved her for so many years, but she actually is going 

to marry somebody who she knows just less than one month." 

Yuting was taken aback by Mike and hurried to comfort him, “Don't think 

too much. Why do you make yourself unhappy with her mistake. You 

have divorced. What she wants to do has nothing to do with you. Forget 

it, You have your own life and a bright future. It's her loss that she 

doesn't go to the end with you." 
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Yuting filled Mike’s glass. If she wanted something to happen after 

drinking, she had to let Mike get drunk first. 

"You are right, so I didn't go to see her." Mike smiled wryly and said, "so I 

called you here. I know you will comfort me and stay with me until I get 

drunk." 

"Thank you, Yuting!" He raised his glass, clinked it with Yuting’s one, and 

drank it up again. 

Half of the wine on the table was drunk. Yuting was staggered by Mike’s 

capacity for liquor. But Yuting didn't dare to drink so much liquor. If she 

did, she would definitely become unconscious. 

Therefore she either took a sip, or poured it into the trash can. She had 

been keeping sober. 

Until ten o'clock in the evening, Mike finally got drunk and staggered. 

Looking at the bottles on the ground, Yuting felt shocked. 

"Mike, are you okay?" She asked tentatively. 

"Okay! I'm fine. I won't miss her anymore. I won't miss that woman!" 

Mike reeked of beer. When he was about to fill his glass again, Yuting 

pulled him and persuaded, "Mike, stop drinking. If you still want to drink, 

let's drink next time." 

Yuting helped Mike up and took him out of the bar. They stopped a taxi. 

"Please take us to the best hotel nearby!" After getting in the car, Yuting 

said to the driver. 
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The driver was a middle-aged man in his forties. Seeing this, he smiled 

and said "Okay, I understand. Girl, are you going out to sleep with your 

boyfriend? You two look so drunk." 

Mike lowered his head as if he was sleeping. Yuting blushed and didn't 

reply. She dislike the driver's smile. 

When passing by an adult shop, Yuting said to the driver, "Sir, please 

stop the car!" 

The driver took a look at the adult products shop and stopped the car. 

He muttered,"It’s so amazing." 

Seeing that Mike was still lowering his head, Yuting said to him, "Mike, 

wait a minute. I go to buy something." 

Seeing that there was no response from Mike, she breathed a sigh of 

relief. She got off the car quietly and ran into the adult products store 

sneakily. 

"Boss, do you have that kind of medicine?" Yuting blushed and asked. 

The owner was surprised to see a beautiful woman. His eyes lit up, "Yes, 

yes! Beauty, are you talking about Viagra?" 

Yuting shook her head and said anxiously, "No, it's that kind of medicine, 

which could make people more excited..." 

Hearing this, the owner immediately laughed, "I know, I know. Is this stuff 

you talk about?” 

He quickly took out a box from the cupboard and said, "This is the latest 

style of this year. As long as the take off the lid, the fragrance will fill the 
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whole room. The ingredients in it could effectively stimulate hormones. 

This medicine was the best sold this year. I'll give you a discount and 

only sell you for eight hundred and eighty. What do you think?" 

Yuting took the medicine in a hurry, took out one thousand dollars from 

her bag and handed up to the boss. 

"Thank you!" She put the medicine in her bag and ran away. 

The owner looked at Yuting's attractive back, holding one thousand 

dollars in his hand, and muttered with excitement, "It seems that the 

more beautiful a girl is, the wilder she is..." 

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 50 Stop 

thinking about her 

Arriving at the hotel, Yuting Chen took Mike Yue gently by the arm and 

led him into the hotel. 

Coincidentally, this hotel was the same hotel where Mike sent Yuting to 

last time, and this time, it was Yuting sending Mike instead. 

This time, however, no one was standing across the street to take 

pictures of them without their permission. 

"We’d like to book a deluxe king room, please!" 

Yuting put Mike Yue on the sofa in the lobby, then took out her ID card 

and said to the receptionist excitedly. 

Seeing Yuting was eager and excited, the receptionist showed a 

meaningful smile. 
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"Madam, the room is settled, here is your room card." 

“Thank you.” Yuting then walked over to hold Mike and they went 

straight upstairs. 

They only booked one room, hence what Yuting was planning was 

already clear. 

After sending Mike to the room, Yuting said to him thoughtfully. 

"I'm going to buy you some medicine, you can take a shower first to 

sober up." 

"Falling asleep while you are drunk is bad for your health." 

Mike wiped his face, he was a little muddled at this time, and went 

straight to the bathroom. Soon, the sound of the shower came out. 

Yuting pursed her lips, smiling. She took out the Pheromone Perfume 

she had prepared, twisted off the lid, and placed it in a hidden corner. 

This perfume did have an unusual magic power, which was able to 

conjure up desire and stimulate hormones. Smelling the fragrance, 

Yuting had already become intoxicated and relaxed. 

But she could take her time, a night of sex was worth a thousand in gold, 

it was early, she still had all night to spend with Mike. 

She went downstairs and bought Mike a bottle of anti-alcoholic drug. 

"Mike, I’m back!" 

Yuting opened the door with her room card, but there was no sign of 

Mike. 
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"Where are you, Mike?" 

She felt strange and went to check the bathroom. Mike wasn’t there, too. 

She was afraid that Mike had went back home by himself after taking the 

shower and sobering up. She was blaming herself for letting him take a 

shower, and then saw Mike sitting on the floor in the corner. 

"Mike..." 

Mike was sitting there, wrapped in his bathrobe. His eyes were red, tears 

running down his face. 

"Are you missing Helen again?" 

Yuting leaned over and asked. 

Mike looked decadent and answered. 

"I thought I could forget that she was getting married if I got drunk, but 

it's true that dispelling sorrows with wine could only make it worse. I 

should have known, then I wouldn't have bathed, the longer I took the 

shower, the more sober I got." 

Yuting couldn’t help feeling jealous when she saw Mike was so upset for 

Helen, she handed the medicine to Mike. 

Mike, however, did not take it and said. 

"I don't need it, I don’t want to keep my head clear, I'm afraid I won't be 

able to sleep." 
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In fact, by this time, Mike had smelled a faint, soft scent, as if it exuded 

naturally from the room. And he was still muddled, so he didn't think too 

much of the scent. 

But the longer he stayed in the room, the hotter his body became. 

Suddenly, Yuting leaned over and got herself into Mike’s arms, hugging 

him tightly. 

"Mike, stop thinking about her, okay?" 

"She treated you so bad, why are you still missing her..." 

Yuting's voice was soft and seductive. 

For a while, the scent of pheromone and the smell of Yuting's perfume 

intertwined together, stimulating Mike's nerves. 

If he was sober, he would have definitely pushed Yuting away, but now, 

he didn't want to leave her at all. He was greatly comforted, both 

physically and mentally. 

His hormones were rapidly secreting. 

But the education he had received allowed him to maintain the last shred 

of sanity, so he said. 

"I want to have a rest... you should get some rest, too..." 

However, he didn’t sound determined, like a young child who had to 

give up his beloved toy to his best friend, but he was reluctant to do 

that. 
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"I don’t want to..." 

Yuting acted coquettishly, wriggling in Mike's arms. 

She was like a beautiful siren, soft and delicate, and her dress today also 

exposed her perfect figure to Mike. 

Mike swallowed hard, his lust exploded, and the last shred of his sanity 

was gone. 

"Mike..." 

Yuting raised her head and looked at him with blush on her face and 

fascinated eyes. 

Suddenly, Mike felt that it was Helen lying in his arms, instead of Yuting. 

"Helen..." He mumbled. 

Yuting trembled and a tear welled from her eye as she suddenly 

remembered a saying: the man I love is hugging me, but he's thinking 

another woman. 

However...... 

Yuting had no time to feel sad for this. She slowly whispered. 

"Yes, it's me..." 

As soon as she admitted she was Helen, Mike burst out, picking up 

Yuting and throwing her onto the bed. 

He was filled with lust, stared at Yuting and whispered. 
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"I...want you!" 

After saying this, Mike fell upon her like a tiger. 

They were enjoying the happy time together and the room was filled 

with Yuting's groans. 

........ 

A night passed, in a blink of an eye. 

There were people who indulged in sex all night, but there was another 

woman who was in endless despair and terror during the night. 

Helen Liu, at her home, hadn’t slept the whole night. It was almost dawn 

now. 

She sat on the bed, holding her long beautiful legs with her arms, 

leaning her head on her knees. Her eyes were red and inflamed from 

crying. 

She didn't know why, she couldn’t reach Yuting, who was her only hope. 

Now that she had lost her hope, she originally wanted to call Mike for 

comfort, but when she thought of how she had treated him in the past, 

she didn't dare to make the call. 

On the day they got divorced, she even insulted Mike with money. And 

last time she met Mike and Verse Han at Yunding Restaurant, the 

coldness and confidence emanated from Mike were so intimidating that 

she was now completely afraid to contact him. 
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What’s more, she didn't know that Mike had already blacked out her 

phone number. Even if she called him now, she still couldn't get through 

to his phone. 

"Mike, Yuting, where are you..." 

Helen started weeping again. 

At the thought that the Liu family would come to force her to marry 

Haoyang Li at dawn, she felt a deep fear, the fear of being manipulated 

for the rest of her life, and the fear of Haoyang Li. 

She had recognized what kind of person Haoyang really was. That man's 

politeness and courtesy were all faked, he was actually a hypocrite who 

had a tendency to violence. 

If she married to such a man, how could she be happy for the rest of her 

life? Even though this man was rich, he couldn’t be compared with Mike 

who was sincere and caring. 

However, she was not aware that her best friend, Yuting, was now with 

the man she missed the most. They were sleeping on the same bed, and 

had been enjoying the intimacy with each other. 

 


